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INDIRECT DISCOURSE IN ANGLO-SAXON.

INTRODUCTION.

The study of Indirect Discourse in Anglo-Saxon has hitherto

received comparatively little attention. We occasionally meet

with discussions of this construction in grammatical studies

of selected Anglo-Saxon writings. Kiihn and Wohlfarht, in

their treatments of the syntax of the works of JElfric, have

done little more than to mention Indirect Discourse
; Nader,

however, has furnished a far more satisfactory account of it as

found in the Beowulf. Such studies are as a rule of a sketchy
character and are also extremely unsatisfactory owing to the

restricted field within which the work has been done.

In grammatical works of a more pretentious character, as

those of Koch, Matzner, and Fiedler and Sachs, the treatment

of Indirect Discourse for the early periods of the language is of

a very general nature, accompanied by few examples and no

statistics, and consequently of limited value.

There are, however, syntactic studies of another kind which

possess a far higher degree of merit
;
these treat mainly of

certain constructions which play an important part in Indirect

Discourse
; the investigations are generally based upon ample

reading and the results are satisfactory. Among these, the

researches of Hotz and Fleischhauer on the Subjunctive, Mather

on the Conditional Sentence, and Smith on the Order of Words,
are worthy of special commendation. Owing, nevertheless, to

the restricted syntactic limits of these studies, there is a fre-

quent disregard for the modifying influences of many indirect

constructions.

To establish definite boundaries to the range of observation

I have adopted Behaghel's definition of Indirect Discourse, as

given in his monograph, Uber die Entstehung der abhangigen
RedeimAUdeutschen: "Den Begriff der Indirecten Redefasse

1



2 J. H. GOBRELL.

ich in der weitesten Ausdehnung ;
ich verstehe daruuter jede

Mittheilung der Worte oder Gedanken eines Andern, soweit

sie nicht genau in derselben Form berichtet werden, wie dieser

sie ausgesprochen hat oder aussprechen wurde."

In brief, then, this study embraces all dependent construc-

tions after verbs of saying ; knowing and perceiving ; thinking,

seeming, and believing; teaching and learning; after expres-

sions of petition and command, of permission and refusal, and

of doubt and fear. I have also included dependent clauses

after verbs which serve as colorless introductions to indirect

statements.

The following texts have been used in the preparation of

this work : Fox's Boethius (Boe.), Grein's Poesie and Prosa,

Heyne's Beowulf (Beow.), Miller's Bede, Morris's Stickling
Homilies (BH.\ Napier's Wulfstan ( W.), Skeat's Gospels and
Lives of the Saints (LS.), Sweet's Orosius (Or.) and Pastoral

Care (CP.), Thorpe's Chronicle (Chr.\ and Homilies of ^Elfric

(AH.).
The Latin texts employed are Holder's Bede, Migne's Cura

Pastorali* (in Patrologia Latino), and Peiper's Boethius.

The following special treatises have been used :

Otto Behaghel, Die Modi im Heliand. Paderborn, 1876.
Otto Behaghel, Uber die Entstehung der abhdngigen Rede

und die Ausbildung der Zeitworter im Altdeutschen. Pader-

born, 1877.

Ernst Bernhardt,
" Der Gotische Optativ." Zeitschrift fur

deutsche Philologie, vm, 1 ff.

Delbruck und Windisch, Syntactische Forschungen. Halle
1871-1879.

Fiedler und Sachs, Wissenschaftliche Grammatik der Eng-
lischen Sprache, n. Band. Leipzig, 1861.
W. Fleischhaner, Uber den Gebrauch des Oonjunctivs in

Alfreds Altenglischer Ubersetzung von Gregory's Cura Pastora-
lix. Erlangen, 1885.

O. Hennicke, Der Oonjunctiv im Alt-Englischen und seine

Umschreibung durch Modale Hilfsverba. Gottingen, 1878.
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A. N. Henshaw, The Syntax of the Indicative and Subjunc-
tive Moods in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels. Leipzig, 1894.

Gerold Hotz, On the Use of the Subjunctive Mood in Anglo-
Saxon and its further History in Early English. Zurich,

1882.

J. Koch, Historische Grammatik der Englischen Sprache,

n. Band. Cassel, 1878.

Karl Krickau, Der Accusativ mit dem Infinitiv in der Eng-
lischen Sprache. Gottingen, 1877.

Paul Th. Kiihn, Die Syntax des Verbums in^Elfrics 'Heili-

genleben.' Leipzig, 1889.

Karl Liittgens, Die Alt-Englischen Hilfsverba 'Sculan' und
1

Willan.' Wisraar, 1888.

E. Matzner, Englische Grammatik. Berlin, 1874.

F. A. March, Comparative Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon

Language. New York, 1871.

F. J. Mather, Jr., The Conditional Sentence in Anglo-Saxon.

Munich, 1893.

E. Nader,
"
Tempus und Modus im Beowulf," Anglia, x,

556.

C. A. Smith, The Order of Words in Anglo-Saxon Prose.

Baltimore, 1893.

J. D. Spaeth, Die Syntax des Verbums in den ags. Gedicht
(Daniel.' Leipzig, 1893.

E. H. Spieker,
" On Direct Speech introduced by a Con-

junction," American Journal of Philology, v, 221.

Georg Steche, Der Syntactische Gebrauch der Conjunctionen
in dem ags. Gedichte von der Genesis. Leipzig, 1895.

Paul Wichers, Uber die Bildung der Zusammengesetzten Zeiten

der Vergangenheit im Fruhmittelenglischen. Kiel, 1889.

Theodor Wohlfarht, Die Syntax des Verbums in ^Elfric's

Ubersetzung des Heptateuchs und des JSuches Hiob. Miinchen,
1885.

J. E. Wulfing, Die Syntax in den Werken Alfreds des Gros-

sen. Bonn, 1894.



J. H. GORRELL.

I. THE INDIRECT DECLARATIVE SENTENCE.

The Conjunction

The dependent clause in Indirect Discourse is usually intro-

duced by the conjunction \ad. This conjunction was originally

a demonstrative pronoun denoting the inner object of the princi-

pal sentence. Reference to a following subordinate clause by a

demonstrative is a common feature in Indo-Germanic.1 There

are abundant examples of it in Anglo-Saxon; as CP., 113, 10,

arest him Jmhte \>cet ]>set
he wsere unmedene; 181, 18, we

magan oncnawan \cd pset J>a
earman sint to retanne

; Or., 80,

28, Leontya fycet ];a geascade ]>et hine man swa bepridian wolde ;

similarly 82, 24; 148,16; 150,11,33; 156,7; 5^,44,20;
46,12; 76,7; 98,5; 128,4; 136,13; 140,7; 144,21; 146,
5

; 154, 33
; 164, 20, 29

; 188, 7, etc.
; Chr., 66, 23

; AH., I,

224, 33; Boe., 136, 12; 142, 5; Mark, n, 8; Luke, I, 58;
Beow., 290, 535, 633, 751, 943, 1498, 1592, 1701, etc.; L8.3

532, 735
; W., 206, 28. This demonstrative came gradually to

sustain the relation of the inner object of the subordinate clause

and hence was naturally regarded as the common property of
both clauses

;
the common relation thus sustained occasioned

the use of this word as the readiest means of connection of the

two clauses, and finally it passed over into the subordinate
clause.

2

A construction akin to the true deictic use of this demon-
strative is the employment of \a>t together with the verb "

to
be" to introduce an indirect statement; as Boe., 182, 15, J;e
ic eow ssede \aA wees

J>aette yfele men nseron nauhtas
; 208,

4, ic
]>e wolde reccan sumne rihtne racan \cd is

]>fet J>a beo$

gesaeligran.

The general laws regulating the use of the conjunction \>ad

may be stated as follows :

l

Anglia, xi, 489.

Erdmann, Syntax der Spraehe Olfrids, I, 3 97-98. See also Z.f. d. Phil
Tin, 127, 289.
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1. The simple dependent clause is usually preceded by ]>cet,

as CP., 39, 24, se
J>e wende ]>cet

he wsere ofer ealle o)>ere men.

When the dependent clause is itself composed of a number

of coordinate clauses, }>cet is generally found only before the

first clause, as AH., I, 78, 29, bebead \cd hi eft ne cyrdon to

J?am re$an cyniuge Herode, ac Jmrh ofterne weg hine forcyrdon,

and swa to heora eiSele becomon. When, however, the con-

tents of the several clauses are to be contrasted, or each one is

to be distinctly emphasized, \ad is frequently used before each

clause, as AH., i, 294, 18, bebead him
]>cet

hi of ]>sere byrig
Hierusalem ne gewiton, ac \<xi hi paam onbidedon his Faeder

behates; John, xvii, 15, Ne bidde ic
]>e ]>cet ]m hi nyme of

middan-earde, ac
\>cet ]>\i

hi gehealde of yfele; Or., 19, 32,

Wulfstan ssede \<zt he gefore of Hseftan, ]>cet
he wsere on Truso

on syfan dagum, ]>cet ]>set scip wses ealne weg yrnende ; John,

ix, 25, an ]>ing ic wat \od ic waes blind and
]>cet

ic nu geseo ;

Bede, 242, 31, gehat geheht, ]>cet
he a wolde liif in etyeodig-

nesse lifigan and nsefre to ealand hweorfan, and
]>cet aeghwilce

daage alne saltere asunge, and
]>cet

selcere wucan infaeste.

Wulfstan employs this device very effectively to emphasize
his statements, as 179, 19, is to gej?encanne ]?set

is
]>cet hy

rihtne geleafan anrsedlice healdan, and
\>cet hy Godes ciricean

grrSjan, and
]>cet

hi godcundan lareowan hyran and Godes

larum fylgan, and
]>cet

hi Godes )>eowas symle weorSjan, and

\ml hi oiSrum mannum unriht ne beodan. In this way a true

statement is often contrasted with a false one, as in AH., II,

418, 17, 18. Other examples of the repetition of the conjunc-
tion may be found in AH., n, 414, 5

; 434, 3
; 466, 3

; Boe.,

144, 19; BH., 119, 25; Bede, 102, 20; 212, 4.

The conjunction is also employed to mark off distinct groups
of clauses, as Boe., 172, 22, miht |>u ongitan ]>cet ]?a godan bio$

simle wealdende and
J>a yfelan na3bba$ naenne anweald, and

\cd ]?a craeftas ne bio^ naafre buton heringe ne J>a unpeawas
nsefre ne bio^ unwitodne

; similarly John, vi, 22
; xm, 3.

2. In complex dependent sentences, where the main clause

of the dependent sentence is preceded by a subordinate clause,
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there are three possible positions of the conjunction: (a)

before the subordinate clause; (6) between the subordinate

and main clauses
; (c) expressed before the subordinate clause

and repeated immediately before the main clause. It is not

possible to state any universal usage, but the following obser-

vations may be noted :

Position (a) is naturally of frequent occurrence, as CP., 85,

5, tacna-S \cd eall, ]>a?t ]>&s sacerdes andgiet Surhfaran msege,

sie ymb Sone heofonlican lufan.

There are, however, two tendencies at work against the use

of position (a), especially when the preceding subordinate clause

is adverbial : first, the objectionable juxtaposition of two con-

junctions tycet and the adverbial conjunction); secondly, the

cumbrous construction caused by the presence of a long sub-

ordinate clause between the conjunction and the main clause

of the dependent sentence. The first difficulty is occasionally

avoided by expressing the subject of the dependent clause

immediately after \<xt and referring to it by the personal pro-

noun, as CP., 389, 19, Hit is awriten
]>cette

ure Haelend, J?a he

wses twelfwintre, wurde beasftan his meder. But a far more

frequent device is the use of position (6) by placing \ad after

the subordinate clause, as CP., 233, 16, Sam afstegurn is to

secganne, gif hie nylla$ healdan wr$ iSsem tefste, ]>cet
hie

weora$ besewde; similarly 185, 25; 231, 10; 253, 8; 263,

14; 271, 10; 273, 20; 423, 30; Or., 20, 19; 210, 15; L8.,

6, 74; 136, 311
; BH., 17, 1

; Bede, 53, 21
; Chr., 256, C. 30;

AH., i, 30, 10; 48, 35; Matt., xxn, 24; Mark, xin, 29;
John, ix, 22.

A third construction is, however, frequently met with
;
this

consists in the use of \od regularly before the subordinate

clause and the repetition of it before the main clause
;
as CP.,

199, 16, Hit is awriten
]>cette David, ]>& he ]>one laeppan for-

corfenne hsefde, ]>o* he sloge on his heortan
; Bede, 80, 24, Seo

se bibead
]>cet se wer, se

)>e waere his wife gemeuged, \ad he
sceolde wsetre aSwegan; similarly CP., 143, 1

; 209, 13
; 220,

18; 271, 10; AH., i, 40, 34; 60, 26; 174, 26; BH., 99, 7;
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125, 13; Or., 56, 24; Bede, 80, 24; C%r., 221, E, 14; Boe.,

102, 24
; Matt., V, 28.

Remark. In CP. position (c) is more generally employed,
while (a) and (6) are of about equal occurrence

;
in Or. there

is a slight preponderance of (6) over (c), and (a) is compara-

tively rare
;
in BH. there is a decided preference for position

(c) ;
^Elfric's writings show a greater use of position (c), though

this only slightly preponderates over (a) ; position (6) is greatly
in excess of the others in Bede and Boe. Wulfstan does not

seem to show special fondness for any one construction, though
instances of position (6) are most numerous. On the whole,

position (6) is most frequently employed; it avoids, on the

one hand, the lack of clearness often felt in the use of position

(a), and, on the other, the awkward repetition of the conjunc-
tion in position (c).

The conjunction ]xxt is frequently omitted in Anglo-Saxon.
This is to be explained in two ways, according to the character

of the indirect expression.

1. Omission of the conjunction in the complex indirect

sentence, in which the subordinate clause precedes. Notice

has already been directed to the fact that Anglo-Saxon feel-

ing is opposed to the excessive massing of conjunctions and

adverbial particles. The establishment of position (6) is a

result of the operation of this principle; a further step is,

however, taken in the simplification of the construction, and

the conjunction is omitted. The large number of examples
of the omission of the conjunction after verbs of all kinds leads

us to regard this usage not as mere juxtaposition of the two

clauses, but as a regular variety of the indirect construction.

Some examples may be noted : BH., 24, 9, geftencean we eac,

gif o]?er nyten wsere to halsigenne, )?onne onfenge he hine
;

OP., 383, 31, J>a3t
hi geiSencan, gif man swa de$, $onne ne

timbrel he us healle ac hryre; Boe., 174, 24, Ic wat, gif }>e

sefre gewyrS, $onne gesyhst }>u, etc.
; similarly AH., I, 134,

13; Bede, 134, 18; Beow., 1104; Boe., 142, 13; 210, 8;
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216, 20; CP., 311, 14. Also without the usual ]>onne: Boe.,

20, 17, Wite Jni, gif }>set )>ine agne welan waeron, ne mihtest

Jm hi forleosan
; similarly CP., 407, 22

; Boe., 204, 15. In

this construction the correlative sentence with J>a \a is very

frequent, as Bede, 162, 21, secgaS me, ]>a Oswald bisceopes

bede ]>a wses him sended oj>er biscop ; similarly Matt., xin,

53
; or, without the second \a, as Mark, n, 23

; Matt., xi, 1 .

It is worthy of notice that the omission of \ad is specially

frequent after verbs of perception ;
in such cases, the subordi-

nating force of the governing verb appears in general to be

somewhat weak, thus favoring the omission of the connecting

particle; as, after witan, Bede, 134, 18; Boe., 34, 11; 174,

24
; 210, 8

; ongiian, Boe., 56, 7
; geweorSan, Matt., VII, 28

;

xiu, 53 ; Mark, n, 23
; Luke, I, 41

; vin, 22.

2. Omission of the conjunction in simple indirect sentences.

Of this construction there are two varieties :

(a) The connection of the dependent sentence with the

governing verb is comparatively close and the changed mood
and tense indicate genuine Indirect Discourse: as Boe., 82,

27, Da getreowan freond ic secge seo
J?set deorweorj>este ]>ing ;

Beow., 2940, cwse$ he wolde on mergenne meces ecgum getan ;

Bede, 200, 25, ssegde he hit gehyde from J>aem seofon Uttan

msessepreoste ; Beow., 799
; Lti., 72, 373

; Boe., 40, 31
; 82,

27; 98, 23; 126, 14; Dan., 426; Gen., 276; An., 1110. We
may here include also such peculiar constructions as Boe., 100,

10, ic wat J>eah Jm wene [perhaps you may think] ; similarly

224, 26. In a few instances the verb of saying is thrust in as

it were parenthetically, but still retains its power of changing
the mood of the following verb

;
as CP., 423, 19, sio, he cwseS,

uxere on his limum; 389, 11, sio winestre hand Godes, he

cwseS, wcere under his hsefde
; similarly Boe., 82, 27.

(6) In many cases, however, the connection between the
verb of saying and the statement made is looser

;
the genuine

direct construction prevails and we may regard the expression
as mere juxtaposition ;

the introductory verb serves simply to
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make known the person who speaks, thinks, commands,
1
etc.

This construction is frequent after wenan and verbs of petition

or command
;
as AH., I, 378, 4, Ic wene wit sind oferswrSde;

i, 446, 13, ic bidde eow blissiaiS on ]>yssere tide
; John, xxi,

25; Beow., 383, 3001
; AH., i, 332, 12; 434, 13; Or., 233.

The use of the conjunction \od in paratactic constructions

is frequent in the Gospels and in the writings of ^Elfric
;

else-

where it is rarely found. This usage in the Gospels is due to

the Greek construction of <m with the indicative, which was

in turn rendered in the Latin version and subsequently in the

Anglo-Saxon.
2

Mark, x, 32, ongann him secgan \ad we nu

astigaS to Hierusalem and mannes sunu br3 geseald, etc.

[coepit illes dicere quia ascendimus in hierosolima et films

hominis traditur] ; Matt., vn, 23
; Luke, vn, 1 6

; xxn, 61
;

xxiv, 7
; John, iv, 39

; VI, 14
; x, 36

; xi, 40. In a few

instances the conjunction is not found in the Latin, but is

inserted in the Anglo-Saxon very probably by analogy to the

frequent examples of its use in such connections; as, e. g.,

Matt., xxvii, 11, J>a cwseiS se haelend
fycet ]m segst [dicit ei

iesus tu dicis] ; similarly Matt., xxm, 16
; xxvi, 64.

.ZElfric shows a decided fondness for the use of this con-

struction
;
as AH., i, 162, 22, Crist cwsefi

]?set
se weig is swiiSe

nearu and sticol
; 360, 31, awrat se witega Isaias

]?set he is

stemn clypigendes on westene
; 236, 35, swa Crist cwseS

]>89t

nan wer ne wifaiS, ne wif ne ceorlaiS, ne beam ne bi$ getymed ;

174, 4, hit is awriten on J>sere ealdan se> )>set
nan man ne sceal

hinegebiddan; 166, 19; 486, 21; 510,15; n, 246, 20; 330,

24; 394, 31
; LS., 386, 62

; 398, 238. ^The reason for ^Ifric's

use of this construction is to be found in his effort to preserve
well known scriptural quotations in their original form

;
it is

to be noted that occurrences of this construction in his writings
are almost exclusively in biblical references

;
the usual con-

1
Hotz, The Subjunctive in Anglo-Saxon, 4, a; Erdmann, Syntax der

Sprache Otfrids, I, 311.
*
Matzner, Englische Grammatik, ill, 423

;
Amer. Journal of Philology, V,

221.
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junction follows the introductory verb of saying, but, instead

of weakening the force of the quotation by changing it into

the indirect form, he drives home the familiar, unaltered text

to the hearts of his hearers. A good example of this adherence

to the letter of scripture is seen in the curious use of and \cd

in AH., i, 588, 26, and he on ser his }>rowunge us foressede

and \ad he wolde on }>riddan daege of deaiSe arisan [dicens quia

oportet filium hominis tradi in manus hominum peccatorum,

et crucifigi et in die tertia resurgere],

In this connection may be mentioned the preservation in

Anglo-Saxon of the conjunction in the indirect relative sen-

tence where the relative pronoun precedes the governing verb
;

in Modern English the conjunction is universally omitted ;

as, e. g., Boe., 26, 26, J>e
ic aer wende ]>cet

beon sceoldon
; Gen.,

204, 3, J>ara j>e
he wiste \ad meahte wel aeghwilc on fyrd wegan

fealwe linde; Boe., 20, 18; 38, 4; 192, 25; 240, 13; Bede,

408, 16; 452, 1
; W., 19, 1. There are, however, sporadic

instances of the omission of the conjunction in such construc-

tions, as Boe., 192, 11, J>e
we cwe$a$ sie nauht.

After certain verbs, such as those of thinking and seeming,
there are frequent instances of the use of the adverbial particle

swilce instead of the usual conjunction ]>cet,
as LS., 436, 65,

wear? him geiSuht swilce heo gewuriSan mihte; 518, 51 3, ]>ohte

swilce hine on niht msette; AH., n, 104, 8, J>u hiwast swilce

Jm |)inum cildum hit sparige; LS., 448, 126; 492, 93; 538,

826; W., 148, 12. In Luke, xvi, 1, the use of swilce is obvi-

ously caused by the Latin quasi : se wearS wr3 hine forwreged
swilce he his gode forspilde [quasi dissipasset bona ipsius].

When, however, the conjunction is to be repeated the second

form is taken by \cd, as LS., 492, 93.

The conjunctional forms forfton ]>e and for'&i \e are occa-

sionally found in the BUcUing Homilies, as 235, 13, wiste

for]>on}>e se halga Andreas )>a slep; 243, 17, 34; 247, 3;
and there are a few instances of the use of the temporal con-

junction }>a, as AH., i, 400, 15, Ic geseah \>a se "Segn alyhte
of his create and eode togeanes ]?e.
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VERBS INTRODUCING THE INDIRECT DECLARATIVE
SENTENCE.

The discussion of the syntactical constructions in the Indi-

rect Declarative Sentence naturally divides itself in accordance

with the character of the governing verb.

A convenient division of these introductory verbs is as

follows :

A. Verbs of Direct Statement, orally or in writing. After

these verbs there is considerable variation of mood.

B. Verbs of Thinking, Believing, etc. In these expres-

sions the subjective idea is in full force and the prevailing

mood is the subjunctive ; sporadic instances of the indicative are

found, when the reality of the statement is to be emphasized.
C. Verbs of Direct (mostly sensuous) Perception and

Simple Introductory Expressions. After these the indicative

is the rule.

A. Verbs of Direct Statement.

1. Verbs of Simple Report. Of this class are such verbs

as cweftan, cyftan, secgan, writan, tacnian, gesweotolian, geree-

cew, singan, bodian, etc. In the indirect expression after these

verbs we meet more than elsewhere the characteristic feature

of Indirect Discourse in Anglo-Saxon the use of the sub-

junctive as the exponent of a statement indirectly reported.

According to Matzner \_Englische Gram., II, 118], "Der

Conjunctiv verleiht dem Aussage-worte den Character der

reflektirten Vorstellung, d. h. der Redende giebt nicht den

unmittelbaren Inhalt den Vorstellung wieder, sondern er

spricht das Bewusstsein der Unterscheidung seiner Vorstel-

lung von dem Inhalte derselben aus, welchen er zum Gegen-
stande seiner Betrachtung macht. Der Conjunctiv giebt der

Aussage lediglich diesen Ausdruck bewusster (subjectiver)

Reflexion und driickt daher nicht die in der Sache liegende

Moglichkeit, Ungewissheit, Zweifelhafligkeit, oder Unwir-

klichkeit als solche aus." This statement applies with great
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regularity to almost all expressions under this head, hut we

must needs adjudge it inadequate, since it does not account

for the presence of many subjunctives following the most

frequently occurring verbs of saying. Happily, however,

Hotz [ 34] has supplied what is lacking in Matzner's expla-

nation : "As mood of the indirectly reported statement the

subjunctive appears in a merely formal function, that to reflect

outwardly the immediate dependence of a construction made

up with the contents of a direct statement, from verbs of

saying, uttering, etc. Whether the statement refer to a fact

or not, whether the subjecUmatter be vouched for by the

reporter, as regards its objective reality and truth, the sub-

junctive does not tell. It simply represents a statement as

reported. If the speaker wishes to set off a statement in its

objective truth the indicative with its sub-amplification of fact

comes in. The statement then turns out to be a reported

fact, whereas with the subjunctive it is report and nothing
more."

With these facts in mind, we now proceed to an examina-
tion of the indirect constructions following the various verbs

of this class.

CweSan.

Cioeftan is the most generally used of verbs of direct utter-

ance and the most consistent in calling forth the subjunctive.
1. Parenthetically inserted, with no conjunction. Instances

of this usage are not numerous. CP., 389, 11, sio winestre
hand Godes, he cwteS, ware under his hsefde; EH., 171, 5,
o$er if, ic cwee, se aeresta apostel. The connection with the
verb of saying is here very weak and the subjunctive is by no
means as frequent as elsewhere.

2. The dependent sentence is the grammatical subject of
cweSan. CP., 235, 21, is wel gecweden' J>aette J>set fiWlice

'

*ie -Ssere heortan halo; AH., i, 546, 11, Nis he nanum
oSrum halgan gecweden J>t heora aenig ofer engla werod
ahafen ay; CP., 141, 2, wees swie wel gecweden J>89t se efsi-
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gende efsode his heafod
; 95, 23, waes wel gecweden ]>aette se

wer wc&re unclsene; 217, 11
; 219, 9; 279, 11

; 285, 11; 383,

13; 389, 16; 465, 33; AH.
} i, 310, 2; Or., 36, 12; BH.,

161,20; W., 93, 2.

A few indicatives are met with, as LS., 18, 138, )>is
is ]>3st

gecweden is, J>aet
God is seghwser call

; AH., I, 322, 1, swa swa

gecweden is be J?am eadigan Job, ]?set
he wees bilewite. Two

reasons may be given for the use of this mood
;
the reference

is to well-known biblical facts, and the time of writing was in

the late Anglo-Saxon period when there was a decided tendency
to pass over to the indicative. We should undoubtedly have

found the subjunctive in the Cura Past.

3. The dependent sentence is the object of cweftan. AH.,

i, 4, 17, se deofol cwyS ]>set
he sylf God beo; LS., 148, 26,

cwseS ]>aet
seo dsed ncere him geftafenlic; CP.

} 115, 20; AH.,

I, 94, 17; 152, 14; 184, 14; L8., 34, 172; 100, 191; Or.,

82, 25; 174, 25; Boe., 228, 10; Beow., 92, etc. From these

examples one can see that the subjunctive is used in a merely
formal manner to denote that the content of the dependent
clause is a mere report, or that truth is dependent upon the

character of the speaker.

In CP., 107, 18, ic cwse$
]>set seghwelc naonn wcere gelice

oiSrum acenned, ac sio ungelicnes hira gearnung hie tiehft

sume, we have the only clear example of the indicative after

cweftan in the Oura Past; although the corresponding Latin

verb is in the indicative [" variante meritorum culpa post-

ponit], I attribute the anomalous use of this mood to the fact

that the clause in which it is contained is separated from the

governing verb by a preceding clause
;
hence the subordinat-

ing force of the main verb has been much weakened and the

construction approaches direct narration. Similar transitions

to the indicative are met with, as Bede, 390, 8, cwiS seo boc

|?set he upastode and ongunne hliapettan and in
]>set tempel

code and aa wees gongende; likewise^4H., 11, 160, 16. Com-

plete transition to the direct construction is occasionally found,

as AH., u, 96, 19, He cwseft paet he cuiSe sumne man on
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Rotnebyrig, his nama WIBS Seruulus; se laeg bedryda, etc.;

similarly W., 233, 2; AH., n, 528, 30; Gen., 276.

The subjunctive is expressly used to denote a future event

in past time, as BH., 159, 26, was cweSende ]>xt his saed

oferweoxe ealle |>as woruld ;
and especially in late Anglo-

Saxon to express what is false or doubtful, as John, xix, 7,

he cwffiiS
J>ffit

he vxere Godes sunu [false as it seemed to the

speakers] ;
likewise in John, V, 18

; vm, 54.

The indicative is employed when a statement whose reality

is to be emphasized is contrasted with another which is either

false or doubtful, as Boe., 210, 4, Ne cweiSe ic na
]?a3t J>aet yfel

sien, ac ic cweiSe
J>set

hit is betere ]>set
mon swege ]>one scyl-

digan ; 184, 22, ic nat nu
]>aet ]m wille cweSau \>set ]>a godan

onginnon ac ic cweiSe ]>set
hit bringeft simle forS.

In later Anglo-Saxon, however, the use of the indicative is

more and more on the increase; as LS., 34, 163, cwayS to

)mm wife
J>a?t

$a gewilnunga ];yssere andweardan worulde

synt swySe swycole and ]>ses lichoman lustas gelome be-\>cere$

and to sarnissum gelcedaft ; similarly AH., I, 82, 26; 84,

26; 100,30; 190, 33; 230, 11; 236, 8, 35; 364, 30; W.,

191, 3. By a comparison of these examples with AH., I,

172, 11, crist cwsefl \>set he iccere middangeardes ealclor (a use

of the genuine A.-S. indirect construction), it cannot be said

that these indicative forms are to be explained simply on

account of ,the objective representation of the statement, but

they are in great measure due to the gradual disuse of the

subjunctive in the later language.
When cwe&an takes on the meaning "to admonish," "com-

mand," the subjunctive is freely used at all periods of the

language, as AH., I, 166, 13, cwe$ to iSisum stanum
]>set hi

beon awende to hlafum
;
but to make the jussive force more

prominent, the usual method is to employ the periphrastic

expression with sculan, as CP., 63, 23, cwayS se uplice stemn
to Moyse ]>set he sceolde,beodan ; 93, 6

; 95, 2, 12
; 139, 11

;

219, 9; 249, 25; 329, 8; 375, 3; LS., 46, 358; 54, 398;
90, 13; 142,389.
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There are occasional examples of the direct statement after

the conjunction, as W., 210, 16, Drihten cwseft
]>a3t

six dagas

syndan ]?set eow is alefed eowre weorc on to wyrcenne ; AH.t

i, 162, 22
; 236, 35

; n, 394, 31.

The auxiliary sculan is used in the dependent sentence to

express a future idea, as CP., 91, 18, cwseft J^set
hie seeoldon

leasunga witgian ;
likewise Bede, 432, 28. Closely connected

with this is its use as an exponent of prophecy, as AH., I,

236, 23, se apostel Paulus cwseft j>set we seeolon arisan of

dea$e; L8., 510, 374; BH., 167, 15. It is sometimes em-

ployed to indicate simple report, as LS., 526, 613, cwseiS ]>aet

]?ser
wsere an man

]?e gold sceolde findan.

The construction with willan has also various applications :

as an expression of promise, CP., 397, 29, he cwseiS
J>set he

wolde geftafian ; AH., u, 26, 9
; 172, 9

; Gen., 47, to denote

volition, design, or intention, as Beow., 199, cwseiS he givScyn-

ing ofer swan-rade secean wolde; 2940; AH., n, 298, 31,

to express a future action, as CP., 387, 26, he cwseiS pset hie

woldon weorSan forlorene; An., 1110; W., 99, 24, in prophe-

cies, as AH., i, 220, 6, se swica cwseiS |>aet he wolde arisan of

dea^e on ];am "Sriddan da?ge. It also serves as an exponent
of customary action, as CP., 243, 14, he cwseft

J>set ]?a3S Halgan
Gastes lar wille fleon leasunga.

The use of the auxiliaries magan and motan requires no

special notice
; they are generally employed after cweftan in

their normal function as periphrases of the potential subjunc-

tive, as CP., 308, 9, swelce he openlice cwsede pset-hine ne

meahte nan scur psere hwarfulnesse astyrigean; LS., 202, 130,
cwaeft

]>set
nan laece hi lacnian ne moste.

Cweftan is quite frequently used to render the Latin num
and numquid. There are three varieties of constructions in

these expressions :

1. With \<xi and the subjunctive, as John, iv, 12, cwyst Jw

]>et ]ni si mserra ponne ure feeder iacob ? [numquid major es

patre nostro iacob ?] ; similarly vii, 52
; vin, 53.
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2. With hwceSer and the subjunctive, as Sede, 130, 8, cwyst

}m hwseSer Jm his monunge onfon wille ? [num ejus saltitaria

suscipere consentis ?] ; Matt., xxvi, 25
; John, vn, 26.

3. The most frequent construction is the omission of the

conjunction and the inversion of the clause following cweftan;

in this case cweftan may be regarded as having lost in great

measure its force as a verb of saying and is simply used as an

an introductory particle to an interrogative ;
as John, IV, 29,

cwe&e ge is he Crist? [numquid ipse es Christus?] ; similarly

vi, 37; vn, 31, 35, 41, 51
; vm, 22; xvm, 17, etc.

Statistics for the constructions following cweftan may be

found in the following table :
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257; EL, 607; CP., 3, 2; AH., I, 222, 16; An., 700; Jud.,

55
;
LS.

t 66, 262.

Instances of the genuine indirect construction with the sub-

junctive are very infrequent, as AH., i, 128, 10, cySdon

j>set
his sunu gesund wcere; 468, 29, J?a cydde sum man ];am

cyuinge J>set his msesta god Baldaft fealle, and sticmselum

to-burste. In these sentences cyftan merely chronicles a report.

In Bede, 62, 31, J>aet
hie sceoldan secgau and cyftan )>am bis-

cope \>set Ongelpeod hcefde onfongen Cristes geleafan and ]>sette

he to biscope gehalgod wcere, the final idea in the sentence, the

association with secgan, and the influence of the corresponding
Latin subjunctive (referrent), all contribute to the employment
of the subjunctive. In LS., 174, 89, cydde hyre freondum

J>set
heo forscylgod wcere for his Cristendome, the subjunctive

expresses a future idea in past time. In CP., 405, 16, gecyftde,

gif we sefter J>am hryre gecyrden, ]>aet us wcere gero his mild-

sung, the subjunctive clause is the regular apodosis of the ideal

condition; similarly in Bede, 374, 25, and BH., 181, 35. In

CP., 213, 19, fteah ftaem cyfte ftset se domes dseg neah sie, the

concessive idea pervades even the dependent clause.

A. substantive is frequently connected with cy^>an, with

which the dependent clause is in apposition ;
as Beow., 1971,

Higelace wses sift Beowulfes snude gecyfted, ]>set ]>aer
lind-

gestealla lifigende cwom; likewise Luke, vil, 22
; 'John, TV,

44
; Dan., 760.

2. As the expression of a wish contained in a command or

admonition, cyftan is usually followed by the subjunctive.

In this sense, cyftan is found in the Oura Past, almost exclu-

sively in the gerundial form to cyftanne, as OP., 189, 1, is

]>aem to cyiSanne J>set
hi hie warenigen segfter ge wift

]>& unge-
metlican blisse; 201, 18; 253, 8; 281, 23; Matt., xxvm,
10, cySaiS minum broftrum

]>set hig/araw on Galileam.

Sculan is often employed in the dependent sentence after

cyftan to express a prophecy, as AH., I, 152, 17, cyddon

ongean ftone blindan
J>set

he suwian sceolde; W., 22, 5
; 250,

17; Or., 297
; AH., I, 24, 24

; 202, 3. In Chr., 315, E. 19,

2
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seulan expresses mere report : hsefde gecydd )?8et
hit sceolde

been mare gyld ['
that it had been more his fault'].

WUlan is used in the indirect sentence to indicate a promise

but also with the notion of design or intention, as AH., I,

192, 22, cydde se ^Elmihtiga God J?t he wolde mannum

ahreddan; CP., 353, 4; Bede, 46, 11. It is also employed

in a future or prophetic sense, as LS., 104, 240, wearS gecydd

)?t J>a seofon gebroSra woldon on J>am cwearterne ]>rowian ;

Chr., 278, C. 4; AH., n, 482, 31.

Owing to the strong assertive force of cyftan, moments of

contingency or possibility are seldom to be found, and hence

the use of magan and motan is extremely rare.

The statistics for the constructions after cyftan are as fol-

lows :
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of command. The use of the indicative after secgan in the

early writings is, I think, due in great measure to the effort

to distinguish between the two meanings of this verb. It

is to be noted that this mood occurs most frequently in the

present tense
; now, the use of secgan in the monitory sense

is most common in the present ;
hence the most natural way

to avoid ambiguity is to limit the employment of the subjunc-
tive to expressions of admonition, reserving the indicative for

the general expression of indirect discourse. In the preterite

secgan rarely occurs in the jussive sense, and the regular sub-

junctive of indirect discourse is found with few exceptions.

A few examples will illustrate this point: CP., 301, 16,

secgaft ftsem upahsefenum ]>set
hie afeallaS on

}?a
bisene ftses

aworpnan engles; 231, 4, is to secganne )>am wellwillendum

mannum
]>set

hie habbaft swa micle mede
; 235, 10, is to sec-

gan ue )?a3m ffifstegum ]>aet heo forleosaft. In the sense of

command, CP., 231, 10, j?aem wellwillendum is to secganne

]>set
hie eac fyencen to him selfurn; 215, 6, ]>8em unSyldigum

is to secganne pset hie ne agimleasigen ; likewise 181, 14;

220, 24; 261, 3. In the preterite, however, the regular sub-

junctive of indirect statement is the rule, as CP., 71, 2, hie

ssedon
j?set

hie wcercn wiese; Or., 70, 19, ssedon J>set hie hcefden

bet gewyrht; likewise CP., 337, 6; 409, 20; Or., 19, 32;

40, 9. This principle is quite faithfully adhered to in Alfre-

dian prose, but in writings where secgan occurs seldom in the

jussive sense no ambiguity could follow the use of the sub-

junctive ;
here then we have the regular construction of indi-

rect discourse; as AH., I, 100, 29, sume secgaft ]>set sum

orfcyn sy ; 364, 16, sume secgaft J^set ]m sy Helias.

The indicative is usually employed in universal truths; the

present tense is generally found even though the governing
verb be of the past; as AH., n, 72, 24; 372, 1; Boe., 202,

24; W., 19, 2
; 81, 2. The numerous instances of this mood

after the first person of secgan indicate a tendency to preserve
the speaker's own statements in as nearly the direct form as

possible; as Boe., 38, 7; 104, 15; 154, 23; 246, 31; W., 230,
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9; Bede, 328, 24; 408, 16; 462, 28; 464, 31; Matt., xi,

24, etc.

Remark. Hotz ( 94) makes the following statement :

" It

is a fact worth notice that, when the subject-matter happens to

be recorded from the Holy Scriptures, the indicative comes in

with great regularity, an eloquent testimony to prove how

that book was to them the authority par excellence." This

statement is made in the discussion of secgan, but, if true, must

apply to all such indirect quotations. After a careful exami-

nation of three representative religious works (the last half of

Cura Past., and the first parts of JElfrids Horn, and Blick.

Horn, respectively), I present the following statistics. In Cura

Past., of 39 scriptural quotations in Indirect Discourse, 19 are

introduced by eweftan and 20 by awritan; in these there is not

a single instance of the use of the indicative. In 15 scriptural

quotations in Blick. Horn, introduced by awritan, cweSan, and

secgan, there is only one instance of the use of the indicative.

In the 46 quotations in jEl/ric's Horn., I, the subjunctive is

employed in 15, the indicative in 17, and the mood of the rest

cannot be determined. Wulfstan also agrees essentially with

,3Clfric in this construction; with both writers the occurrences

of the indicative in such instances are hardly more numerous
than the ordinary use of the indicative in indirect statements

in late Anglo-Saxon. Hence Hotz's statement cannot be sub-

stantiated and, when scriptural passages are indirectly quoted,
the Anglo-Saxon does not depart from the ordinary con-

struction in Indirect Discourse. When the author wishes to

specially emphasize such a quotation, the paratactic construc-

tion is used. [See above.]
The subjunctive is often caused by the presence of moments

of condition, concession, negation, and interrogation in the

expression; as Bede, 374, 25, ]>a stegdon hie fat him fat
licede and leof wcere, gif hit his willa wajre; AH., n, 234,
12; Lake, xx, 5, 6; IT., 3, 3; Matt., xxvn, 64. This mood
is also used, when the statement is considered to be untrue,
as John, ix, 19, is pis eower sunu

]>e ge secgaS wcere blind
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acenned? The subjunctive is set over against an indicative,

when a false or doubtful statement is contrasted with one

of which the reality is beyond question; as AH., I, 328, 18,

ne ssede
J>set halige godspel ]?set

se rica reafere wcere, ac wees

uncystig; 364, 16; Boe., 240, 26.

There are occasional instances of transition from the sub-

junctive to the indicative in the second or third coordinate

clause of the dependent sentence; as Or., 19, 24; LS., 62,

202
; Boe., 140, 18, ic

J>e
ssede

]>set sio softe gessel}; wcere god
and of ]?sere softan gessetye cumaft call

]>a
oiSre god. Complete

transition to direct narration is not infrequent ;
as Matt., v,

32, Ic secge eow ]>set
selc

|?e his wif forlet, be deft
J?aet

heo

unrihthaemeft
;
and se unrihthserneiS ]?e forlsetene sefter him

genimS ;
likewise W., 222, 4; 223, 8

; AH., n, 372, 1.

There are sporadic occurrences of the accusative and infini-

tive after scegan, as Bede, 340, 19, hie ssede heora modur of

worulde geleoran and mr3 engla ]?reatum astigan [nuntiavit
Hild migrasse et ascendisse] ;

likewise 398, 1 5. This is an

obvious imitation of the Latin. A somewhat similar Anglo-
Saxon construction is that of the accusative object and pre-
dicative adjective; as Or., 136, ]>one clcenan eac sacerd softlice

ssegdon toweard; likewise BH., 165, 3.

The construction with sculan is found after secgan in the

sense of command
;
as Or., 44, 8, het secgan ]>set

hie sceoldan

J>set
land set him alesan

; W., 300, 16, in a future or prophetic

sense, as LS., 152, 79, ic secge ]?e J>set ]?u scealt gewitan on J?am

sixteoSangeare ; BH., 69, 18
; 143, 21

; LS., 400, 264; 510,

374; W., 19, 1
; 238, 10; AH., n, 298, 4, to express duty,

as AH., n, 604, 22, to indicate an unvouched-for statement
;

as CP., 431, 15, saede Solomon
J>set

man sceolde cweiSan.

Willan is employed with a distinct idea of volition or inten-

tion
;
as LS., 406, 372; AH., n, 504, 1. In LS., 174, 71,

there is a special notion of futurity present : ssede ]?set
he wolde

J>ses serran brydguman sepelan truwan sefre gewemman. The
moment of prophecy is thus expressed in W., 250, 17

;
and a

fixed custom is described in Bede, 318, 14, secgaiS men |>aet

heo nsefre linnum hrseglum brucan wolde.
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The statistics for the constructions after seegan may be thus

tabulated :
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was observed after cweftan and cyftan; there is a marked

transition from the exclusive use of the subjunctive in CP.

and the predominance of this mood in Or., Boe., and Bede, to

the increasing frequency of indicative forms in BH. and AH.,

until we meet with the employment of the latter mood alone

in the Gospels. Compare CP., 415, 14, hit is awriteu J>a?t

Dina wcere utgangende, with AH., i, 314, 3, Lucas awrat ]>set

se halga hyred wees wunigende anmodlice, and EH., 21, 33,

awriten is
]>set

se mon ue 6rS Godes leof.

When the indirect sentence is conditional, or when awritan

has the sense of command, the subjunctive is almost always

used, as Luke, xx, 28, Moyses us wrat, gif hwa?s broiSor dead

br$, ]>a3t
his broker nime his wif and his broiSor ssed wcecce;

similarly Mark, xii, 19. This mood is noticeably frequent
in scriptural quotations introduced by awritan; these are very
common in Cura Past., of less frequency elsewhere, as Bede,

66,2; BH., 21, 33; 27, 11.

The construction with sculan is used in a prophetic sense in

CP., 93, 6, Hit is awriten
]>set

he sceolde beon gehired his

sweg [scriptum est ut audibetur sonitus]. It is frequent when

the idea of command is present, as AH., I, 174, 4, Hit is

awriten
]>set

nan man ne sceatt hine gebiddan to nanum deofol-

gylde ; CP., 403, 1 . It expresses a pre-determined event in

AH., i, 340, 26.

Willan is used in a distinct sense of volition in AH., i,

136, 24, Hit is awriten pset fela witegan woldan geseon Cristes

tocyme. It expresses the moment of futurity in CP., 257, 25,

is eac awriten |>aet se wund wolde halian. It serves to denote

a threat in W., 206, 1, and describes a habit in CP., 419, 26,

is awriten
]>set se hund wilk etan

]?set
he ssr aspaw and seo

sugu wille aspirian.

Tacnian.

Taenian sets forth the indirect statement in a more objec-

tive manner than the ordinary verb of saying, and, when thus

used, is followed by the indicative. It is often, especially in
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Cura Past., used as an introduction to a command or admo-

nition and is accordingly followed either by the subjunctive

or by the periphrastic expression with sculan.

1. The dependent verb in the indicative: CP., 295, 23,

J>ffit getacnaS J>8ette J>ara lareowa tungan )>onne wundigaft;

AH., I, 116, 10, seo myrre getacnode ]>&t he wax deadlic;

CP., 279, 25. In the expression of a universal truth the

present tense is the rule in the dependent sentence, as AH., I,

116, 8, ]>ffit gold getacnode ]>aet
he is soft cyning ; CP., 309, 8.

2. The dependent verb in the subjunctive: CP., 85, 5,

TacnaiS ]>set
eall sie

('
must be ') ymb J>one heofonlicau lufan ;

81,22,23; 87,3; 249,21.

3. The use of sculan in the dependent clause : CP., 81, 20,

]?ffit
tacnaiS J>set \>ses

sacerdes weorc sculon beon asyndrod ; CP.,

218, 6; 397, 35; 449, 19. Sculan emphasizes the implied

idea of duty.

The headings of chapters introduced by ]>cet
with no govern-

ing verb expressed may be supposed to depend upon some

such verb as tacnian. In these constructions the Anglo-Saxon
writer follows mainly the rules mentioned above, but, as there

is here a closer adherence to the Latin model, the language
moves in a more formal channel.

1. Anglo-Saxon indicative corresponds to Latin indicative :

CP., vii, ]>sette oft
]>ses lareowdomes "Segnung bv& gewilnad

[quod nonnumquam prsedicationis officium et nonnulli lauda-

biliter oppetunt].

2. Anglo-Saxon indicative corresponds to Latin subjunc-
tive

;
here may be classed the chapter-headings in Bede, as

X, Baet Pelagius unrihtlice lare onf&ng [ut P. superba bella

suscepei-it].

3. Anglo-Saxon subjunctive corresponds to Latin subjunc-

tive; as CP., i, ]>aette unlserede ne dyrren underfon lareowdom

[ne venire iraperiti ad magiterium audeanf] similarly xix, etc.

4. Anglo-Saxon sculan answers to Latin debere; the mood
of scuUm, however, appears to vary at pleasure ;

as CP., xx,
)>8ette se reccere sceal geornlice wietan [quod scire Kector debet] ;
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LXIV, ]>seite ]?a untruman mod ne scyle Iseran [quod infirmis

mentibus non debent alta praedicari].

Indirect expressions after tacen and getacnung follow the

same laws as those after tacnian; as AH., i, 232, 13, for J>aere

getacnunge ]>set
selc cristen man sceal lufian his nextan

;
simi-

larly Or., 204, 8.

Gesweotolian.

Gesweotolian sets forth the statement in a clear, objective

manner, and hence the usual mood in the dependent sentence

is the indicative; as AH., i, 290, 20, geswutelode God J>aet

he wees swa geaemtogod ; Boe., 256, 6
; AH., i, 516, 26

; n,

54, 11
j 58, 17; 72, 7; W., 99, 22.

The subjunctive is found only when ideas of negation,

interrogation, futurity, and the like enter into the expression ;

as AH., i, 328, 26, ne geswutelode ('
would not have declared

')

]>set godspell ]>aet
he wcere mid purpuran geglencged ; similarly

AH., i, 564, 22, wearS him geswutelod ]?aet
he set Gode abcede.

The construction with sculan is generally used in expres-

sions of obligation; as AH., I, 382, 17, Min Drihten me

geswutelode ]>9S>t
ic sceolde his fotswaiSum fylian. It is also

quite common in the prophetic sense; as LS., 56, 89, )>am

wearS geswutelod }>eet Basilius sceolde beon bisceop sefter him;

446, 97-, AH., i, 498, 15.

Willan is not frequently found in the dependent clause
;

it

expresses a future action with a trace of volition, as Matt.,

xvi, 21, he ongan swutelian his leorning-cnihtum paet he

wolde faran to hierusalem.

Sprecan.

Although sprecan is very extensively employed with the

direct quotation, it is surprisingly seldom used as an intro-

ductory to indirect discourse. The true subjunctive of indi-

rect narration is quite consistently employed in the dependent
clause

;
as Or., 48, 26, monega J>eoda sprecaft ymb ]?one cris-
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tendom ]>t bit nu wyrse sie; similarly 68, 8
; Boe., 200, 11;

Bede, 296, 22. When sprecan is used in the sense of com-

mand, the subjunctive is of course the rule
;
as CP., 59, 7,

Hwet is ma ymb )>is
to sprecaune, buton

J>set
he to/oo gif he

niede scyle, and se ]>e swylc ne sie Jwrto set ne cume; simi-

larly LS., 450, 137.

The indicative is, however, sometimes found after sprecan, as

Bede, 152, 2, sprecafc Jrat he faedera weg uxzsfylgende; so Wid.,

107. This mood is specially common in the expression of a uni-

versal truth, as LS., 10, 11, se hselend sprsec ]>set he is ordfruma.

The construction with urillan denotes future action with,

however, a strong retention of the idea of design ;
as LS.,

506, 332, sprsecon J>t hi woldon martyrrace awritan
; Chr.,

50, E. 1, sprecon J>t hi wolden an mynstre areccan Criste to

love. It expresses a promise in Byr., 274. The use of Italian

is very frequent after the collocation, sprecan him betweonan.

Rcedan.

Rcedan has in general two distinct meanings: (1) to read,

(2) to counsel, advise. It is commonly used as an introduc-

tion to Indirect Discourse only by the later writers, and the

indicative is the usual mood in the dependent clause; as AH.,
i, 58, 9, hit is gersed J>aet Crist wearS to his gyftum gelaSod ;

Matt., xn, 5, Ne raedde ge on
]>a?re se

J>8Bt J>a sacerdas gewem-
ma );one reste-dseg?; AH., i, 152, 3; 244, 15; 306, 35;
308, 10; 608, 22; n, 44, 23; 153, 18; W., 146, 8.

In the sense of advice or counsel (ge)rcedan is mostly fol-

lowed by the subjunctive; as AH., i, 538, 8, halige lareowas
neddon past seo geleaffulla gelaSung ]>isne daag Eallum Hal-
gum to wurSmynte mcersige nudfreolsige; Chr., 272, C, 27;
297, E, 19

; AH., n, 356, 19; 420, 1. Sculan is occasionally
employed to express duty imposed by the adviser, as Chr.,
50, C, 20, se cyning geraedde ]>set man sceolde habbau gemot.When the subject remains the same in the dependent clause,

the moment of design is present and willan is used
;
as Matt.,
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xxn, 15, ongunnon pa pharisei rsedan pset hi woldon pone
hselend on his sprsece befou

; similarly AH., I, 162, 3.

In Chr., 315, E, 41, the attention is directed to the result of

the advice given, and the indicative is employed : pa gerseddon

pa witan pset man pa aelces yfeles geswac.

The construction of the dependent clause after the related

substantive reed is similar to that above
;
as Exod., 269, is on

beteran rsed psette ge gewurftien aldor
; AH., I, 316, 23

; 502,

24
; BH., 205, 12

; JElfric de Vet. Test, 2, 4.

jEtiewan, owing to its strong objective force, is generally

followed by the indicative, as LS., 128, 201, seteowian pset

he is pine edstafteligend ; AH., I, 38, 8. In CP., 241, 22,

the subjunctive is used to express the falseness of the claim,

he setiewft pset he forftsem nsefre pset yfel ne ongunne. When
a command is implied sculan is regularly found in the de-

pendent clause, as CP., 222, 5, he aetiewde mid psem wordum

peet we hie sculen milde mode lufian.

Andettan is followed by the true subjunctive of indirect

discourse, as AH., I, 116, 23, we ondetton pset he soft cyning

sy ; or by the indicative after a strong affirmation, as Bede,

136, 16, ic openlice ondette pset on pysse lare pset sylfe soft

scmeS ; AH., 1, 440, 27. The auxiliaries are employed as usual,

as willan in the sense of volition, Bede, 136, 21
; 220, 29.

Andswarian and Andwyrdan are very consistently followed

by the subjunctive, as AH., n, 248, 22, hie ealle andwyrdon

paet he scyldig wcere to deafte
; similarly 122, 2

; 334, 33
;

Bede, 120, 13; 328, 8; 424, 13. The .construction with

sculan is used with the sense of duty, as AH., i, 454, 23.

Similar constructions followed the related expressions and-

wyrde secgan, Or., 44, 13, and andswaru on/on, Luke, n, 26.

Began (pretend) is naturally followed by the subjunctive,

as BH., 181, 12, begseft pset he hit wite.

Bodian introduces a strong, emphatic statement in the indi-

cative, as AH., i, 246, 16, bodade ptet him wees Godes grama

onsigende.
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Forleogan (belie) is followed by the construction with sculan

in LS., 396, 196, to express the falseness of the charge : forlu-

gon Nabo^S ]>sst
he sceolde wyrigan God.

'

Forsecgan (accuse)
is followed by sculan in the same sense

in LS., 274, 181, he cw ]>set
sum men ware J>e

his wif

foresede |>set
he sceolde hie sceandlice forlicgan.

Gefrege wesan is followed by the regular subjunctive of

indirect discourse in El., 967, ws gefrege J?t Cristes rod

fyrn foldan begraefen funden ware.

Gemunan, referring to a past event whose reality is unques-

tioned, is generally followed by the indicative; as Soe., 164,

18, Ic geman J>8Bt }m me r rehtest sum wunderlic spell;

similarly CP., 333, 32
; 397, 8

; AH., n, 250, 31 ; Dan.,

119; John, n, 22
; Luke, xxn, 61 . There are some examples,

however, of the true indirect construction with the subjunc-

tive; as CP., 413, 13, swa swa he gemunde J?aet
hit oftor

vxsre adrugod; Dan., 625. When gemunan is used in the

sense of advice
('
remember to do

'),
the subjunctive is regu-

larly employed in the dependent clause; as BH., 73, 26,

gemunon we simle ]>aet
we

]>SL god don. In Bede, 522, 19,

there is an instance of the accus. with the infin. under the

influence of the Latin : ic gemon mec geo beran
J?a

iedlan

byrSenne [me memini pondera portare].

Gielpan is followed by the usual subjunctive after expres-
sions denoting a pretention ; W., 99, 18, se deofles man gealp

Jjset he eac swa wcere. Similar constructions follow the noun

gielp, Gen., 25, and the phrase to gielpworde habban, Or.,

96, 29.

Licettan (pretend) is likewise followed by the subjunctive ;

as Boe., 68, 1, ]?eah he ser licette ]?set he ujwita wcere.

Leogan is followed by a similar construction, whereby the

falseness of the claim is indicated : AH., I, 246, 2, ]ra lihst

Jjset ]m God sy.

Onwreon is generally followed by the indicative, as O., 95,
Crist onwneh

J>set is Evan scyld call forpynded. With refer-

ence to a future event, either the subjunctive or the periphrastic
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construction is employed : asAH., I, 470, 11, onwreah se apos-
tol pset he biscophad onfenge; 480, 24.

(ge)Reccan is generally followed by the indicative
;
as Boe.,

160, 1, pu gerehtest me pset hit wees God; 176, 19
; AH., 11,

96, 17. Instances of the subjunctive of indirect statement are,

however, not infrequent ;
as Boe., 164, 19, pu me rehtest pset

hit wcere call an
; 182, 29, 31.

Settan is purely objective in sense and is regularly followed

by the indicative
;
as LS., 256, 308, se apostol Paulus sette

on his pistole pset we synd ures scyppendes gefylstan; AH., I,

142, 4
; 440, 25

; n, 14, 6
; Gu., 459.

Se&an (prove) makes an emphatic statement and hence is

generally followed by the indicative
;
as AH., n, 414, 9, pa

soft! ice seftaft pset se is Hselend Crist.
"

Singan is followed by the subjunctive of indirect statement

in Or., 72, 20, swa hit sungen is pset gind middan-eard wcere

caru.

Tellan is very consistent in requiring the subjunctive of

indirect discourse, as Bede, 326, 30, pa tealde he pset he hit

wave; 374, 20
; Boe., 158, 12. In BH., 203, 27, pa gesawon

hie and tealdon pset pser wees eac syx hund manna mid py

lege anum, the use of the indicative is probably caused by the

presence of the strongly objective word geseon.

Tcecan generally requires the subjunctive of indirect dis-

course
;
as Boe., 146, 19, ic pe tffihte psette iSset wcere paet hehste

god; Exod., 527. The indicative is sometimes found, as Boe.,

198, 29, Ic mseg tsecan oper ping hit is ]>aet pa yfelan bioft

micle gesaeligran, probably due to the emphatic form set off

by the impersonal hit is. When tcecan is used in a monitory
sense it is followed by the construction with sculan, as AH.,
n, 278, 24, or by the inflected infinitive, as^^T., n, 216, 21.

(ge) Witegian is occasionally followed by the subjunctive

expressing a future event in past time, as AH., II, 42, 22, hit

wses gewitegod pset he on psere byrig acenued wurde. It is

mostly followed by periphrases with sculan or willan in the

prophetic sense; as BH., 177, 9, pset witgodon pa3t him heora
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god wolde beodan his halgan sunu ; similarly by sculan, AH.,

n, 86, 6
; John, XI, 51.

WttcweSan and umKsacan take the usual subjunctive sequence

of negative expressions; as AH., I, 56, 3, ne wiScweSe we J>set

hit micel geSearf ne sy ; 116, 16.

Word in such collocations as to worde habban is followed

by the regular subjunctive of indirect speech ;
as Or., 40, 7,

]>a
hajfdon monige unwisse menn him to worde ]>set

sio hzete

nosre for heora synnum.

2. Verbs of Saying with the subjective Element of Design

or Volition. Such verbs are beodan, biddan, and hatan, with

their compounds ; manian, swerian, healsian, etc.

Owing to the presence of the strongly subjective idea and the

fact that the result toward which the action of the verb extends

is not realized, the subjunctive is almost universally employed

in the indirect sentence ; occasionally the indicative is found

to indicate accomplished action.

Beodan; be-, ge-, on-, for-, beodan.

These verbs, expressing in general the idea of command,
refer not to an actual occurrence, but to an event which is to

take place according to the will or design of the subject of

governing verb; the dependent sentence contains, therefore,

either the simple subjunctive or the construction with sculan

to emphasize the necessary performance of the action.

Beodan is generally followed by the subjunctive; as CP., 63,

23, J>set
he sceolde beodan

]?8et
nan man hiera cynnes ne offrode,

ne to his ]>egnunga ne come; AH., I, 42, 3
; LS., 456, 225

;

Chr., 58, C, 40
; examples are frequent in Wulfstan. There

are occasional examples of sculan ; as AH., I, 246, 20, bead

Jrcet ale man swa don sceolde; AH, II, 372, 15. This verb

is followed by the simple infinitive in AH., n, 254, 16, him
budon drincan gebitrodne windrenc, also 262, 9.
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Bebeodan is the most frequently occurring of the compounds
of beodan. The dependent sentence is quite common as sub-

ject after is or wees beboden; more usual, however, is its func-

tion as grammatical object. The simple subjunctive is met

with in the subordinate sentence; as AH., I, 166, 20, englum
is beboden ]>set

hi
]>e on hira handum ahebban; LS., 502, 253,

he bebead ]>set
hi swa slepon; Or., 120, 5; LS., 316, 128;

BH., 145, 31
; 155, 12

; Bede, 228, 11
; AH., n, 8, 10

; Dan.,

99, 449; Or., 1500; An., 729; El, 710; Boe., 146, 13;

Matt., IV, 6. The construction with sculan is still more fre-

quent, the preterite referring to a specific action, the present

to a general command applying to any time
;
as AH., I, 310,

26, God bebead Moyses J?8et
he and ealle Israhela folc sceoldon

offrian an lamb
; 446, 23, God us bebead

\>s&t we sceolon hine

herian
;
other examples of this construction are AH., I, 92,

30; 482, 11
; L8., 488, 28; 490, 47; BH., 213, 21; An.,

1698; W., 13, 4; 17, 12; Gen., 800. It is almost exclu-

sively used after is or wees beboden; as BH., 183, 21
; W., 6,

1
; 283, 24

; 291, 27
; 304, 16

; AH., n, 282, 2.

The simple infinitive occasionally follows bebeodan ; as An.,

774, J>a se J>eoden bebead |>rySweorc/aran stan strsete of stede-

wange and ferS gan; 779
; El., 1018. A curious use of both

this construction and the subordinate clause is found in EL,
979, sio cwen bebead ofer eorl-msegen aras fysan, sceoldon

Romwarena ofer heanne holm hlaford secean. Tn AH., n,

296, 2, bebeodan is followed both by the regular indirect sub-

junctive and by the direct imperative : Ic
J?e

bebeode
J>set Jm

gewite of ]>yssere stowe and/ar to westene. In Or., 262, 19,

the indicative is found in the dependent clause, since attention

is here directed, it seems, rather to the fulfilment of the com-

mand than to the action itself : he bebead Tituse pset he towearp

j?8et tempi on Hierusalem.

Gebeodan is generally followed by the simple subjunctive ;

as Or., 94, 23, j>a gebudon him Perse
]>set

hie hcefden in winter

sibbe wr5 hie; 104, 14; Dan., 449, etc. The construction

with willan is occasionally used when the subject of both
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clauses is the same and the intention of the speaker is made

prominent; as Or., 54, 21, he gebead J>sem se$elinge ]>aet
he

him fylstan wolde; Bede, 454, 9.

Onbeodan has a precisely similar sequence to that above ;

as Or., 208, 34, hit Scipio oftrsedlice onbead ]>set
hie hit ne

onginnen; Or., 146, 30, ]>a onbead he him
]>8et

he him Sees

getygdian wolde ; Bede, 58, 5.

Forbeodan is usually followed by the subjunctive and the

negative particle ne is generally used in the dependent clause
;

as CP., 211, 24, we sculen him forbeodan ]>a3t
hie swa ne

don; Chr., 53, 38; Mark, m, 12; W., 211, 25. The nega-

tive particle is, however, at times omitted; as OP., 451, 2,

J>set
us on o$erre stowe forbiet ]>set we hit beforan mannum

don; 451, 5. It is to be noted that in the translations there

is a general agreement of the Anglo-Saxon negative with the

Latin dependent clause introduced by ne. There are occa-

sional examples of the inflected infinitive after forbeodan; as

AH., i, 218, 30, circlice peowas forbeodan to secganne aenig

spel. The accus. and infinitive is rarely found
; Matt., xix,

14, nelle ge hig forbeodan cuman to me [nolite eos prohibere
ad me venire].

Biddan.

After biddan and its compounds the subjunctive of the

dependent verb is the almost universal usage ;
as LS., 6, 74,

ic bidde
\>set he wel gerihte and

)>ser namare betweox ne sette;

188, 319, ]>a bebsed Constantia hi to Gode
J?aet

he hie hira

bena gehirde; Bede, 400, 7, ]>a abaed ic geornlice ]>sette me
wcere eac lefnes said to serneune; similarly AH., I, 128, 6;
166,6; LS., 106,291.
The construction with sculan is rarely met with after biddan

and serves the purpose merely of a periphrasis of the subjunc-
tive; as LS., 150, 55, hiue baed

]>aet he him sendan sceolde;
36, 211; AH., i, 246, 3; Bede, 242, 27.

As the subject of the subordinate is always different from
that of the principal clause, the occurrence of the construction
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with urillan in the former is extremely rare
;
when used there

is generally implied a certain degree of deference to the will

of the person addressed, almost equivalent to the modern

phrase, 'if you please'; as LS., 506, 300, we biddaiS
]>e,

leof hlaford, j^set }w gehyran wylfe ure word
; similarly 532,

732. In Bede, 100, 15, bsedon \>eet eft o*3er seonad wcere and

heo ]>onne woldon gesecan, the second subordinate clause is not

dependent on bcedon but on a verb of saying to be supplied.

The auxiliary motan is often found in the dependent clause,

as LS., 138, 335, ]?a bsed Tiburtius J>aet he beon moste mid

J>am papan. The infinitive is very frequent after biddan,

especially in poetry; as LS., 76, 439, bsed hine ealle warian;

AH., n, 182, 11
; Bede, 38, 30; Dan., 542, 559

; Byr., 170;

An., 1614; El, 1101. In the Blick. Horn, there are a few

examples of the indicative after biddan; as 191, 13, ure

bsedon and laerdon Romane
]>set

ic gewat heonon onweg ;
here

the result attained is probably emphasized.
Buldon is frequently used simply as an introductory word

to a direct petition, as LS., 324, 71, ic bidde
]>e,

onfoh mine

sawle
; 486, 225. The direct and the indirect constructions

are often interchanged at pleasure, as Luke, xiv, 18, ic bidde

j>e ]?set Jm me beladie; 19, nu bidde ic
]?e,

belade me. There

is also observable a ready transition to the direct imperative
in the same sentence, as AH., I, 334, 25, ic bidde eow

J>a?t ge
beon gerayndige and dofo swa swa, etc.

The statistics for the principal constructions after biddan

are as follows :
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(ge)Lceran.

(ge)Lceran is frequently used by all Anglo-Saxon writers,

especially by Wulfstan ;
the subjunctive is almost universally

used in the dependent clause; as CP., 189, 15, J?a under-

Jneddan mon sceal Iseran ]>set
hie ne sien genset; Or., 124, 2,

he gelserde ealle Crecas ]>set
hie Alexander vnftsocen; BH.

t

173, 28; Bede, 224, 13; W., 67, 1; Gu., 109; El, 522.

The construction with sculan is sometimes found, as CP., 131,

3
; ];a ]>a

he laerde
J>set ]>aere

ciricean Jjegnas sceoldon stilnesse

Seere $enunga habban
; W., 68, 7.

There are a few instances of the use of the indicative in the

dependent clause
; special stress seems to be placed here upon

the result of the advised action
;
as Or., 148, 4, heo getarde

]>one cyning ]>set
he hiene swa up ahof; W., 9, 5, ongan he

beswican and gelaeran ]>aet
se man ahrcec godes bebod; Jul.,

574. Lceran, however, often has a weakened meaning, so that

it signifies little more than the ordinary verb of saying and is

followed by the indicative, as Mark, vin, 31, )>a ongaun he

hi laeran
]>set mannes sunu gebyreft fela J>ing J>olian ; similarly

Bede, 372, 15, he waes in gaste gelaered \>set he wees from

Dryhtne tigSe j^sere bene.

In Bede, 460, 3, the accus. and infin. is an obvious copy
of the Latin. In Bede, 226, 26, we meet with the rare con-

struction of the inflected infinitive : heo laerde to healdcenne

regollice lifes J>eodscipe.

Haian; be-, ge-hatan.

Hatan is usually followed by the infinitive, either alone or

accompanied by a substantive, pronoun, or clause which bears
to the infinitive the relation of subject or object. The use of
the infinitive alone is not common, asi&, 62, 195, se casere
het sendan ongean ];one ealdorman. When the object of the
infinitive is a pronoun, the usual arrangement of words is

6
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object-verb, as Bede, 34, 25, het hine secan; when, how-

ever, the object is a substantive or clause the order of words

is most frequently reversed; as LS., 42, 298, het acwdlan

]>one cristenan Philippum ; 30, 113; EL, 214.

When the subject of the infinitive is expressed, we meet

with the subject-accusative construction after verbs of petition

and command, a construction which is common to Anglo-

Saxon, Old Saxon, and Old High German. 1 The subject of

the infinitive generally precedes it, as LS., 58, 214, se gerefa

het ]>a cnyhtas cySan j* pison ; 64, 235
; 462, 342

; 488, 20
;

BH., 217, 25; 219, 15; Bede, 260, 32; 266, 2; 462, 18;

W., 206, 14; 235, 15; AH., n, 32, 22; 144, 2; 196, 19;

Gen., 39, 1 21
,
145

; Or., 1375 ; An., 1 575. The order, infini-

tive-subject, is very rare, due mostly to poetical inversions, as

Gen., 44, heht
J?a geond ]>s&t rsedlease hof weaxan witebrogan ;

156, 2783, Or., 1025. When the infinitive has also an object

the subject still retains its precedence, the object, if a pronoun,

preceding the infinitive, and following it if a substantive :

AH., II, 86, 1, he hset his under]>eoddan hine belifian; 66, 12,

het hi geedstaftelian ]?a burh Hierusalem
; similarly W., 237, 1

;

AH., n, 134, 35
; 196, 4

; 246, 24
; 342, 11

; Gen"., 345 ; Dan.,
231

; Byr., 2. In only one instance does the subject follow

the infinitive and this is obviously due to the poetic form : Byr.,

74, het )>a haele]>a hleo healdan ]?a bricge wigan wigheardne.

There are also numerous instances of the subordinate sen-

tence introduced by ]>cet.
In Or. this construction is employed

almost half the time
;

it is also very frequent in Bede, AH.,
and W. The usual mood is the simple subjunctive; as JLS.,

26, 11, het
]>set

he heolde
]>a

romiscan gesaetnysse; Or., 170, 8;

204, 32; LS., 406, 359; 442, 37; 464, 373; Bede, 254, 5;

320, 22; 388, 10; 454, 17; 462, 21
; W., 176, 16; 220, 12,

16; Gen., 500; An., 1505; Chr., 230, A, 20. Occasionally
the jussive sense is strengthened by the use of sculan; as AH.,
i, 16, 3, het J>a3t heo sceolde forSlsedan cuce nytenu ; LS., 200,

1
Krickau, DerAceus. mil dem Infin. in der Englischen Spraehe, p. 4.
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92
; 400, 261

; AH., II, 488, 25. At times the infinitive and

the subordinate clause are both found in the same expression ;

as W., 287, 23, God ne het us gemelgjan j?a halbendan, ac
]>cet

we ]>tm wcedligendum gefuUumodan ; similarly An., 795
; JuL,

333, hateiS ]>ra3ce rceran, gif we gemete sin on mold-wege, \<zt

hi usic binden and suslum swingen. The last example is an

excellent illustration of a common feature in Anglo-Saxon style,

by which the unity of the construction is sacrificed for the sake

of clearness.

Behaian and Gehata,n have essentially the same meaning and

differ only in relative frequency of use by different writers
;
the

former is almost universal in W. and very frequent in AH.;
the latter is preferred in BH. and Bede.

In most cases the will of the speaker is present in the action

of the subordinate clause and hence the regular occurrence of

the construction with willan ; as AH., I, 22, 8, J>a
behet God

J>aet
he wolde na?fre eft call mancvnn acwellan

; 264, 2
; BH.,

201, 36; Bede, 234, 31
; 294, 23; 416, 10; W., 37, 13; 75,

15; 109, 16; 144, 8; AH., n, 50, 14; 176, 27; 212, 15;

224, 3
; Dan., 316

; Or., 142
; Byr., 246

; Boe., 126, 9
; Beow.,

2635; Chr., 147, F, 10; 208, D, 20; 270, C, 2. When the

subject of the dependent clause is different from the speaker,
either the simple subjunctive is employed, as Gu., 427, iSa ]>u

gehete ]>aet pec halig gast gescilde ; or the construction with

sculan, as a threat, Gu., 205, 542, or in a prophetic sense,

AH., i, 204, 17, God behet Abrahame
J>a3t on his cynne sceolde

beon gebletsod eal mancynn. In Bede, 242, 31, the simple
subjunctive and the periphrastic forms are both used : gehat
geheht J>aet he wolde liif in etyeodignesse lifigan and

}>set he
alne saltere asunge, etc.

In LS., 214, 79, se apostel behet ]>aem ]>e healdaS clamnysse
)>et hi synd Godes tempel, and AH., I, 542, 19, he him behet

]>aet hi on j>am miclan dome ofer twelf dom-setl sittende beo%,
the introductory verb has little more force than the ordinary
verb of saying and is followed by the indicative.
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Swerian.

Swerian is followed either by the subjunctive of the depend-
ent verb or by the construction with willan, since the moment

ofdesign or intention generally pervades the subordinate clause
;

as Or., 190, 22, swor ]>et him leofre ware; W., 207, 12, Crist

swor
Jjset

se mon wcere aweriged ; LS., 314, 97, swor
J^set

he

mid mislicum wituni hine wolde fordon. Swerian is frequently

connected with its complementary object aftas, as Chr., 142,

A, 30; Or., 70, 15
; 162, 10; W., 209, 26

; JSlfric de Novo Test,

18, 36. Either of the two constructions may be employed at

pleasure; in Chr., 114, 22, MSS. A, D, and E read "hem ]>a

aftas sworon }>8et hie hrsedlice of his ricefaren," while B and C
have "]>set hie hrsedlice of his rice/aran wolde"

The construction with sculan is occasionally found in the

dependent clause as the exponent of a threat, as EL, 685, ic ]>aet

geswerige J^set )ni scealt cwylmed weorftau buton ]?u forlaete |>a

leasunga ;
or in a prophetic sense, as AH., I, 426, 6, ic swerige

]>set ]m scealt geoffrian.

Swerian is employed as a forcible means of emphasizing a

simple statement and, when so used, is followed by the indica-

tive
;
as W., 214, 7, wit swergaft ]>aet

hit is soft |>set wit secgaft ;

similarly 224, 29
; 259, 7.

Closely connected both in sense and regimen with swerian are

collocations with aft, as aftos sellan (Chr., 212, A, 24) ;
mid

afium gefcestnian (Chr., 192, B, 11); aftos sendan (Chr., 147,

F, 7) ;
aftitm benemnan (Beow., 1098); aft syllan (Luke, I, 73).

jE wesan is an expression of command and hence is fol-

lowed by the subjunctive, as CP., 219, 13, is se
J>a3t mon

hcebbe lufe.

jEteowian, as an expression of admonition, is followed by
the subjunctive, as Luke, in, 7, hwa aetywde eow J>set gefleon
from }?am towerdan yrre ?
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Arcedan, bearing reference to some contemplated action, is

followed by the construction with sculan in Bede, 254, 22,

aweddon pt se abbod his latteow beon scolde.

Sena wesan, a poetical expression of petition is followed by

the periphrasis with motan in Beow., 364, hi beuan synd pt
hi wrS $e motan wordum wrixlan.

Beornan on mode, indicating intense desire, is followed by

the subjunctive in AH., I, 17, beam me on mode paet ic pas

boc of Ledenum sprace to Engliscre sprsece awende.

Beotian, like gehatan, is followed either by the subjunctive

or by the construction with witian; as Exile's Complaint (Cod.

Ex., 442, 32), ful oft we gebeotedan paet unc ne gescel.de nemue

dea$ ana
; BH., 95, 3, beotaft he paet he wile pa sawla sendan

on ece wita
; Or., 72, 29, 30

; 144, 33.

Bewerian is mostly followed by the periphrastic construction

with motan, as Bede, 78, 6, ne sceal heo bewered beon paet

heo mote in circan gongan; 76, 17; 222, 18; seldom by the

inflected infinitive, as Bede, 80, 7, seo se monig ping bewereiS

to etanne. A few instances are found of the sequence with

the simple infinitive, probably under Latin influence, as Bede,

78, 31, ne sceal him bewered beon geryne on/on [mysterium

percipere debet prohiben].
Bicnian serves as a verb of petition in Tjuke, II, 7, and is

followed by the subjunctive : hi bicnodon hyra geferan paet
hi comen.

Bysn sellan, as an expression of counsel or command, is

generally followed by the construction with sculan, as AH.,
n, 230, 15, he sealde soiSe bysne paet hi sceoldon forswerian
heora unfteawas

; similarly 232, 13. A similar construction
follows bysn astettan: AH., u, 40, 23; BH., 33, 21; and

gebysnunga settan, AH., n, 242, 27. When an actual occur-
rence is described, the indicative is found in the indirect

sentence, as AH., n, 116, 14, is geseald bysen pet pa unspre-
cendan cild 6x5 gehealdene on fulluhte.

Ctypian requires the subjunctive in the dependent clause
;

as AH., i, 452, 33, utan clypian to psere Godes meder pset
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heo us to hire Bearne gefiingige; 70, 27
; 254, 17

; LS., 98,

150; 184, 270; 390, 114; 408, 400; 452, 169; AH., n,

70, 9.

Cneow bugan, a figurative expression of petition, is followed

by the subjunctive in AH., 408, 18, ic bige mine cneow ]>set

ge beon gewyrtrumode.

Deman, expressing command, is followed either by the

simple subjunctive, as Bede, 476, 24, he gedemed hsefde J>sette

Ceolwulf aefter him cyning wcere; or by the periphrasis with

sculan, as AH., i, 24, 25.

Fcestnunga sellan is followed by the construction with willan

in LS., 500, 211, |>a sealdon hi heom fsestnunga betweonum

]>set
hi ealle

]>is
woldon healdian.

Forgiefan is usually followed by the periphrastic expres-
sions with motan and magan; as Bede, 56, 18, ]>set

he him

forgeafe J?aet he moste pone wsestm heora gewinnes geseon ;

similarly AH., n, 48, 2; Or., 391
; Bede, 84, 25; LS., 346,

142, he forgeaf his apostolum J>set
hi mihton gehselan ;

simi-

larly 346, 142; 458, 282; AH., n, 286, 27. It is rarely

followed by the simple subjunctive, as Jul., 729 ;
or by sculan,

Ph., 377; AH., n, 48, 11. Occasionally the indicative is

employed, when attention is directed to the result of the

action, as PA., 175, Hafaft psem treow forgiefen pset he ana is

beorhtast geblowen ; LS., 460, 297.

Gebann settan is followed by the subjunctive, as AH., I,

30, 1, sette geban pset wcere on gewritum asett eall ymbhwyrft ;

LS., 192, 396. The construction with motan is also found,
as LS., 96, 107.

Gescrifan requires the construction with sculan in EL, 1047,

wyrd gescreaf pset he swa geleafful in woroldrice weorSan

sceolde.

Gesettan is followed by the subjunctive in BH., 193, 3, hie

J>aet gesetton ]?set he on witnunge stowe swa lange swungen
wcere; similarly Or., 30, 34. The periphrasis with sculan is

also found, as AH., i, 150, 26 ; Bede, 448, 12
; Or., 164, 15.

Like constructions with the subjunctive follow the related
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expressions, gesettan ]>one canon, AH., n, 94, 29, and stent

gesetnys, AH., II, 50, 20.

Gesprecan and Gestihtian, denoting agreement or determina-

tion, require the strengthened construction with willan; as Or.,

138, 3, hi him betweoxum gespraBcon ]>&t hi woldon on Romane

winnan
; 264, 19

; Bede, 112, 33, gestihtedon ]>set
heo woldon

j>sere
wisan ende gebidan.

Getemian (permit) is followed by sculan in LS., 538, 809,

Jm ne mihtest getemian ]>set
mire andetnysse Ieoht-fa3t sceolde

acwynean.

Ge]>afian is followed most consistently by the subjunctive ;

as BH., 45, 11, ]?a3t
hie ne ge]>afien J?a3t

hi heora lif on woh

lifgean; AH., I, 168, 6; LS., 324, 72; 348, 169; 376, 179;

Bede, 374, 5
; W., 22, 19

; AHi, n, 40, 34
; An., 402. Occa-

sionally, however, auxiliary constructions are found, with

motan: W., 85, 17; 96, 15; with sculan: AH., H, 234, 27;

508, 25.

Geunnan is generally followed by the construction with

motan; as Beow, 961, uiSe ic swrSor
]>set

Vu hine sylfne geseon

moste; W., 142, 23; 181, 32; 289, 24; AH., n, 128, 10;

152, 18; Gu., 902; Byr., 175. The subjunctive is also met

with
;
as Chr., 219, D, 19, God him geunne }>set

his goddssda

swySran weor&en; 217, D, 16. Occasionally the indicative

is found in the dependent sentence expressing the resulting
state

;
as Beow., 1662, me geu$e yldra waldeud ]>&t ic on wage
wlitig hangian eald sweord-eacen

; AH., II, 594, 15
;

Beow., 2875.

Gyrnan, expressing intense desire, is followed by the simple

subjunctive, as Ph., 462, glaBdmod gyrneft ]>&t he godra maBst

dda gefremme; Matt., xxm, 8
; Luke, xxn, 31, or by the

periphrasis with motan : AH., 1, 142, 23, ne gyrnde na ]>set he
moste Crist gehyrau sprecan; similarly Chr., 53, E, 7

; 317, F,
20, or by that with sculan: Chr., 92, E, 19, he geornde set se

kyning ]>a3t he scolde from his mynstre ; 52, E, 41
; 53, E, 31.

Has requires sculan in the dependent clause in AH., I, 402,
23, him com to Godes haes

]?a3t hi sceolden from stowe faran.
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Healsian is very consistently followed by the subjunctive ;

as CP., 137, 17, ic eow halsige past ge feden Codes heorde;

Or., 178, 14
; LS., 148, 24

; AH., i, 422, 20
; 426, 31

; BH.,

189, 7
; Bede, 372, 7

; Gu., 1176
; JLff., n, 248, 17

; 490, 30 ;

O., 23. There are occasional examples of the periphrasis with

sculan, as AH., n, 146, 12. Healsian, like biddan, serves as

an introductory to a direct petition, as Descent into Hell, 118,

ic halsige }>e, oferwurpe mid ];y wsetre ealle burgwaran.

Hryman, as a verb of petition, is followed by the subjunc-

tive; as AH., i, 156, 22, we sceolon hryman to ]?8em haelende

J?aet
he todrcefe J?a yfelan costnunga from urum heortum.

Lceran and Laftian, expressing incitement to an action, are

followed by the subjunctive, as Bede, 44, 18, Iserdon |>set hi

fsesten worhten ; 44, 34; JuL, 149
; JElfric de Novo Test., 21,

29, ]m woldest me laiSian ]?aet ic swrSe drunce.

Lyfan. The indirect sentence is often used as the logi-

cal subject introduced by hit is or wees alyfed; as AH., i,

142, 6; 522, 12. Elsewhere it is the object of lyfan. The

simple subjunctive is very frequent in the dependent clause
;

as Matt., xxii, 17, is hit alyfed ]?set
man casere gafol syllef;

Mark, x, 4
; John, v, 10

; BH., 189, 22
; W., 285, 28

; AH,
II, 94, 25

; 100, 13. There is, however, a great fondness for

the use of the periphrasis with motan ; as Gen., 2518, lyfaft

me
]>set we aldornesse on sigor up secan moten ; Ph., 667

; Bede,

400, 2; W., 218, 17; 285, 5; AH., n, 216, 11; Gu., 380.

There are sporadic instances of the inflected infinitive; as AH.,

11, 348, 24, is alyfed to lybbenne; 520, 16. Similar construc-

tions follow the related expressions, leafnesse syllan, Bede, 60,

14; 460, 25; and lyfnesse forgyfan, Bede, 328, 34.

Manian is almost without exception followed by the sub-

junctive. In the Cwra Past, it occurs seldom except in the

form is to manianne, employed very frequently as an intro-

ductory expression to the chapters on duties; as 191, 12, eac

siut to manianne
J>a underjnoddan ]?set

hie huru hie selfe

gehealden; W., 225, 13, J;onne rnana]> us pis halige gewrit pset

we sirnle sion gemynegode ; similarly LS., 496, 146
; Seaf.,
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36
; Bede, 210, 15. In /Sea/., 50, we note the rare sequence

with the infinitive: gernonaS modes fusne/eran to srSe. The

related noun monung is likewise followed by the subjunctive,

as Bede, 350, 1.

Mynegian regularly requires the subjunctive in the depend-

ent sentence
;
as AH., I, 56, 20, J?a yfelan we mynegiaS ]>aet

hi from heora yfelnessum hrsedlice gecyrren ; 88, 22
; 262, 12

;

W., 171, 16
; AH., n, 492, 18. When the verb refers to an

actual occurrence with the meaning
'
to mention/ it is followed

by the indicative, as Bede, 44, 7, pe we gemynegode ]>set

Severus het )>wyrs gedician.

Myntan is followed by the subjunctive, as Gen., 2182, faeste

mynteiS J>aet
me aefter sie eaforan sine grefeweardas ;

or by the

simple infinitive, as Or., 1058, se iSe gode mynteft bringan
beorhtne wlite.

Neadian (urge) is followed by the construction with sculan

in Bede, 262, 1, nedde him
]>set

he ridan seeolde.

Onbcernan (encourage) requires the usual subjunctive; Bede,

146, 10, wa3S onbsernende
J>set

heo in Jwm geleafan softfsest-

nisse faestlice astoden.

Tcecan, in its admonitory sense, is followed by the subjunc-

tive, as AH., n, 68, 2
;
or by the construction with sculan, as

AH., i, 372, 31.

Tlcan is generally followed by the subjunctive, as LS., 98,

130, ic
}>e tihte

J>set ]>u J>am godum geo/rige; 134, 294; 162,
249; 204, 149. Occasionally the periphrasis with sculan is

found, as LS., 144, 435.

Ttyian with the subjunctive: AH., II, 600, 1, getySa us

J>set se ylca wisdom ure heortan ma onbryde; 172, 33
; LS.,

444, 40, 66. Occasionally followed by motan, as AH., II,

600, 7. In LS., 298, 204, the subjects of both clauses are
the same and wUlan is used : him tiSode God Jwt he wolde hi
fordon.

Oe\ingian, regularly with the subjunctive, as Or., 342,
gejnnga us J>t he us ne Icete.
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Warnian, expressing in general advice against a certain

course of action, is followed by the subjunctive, as LS., 160,

211, het hine warnian
J>set

ne ncere on ]?am mynstre nefre eft

gesewen; 184, 255; AH., I, 120, 16; n, 34, 33; 536, 5;

602, 24
; Gen., 527. When the indirect expression simply

relates the danger against which the advice is directed, the

indicative is used, as Chr., 262, C, 24, ]>a gewarnode man
]>set

J?a3r
wees fyrd gegaderod set Sundene.

Wedd, as an expression of command, requires the subjunc-

tive, as AH., i, 90, 28, ]>is
is rain wedd J>set selc hyse-cild bco

ymb-sniden. To wedde syllan, as a promise, is followed by

willan, as Bede, 124, 4.

Wyscan is followed by the subjunctive, as Dear., 25, wyscte

J>a3t ]>ses cynerices ofercumen wcere; or by sculan, as AH., II,

310, 4.

. Verbs of Thinking, Believing, etc.

In this class are included verbs that express simple sup-

position, as wenan, ]>encan, ^yncan; those that express thought
directed to the accomplishment of an action, as smeagan and

hogian; verbs of belief or trust, as geliefan, trutdan; of doubt,

uncertainty, and the like, as tweogan, hopian, etc. In these

expressions the moment of subjectivity is always present in

full force, and the subjunctive or its equivalent is regularly
found.

Wenan.

Of all verbs introducing Indirect Discourse wenan is the

most consistent in requiring the subjunctive of the dependent
verb. I attribute this to the fact, that in these expressions
the event or action contained in the dependent clause is not

considered to take place at all, and its existence is merely a

conjecture in the mind of the speaker or writer; it is con-

ceived, therefore, from a wholly subjective view-point and is
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expressed by the ordinary mood of subjective conception the

subjunctive. CP., 209, 10, hie wenaS ]>set J>set
sie

]>eet
beste ;

AH., i, 124, 14, sume men wenaS |?set
him genihtsumige to

fulfremedum hecedome; Or., 150, 26, J>a
wende man

Jrcet ]>ffit

gewinn geended itxere.

There are occasional examples of the use of the indicative,

and it is a matter of some difficulty to explain these few

anomalous constructions as opposed to the vast array of sub-

junctive forms. The most plausible explanation of these forms

is as follows : accepting the subjunctive as the mood of subjec-

tive reflection, it is at least supposable that the reality of the

event conceived would be more emphasized when this concep-

tion is in the mind of the speaker himself or of the person

directly addressed, than when reference is made to the thought
of a third person ; hence, if the moment of objectivity enter at

all, we should expect it to be present when wenan is used in

the first or the second person ; and, in truth, it is only after

these forms that the indicative is found in the dependent sen-

tence. Furthermore, owing to the frequency of their employ-

ment, ic wene and wenst ]>u (or wenstu) have apparently suffered

a weakening of their original signification. Some examples

may be given ;
as AH., I, 580, 26, ic wene ]>set J>as word ne

sind eow full cuSe; 378, 4, ic wene wit sind oferswrSde; here

the omission of the conjunction and consequent breaking of

connection favors the use of the indicative; Boe., 146, 29,

wenst }m nu
j^sette ealle |>a ]?ing for $i gode sind ]>y hi hab-

ba$; 16, 27, gif ]?u wenst |>aet ]?sere eorSan waastmas J>ine

synd; AH., I, 396, 5, wenst ]>u ]>set
hi beoft asyndrode from

]>am dome?. The distinction given above is well illustrated

by the following example in Boe., 86, 9, wenst |>u ]>eet ]>&

dysiende wenaft
]>a3tte j>set J>ing sie aelces weorSscipes betst

wyrSe? In Boe., 44, 15, ic wat
J>set ge wenaiS

J?a3t ge nan

god ne gessetya habbcti, the presence of witan probably con-
tributes to the use of the indicative.

For the most part, however, wenan in these persons retains
its usual sequence of the subjunctive, as CP., 459, 10, hwa
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wenstu j?aet
sie to ]>sem getreow ?

; AH., I, 424, 29
; Or., 58,

28. Indeed, the requirement of the subjunctive by wenan is

so strong that even in close renderings of a Latin original,

the indicative in the Latin has no effect upon the Anglo-
Saxon mood, as John

t xni, 29, wendon
]>aet

se hselend hit

cwcede be him [putabant quia dicit ei iesus].

Owing to the almost universal employment of the subjunc-

tive, the auxiliaries sculan and willan seem to make a near

approach to the expression of the future idea after wenan.

The sense of duty or obligation is, however, still present in

sculan, as jElfric de Novo Test., 17, 11, wende
J>a3t he seeolde

Jmrhwunian on gastlicum ]?eawum; BH, 183, 31, wenstu

J7set ic sceole sprecan to J>issum men?; CP., 281, 14, hwylc
wite wene we ]>set se fela sprecea scyle habban ? Determined

future action is thus expressed in W., 244, 1. As usual after

verbs of thinking, it denotes the result of the efforts of the

designer [Liittgens, p. 19], as Or., 244, 11, ]>set
he sume hwile

wende
J?aet

hine mon gefon seeolde; 112, 10; 160, 29; 190, 4;

AH., \, 594, 10.

The future idea is much more truly expressed by willan, as

AH., i, 480, 1, wende ]>aet
hi woldon his cynedom forseon;

CP., 201, 1, swelce he wene
]?set

his hlaford deman wolde;

Or., 196, 6; AH., I, 334, 17; n, 582, 24; LS., 426, 181;

Chr., 278, C, 10; 300, C, 17. In such cases as CP., 113,

25, hu micele wenstu
J>set

hit wolde gif ]>aer wlence and se

anweald wsere gemenged, willan gives a more distinct expres-

sion to the action indicated than would be done by the simple
verb [Liittgens, p. 25].

The omission of the conjunction after wenan does not as a

rule affect the verb of the indirect clause : Boe., 98, 23, wenst

Jm mcege his rice hine
J>a3r

on lande wyrSne gedon ?
; similarly

40, 31
; John, xxi, 25

; BH., 85, 16.

There are sporadic instances of the A.-S. subject-accusative

construction after wenan, as AH., I, 590, 25, ]>set J?u wenst me
for tintregum $a geopenian iSa godcundan gerynu ; Beow.,

933, J>set ic senigra me weana ne wende gebidan; Bede, 430,
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24. The simple infinitive also occurs in Beow., 2240, wende

j>ses yldan.

The constructions after wenan are thus tabulated :
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writer to set forth one statement more objectively than another,

as will be seen by comparing the two following examples :

AH., i, 214, 12, we gelyfa$ J?set we beon gehealdene ]>urh

Cristes gife, and 292, 25, we sceolon gelyfan ]>set
selces mannes

sawul bi$ jmrh God gesceapen. Variation in mood is often

found after the same introductory word, as AH., I, 284, 15,

swa
]>set

he secge oiSSe gelyfe \>set twy Godas syndon o$3e aenig

had on ]?8ere halgau J;rynnysse sy unmihtigra J>onne o~Ser.

The following observations may, however, be accepted as

indicating the chief distinctions in the use of moods after gely-

fan. The subjunctive finds its proper place in expressions of

a purely subjective character, as in the following pious con-

fession, EL, 795, ic gelyfe |>e sel ]>aet he sie sawla nergeridi ;

it is found when the statement contains the moment of uncer-

tainty, either in past or in present time, as AH., I, 226, 19,

gelyfdon hi
];set

he oferswifted wcere; 344, 1, we gelyfaft |>set

of mancynne swa micel getel astige swa ;
it is very frequent also

when a negative or conditional idea is present in the expression

or when an indefinite future action is implied, as BH., 153, 18,

ne gelyfeS on Hselend Crist |>set
he sy Godes Sunu

;
likewise

L8., 458, 275; BH., 37, 16; Or., 656, 753; John, ix, 18;

Bede, 396, 24, cwseS
]>set

he gelefde ]>set gif he his handa hiene

on sette, ]?sette him sona wel wcere; similarly AH., I, 590, 27;

BH., 151, 29; W., 220, 2; Bede, 392, 10, gelefde J?set hire

sona wel wcere; Dan., 447, 578. It is sometimes due to a

certain assumption made in the statement, as Chr., 294, C, 11,

nu is to gelyfeune J?aet
hi blissien blrSe mid Criste

J>e waeron

buton scylde acwealde. It is found also after a final clause, as

John, vi, 30, and when the content of the subordinate clause is

supposed to be false, as John, ix, 18.

The indicative is quite regularly employed when mention is

made of the established doctrines of religious belief, as AH., I,

26, 8, ]>set
men mihton gelyfan j^aet

he wees Godes Beam
;

1 98,

14; 228, 20; 230, 8
; 234, 29; n, 422, 16; 426, 16. A very

effective use is made of this distinction in mood in the follow-

ing example : .ZElfric [Horn., 1, 116, 15, 24] is contrasting the
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doctrines of heretics with those of orthodox Christians
;

in the

former case the subjunctive is used, in the latter the indicative,

sume gedwolmen gelyfdon J>set
he God wcere, gelyfdon J?aet

he

so$ cyning wcere ... we gelyfdon pset he aefre God wees, we

gelyfdon }>set
he wees deadlic. The indicative is used to express

an actual fact, as AH., n, 366, 28, hig gelyfdon J?set jm me sen-

de*t; 204, 33 ; Malt., ix, 28 ; John, x, 38 ; xi, 27, 42 ; xiv, 10
;

xvi, 27
; xvn, 8, etc. I attribute the great use of this mood

in the Gospels partially to the influence of the Latin, as Mark,

xi, 24, gelyfaft ]>aet ge hit ow/oiS [credite quia aceipietis].

The construction with sculan is employed with reference to

an event sure of fulfillment in the future, as AH., i, 294, 1, we

sceolon gelyfan J>aet
aelc lichama sceal arisan; W., 126, 18, 20.

Willan is used with a personal subject and approaches very
near the simple future expression, as An., 1285, ic gelyfe to

]>e

|>set Jm me na3fre wille anforlaetan
; similarly CP., 5, 2

; LS.,

454, 218.

The allied adjective geleaflic is generally followed by the

subjunctive, JIB AH., I, 446, 3, is geleaflic J>a3t seo eadige cwen
oSre oferstige; likewise 518, 3.

pencan and Ge]>encan.

As an introductory verb of indirect discourse ]>encan has in

general two distinct meanings : (1) it expresses intent or design
with also the element of volition; (2) 'to remember,' 'to

recount.'

1. With the former meaning (that most frequently met

with) the simple subjunctive is generally employed in the

dependent clause, as CP., 235, 9, J>ohte J>set he hine ofsloge;
Or., 92, 22

; 188, 13
; Matt., vi, 27

; W., 284, 10
; CP., 119, 3.

The idea of design is emphasized by the use of the auxiliary
wi/lan, as AH., i, 196, 16, ]>ohte J>aet he wolde hi diglice for-
leetan

; John, xi, 53.

The force of ]>encan is, however, at times much weakened,
the idea of design is almost entirely eliminated, and the verb
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conveys little more meaning than would be given by wenan;
in these cases, sculan is generally used in the subordinate clause,

expressing the fact that the contents of the subordinate clause

are in subjective dependence [Liittgens, p. 19] ;
as (7P., 55, 19,

he J>incei$ ]?et he sciele rnonig god weorc ftseron wyrcan ; Or.,

166, 29; 200, 10; 216, 15; Beow., 692, nsenig heora pohte

]>set
he ]>anon sceolde eft eardlufan sefre gesecean. This is a

near approach to the simple future.

The simple infinitive is occasionally found after tyencan; as

Jud., 58, pohte j>a beorhtan idese mid widle and mid womme
besmitan; likewise El., 297.

2. With reference to a past event ]>encan means 'to re-

member
;

'
as applied to a present action, it may also be ren-

dered 'to bear in mind, consider.' The mood of the dependent
verb is the indicative, as (7P., 53, 17, is to gej>encenne J>a3t he

underfeng martyrdom ; Matt., V, 23, ]>u ]>ssr geftencest J>set }>in-

broSor hcefft senig ]>ing agen ]>e; CP., 55, 20; Deor., 31
; W.,

246, 7; 291, 14
; Boe., 62, 27. The subjunctive in Boe., 134,

20, is owing to the occurrence of the verb in the protasis of an

ideal condition. The transition to direct expression is easy and

is occasionally found, as BH., 51, 17, hum ne magon we geiSen-

can ]>set
seo eor$e is Godes and Godes is ]>t yrfe, and we ealle

syndon his, etc.

Bctyenean has generally the meaning 'to remember, con-

sider,' and hence is followed by the indicative, as Or., 821,

scyle gehwilc bepencan ]>set
us milde becwom meahta waldend

set serestan. The moment of design is occasionally present,

and the subjunctive is used, as, Nicod., 20 (B-T.), hig bej>ohton

]>set hig hym seofon weras gecuron; Jul., 155.

pyncan.

The reality of the statement introduced by }>yncan is depend-
ent only upon the opinion of the object of }>yncan; hence the

verb of the dependent clause is usually in the subjunctive, as

Gen., 169, ne Jmhte pa gerysne rodora wearde }>set Adam leng
4
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swa ware; CP., 85, 26, orum monnum ];yneS Jrcet
hie mseste

scande Srou^en; 113, 10; 115, 19; 203, 14, 20; 231, 20;

241,4; 285,4; 293,6; 321,24; 415,31,34; Or., 246, 25;

AH., i, 236, 11
; ii, 160, 18 ; Bede, 430, 12

; W., 49, 7
; 79,

11 ; 184, 18
; Dan., 498, 505

; Boe., 66, 2
; 72, 18

; 96, 29
;

202, 18
; Matt., xxv, 29

; John, vni, 53.

There is the usual occurrence in the dependent clause of the

modal auxiliaries with the exception ofuiillan; as Or., 84, 12,

se
]>e

him ser ge]>uhte j>a?t
him nan s wrShabban ne mekte;

98, 2; 118, 17; CP., 57, 6, swa J>ineS him Jrcet
he hie him

niedscylde sceolde se |>e hie him sealde. The mood of these

auxiliaries varies, as Boe., 76, 13, |>aet
me nu ]>inc$ J>aet

no
J>set

an J>as onwyrS arafnan mceg; 124, 4, him jnneS ]>aet
he ne

mcB^e iSone welan gehealdan.

There are a few instances of the indicative in the dependent

clause
;
in most cases the truth of the statement thus made is

regarded as beyond doubt, and the usual subjective significa-

tion of ]>incan is decidedly weakened ;
as JElfric's Pref. Gen.,

22, 8, nu ]?inciS
me |>set ]?set

weorc is swiiSe pleolic me o$$e

seuigum men to underbeginenne. The greater or less degree

of reality probably causes the difference in mood in the two

following almost contiguous passages: Boe., 164, 12, me JnneS

]>aet Jm me dwelige and dysetne, 16, me JnncS |>aet |;u me

hwurfest sum sunderlice spraece. The indicative is also found

occasionally in a dependent clause which is separated from

\yncan by a preceding clause, as CP., 85, 26, o$rum monnum

]>aet
hie msestne denim ftrowigen and hie forswencte

for worulde
; similarly AH., I, 48, 35.

Swelce is occasionally employed instead of the usual
}>cet,

as LS., 304, 300, JnnciS him arleasum sun/ke hi sefre motan
libban

; W., 148, 12
; LS., 436, 65.

Gyman, expressing.designed action, is followed by the sub-

junctive, as Bede, 346, 16, eornestlice gemde J>set he men from
heora synnum atuge; AH., n, 34, 32.

Gehihtan (to hope), with the subjunctive, as Bede, 404, 22,
wees gehihtende ]>aet he his lichamou tolesed wcere.
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Gehogian has the regular sequence with the subjunctive, as

AH., i, 484, 6, we sceolon hogian ]>set we simle Sone ruaran

gylt forfteon; 528, 4; Gen., 2892; Dan., 218; Beow., 633;

AH., n, 558, 18. Willan is sometimes found when the per-

sonal intention is prominently set forth, as Dan., 687, J>set

gehogode Meda aldor
]>8et he Babilone abrecan wolde; Bede,

234, 25.

Hopian has a like construction, as iw&e, xxm, 8, he hopede

J>set
he gesawe sum tacen

; AH., u, 416, 14
; Luke, xxiv, 21.

There is liberal use made of the auxiliary forms, especially

willan, as LS., 314, 111, ic hopige on Drihten
]?set

he me

ungederodne wylle ahreddan. Sculan as almost simple repre-

sentative of the subjunctive but with a future force, as W.,

152, 20, hopode J>a3t
heo gehyran seeolde hyre suna stemne.

Motan is also met with, as W., 147, 23. The related noun,

tohopa, has a similar regimen, as Or., 104, 28, to ]>am tohopan

Jjset
hie sume srSe God J>anon adoo to heora agnum lande;

AH, i, 568, 8.

Hycgan is very consistently followed by the subjunctive,

as Gen., 397, We ]?89s
sculon hycgan \>set

we on Adame sume

andan gebetan. Likewise ahycgan, Gen., 2031, and gehycgan,

Cd., 217 (B-T.); the latter is also followed by willan, Bt. Met.,

1 9, 34, and by magan, Gen., 562.

Lcdan (suppose) has the regular subjunctive, but is peculiar

in the employment of swilce instead of the usual
]>cet,

as LS.,

514, 439, hi leton swilce hi on sefen slepon; 526, 634. The

conjunction \tast is, however, sometimes found.

Ondrcedan. The idea of volition is present in ondrcedan,

in that the will is directed not to the fulfillment but rather

to the non-fulfillment of the action contained in the indirect

clause. There is, therefore, almost exclusive employment of

the subjunctive or of the auxiliary constructions; as CP., 49,

19, o$er ondred ]?set he forlure $a gestidon, o$er ondred
|>set

he ongeate on his swygean; 107, 17; Or., 144, 16
; BH., 41,

21; Bede, 294, 26; 410, 28; AH., n, 122, 27; 132, 3; Bede,

190, 15, ongan oudrsedan j>set he to helle locum gelseded beon
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sctolde; similarly 350, 14; 354, 29; Or., 78, 14, ondredon

\ti mon J>a brycge forwyrcan wolde; likewise 150, 9. One

instance of the indicative occurs, AH., n, 70, 14, we ondrsedaiS

us )>set ge \>a.
foressedan getacnunga to gymleaste do, gif we

eow swiSor be ]>am gereccaS ;
this mood is probably due to

the tendency, so often observed in logical conditions after verbs

of present time, to use the mood and tense of direct discourse.

Orwena, with the subjunctive; Gen., 2222, ic eom orwena

J?ffit
unc seo eSylstsef aefre weor&e gifeiSe setgsedere.

Secan, usually with the subjunctive ;
as John, vn, 4, secS

J>jBt
hit ofen sy ; AH., n, 308, 9.

Smeagean is comparatively seldom used as introductory to

the indirect declarative sentence. It is followed most com-

monly by the construction with wittan, as AH., I, 206, 19,

smeadon ]>set
hi woldon ofslean j>one Lazarum

;
Matt., xxvi,

16
; John, x, 13. The simple subjunctive is also found, as

Mark, xn, 12, }>&
smeadon hi

]?aet
hi gefengen hine. In CP.,

55, 21, we find the inflected infinitive : smeageaS monig god
weorc to wyreanne. When smeagean has the meaning, 'to

think,' 'consider,' it is followed by the indicative, as AH.,

n, 96, 12, hwset wille we furSor smeagan buton J?set se hcefft

]>&.
mede $e he geearnaiS.

Spanan, usually with the subjunctive, as Or., 146, 7, hine spon

]?8et
he on Umenis unmyndlenga mid here become. Occasionally

wittan is employed when the wish or design is prominent, as

Bede, 316, 22, gesponan ]>aet
heo brucan wolde hys gesynscipes.

Teohhian, as an introductory word to indirect discourse, is

frequently employed by Boe. and at times in Cura Past., rarely
elsewhere. The subjunctive generally follows, as Boe., 84, 12,

13, he teohha]? J>set
him sie betst, |?onne tihha]? he

]?aet he mcege
beon swiiSe gesselig; 82, 9; 98, 32; CP., 286, 2. Sculan is

used in recording a future event in Boe., 92, 26, and expresses
the falseness of an idea in CP., 302, 3, tiochhia]? J>a?t J>set scyk
beon for eaSmettum [tacere se aestimant ex humilitate].

Truwian when pointing to an undetermined or future event
is followed by the subjunctive or by the auxiliary constructions,
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as AH., II, 310, 28, }>8dt
he truwode on God J>set

he ncere

ascyred; Or., 72, 16, getruwedon ]>set hie sceolden sige gefeoh-

tan; similarly by uiillan, CP., 57, 22; Or., 148, 17; or by

magan and motan: CP., 447, 9; Or., 76, 9; 86, 4; Beow.,

2954. When it is desired to express an actual state in an

objective manner, the indicative is used, as CP., 413, 32, ]>sst
hi

getruwien J?set
hie ]>a forgiefnesse habbaft for $sere hreowsunga;

AH., 11, 24, 6; 428, 1. Expressions containing the related

substantive truwa are generally followed by the subjunctive,

as AH., i, 378, 30, nsefS nsenne truwan to JElmihtigan ]>sst

he him foresceaivige ; JEl/ric de Novo Test., 17, 9, mid fullam

truwan }>sdt he geleafful wcere.

Tweogan, Twynan, Tweo, Twynung. As these are strong

expressions of doubt and uncertainty, a consistent use of the

subjunctive would be expected after them
;

in most cases,

however, a negative idea is also present which not only elimi-

nates the element of doubt, but changes the expression into a

strong affirmation. Hence, the usual mood in the dependent
clause is the indicative, as CP., 47, 10, nys ]>8es nan tweo ]>sst

]>set
bv& soft eaftmodnes; Boe., 160, 11, ne maeg nsenne man

]>ses tweogan ]>sette God ricsaft ofer hi
; Bede, 64, 10

; Boe.,

178, 4; Or., 961. The periphrases with sculan and willan

have little more than a simple future signification, as BH.
}

83, 7, ]>&t nsenigne tweogan ne ]>earf ]>set
se wyrd on |>as ond-

weardan tid geweor]?an sceal; 65, 8, nis nan tweo
J?set

he

forgyfnesse syllan nelle. In some instances, however, even

when the negative element is present, the original idea of

uncertainty comes forward expressed by the use of the sub-

junctive, as Boe., 164, 5, nsenne man nu ne tweo]> J?aet God sy

swa mihtig; AH., i, 160, 21
; 610, 13; Boe., 176, 15; 190,

8. One example is found of the accus. and infin. modelled

after the Latin : Bede, 190, 21, ne twygeo ic mec gelceded been

[nee dubito me sapiendum esse].
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C. Verbs of Direct Perception and Simple Introductory

Expressions.

Of the introductory words of the third class there are two

distinct divisions: (1) Verbs of Direct Perception; after these

expressions the events recorded are displayed before the reader

as simple, undeniable realities, the element of subjectivity is

almost entirely excluded, and hence the indicative is the pre-

dominant mood in the dependent clause. (2) Introductory
words to simple indirect narration of events; with these I

have included expressions of custom, since the latter merely
record events of frequent occurrence. Here also the objec-

tivity of the statement is strongly felt and the indicative is

the rule in the indirect sentence.

1. Verbs of Direct Perception.

In this class are included witan, ongidan, geseon, gehieran,

oncneowon, geacsian, sceawian, and the like.

Witan.

This verb, expressing in general simple intellectual cogni-

tion, is followed very consistently by the indicative, as CP.,
149, 3, sceal se reccere witan

]>aet ]>a uniSeawas beoft oft gelic-

cette; 121, 2; 143, 1; 191, 5; 201, 17; 220, 16; 273, 21,
24; 355, 21; Or., 58, 21; 74, 31

; 242, 32; LS., 4, 41; 166,
308; AH., i, 96, 2; 198, 19; 284, 12, etc. The dependent
clause has the function of subject after the expression is to

wttanne, as CP., 157, 14, is to witanne
)>set serest btt se woh

SurhSyrelod; 273, 3; AH., I, 110, 6; LS., 424, 155; W.,
201, 23.

Almost all occurrences of the subjunctive after witan are
due to the presence of ideas of contingency and the like, that
enter in to modify the expression ; as, e. g., the conditional
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element, CP., 30, 11, we witon ]>set
he ncere eaiSmod gif he

underfenge $one ealdordom
; EL, 459, gif hi wiston ser pset

he Crist wcere cyning on roderum
; Boe., 242, 6

; Luke, XH,
39. It is likewise due to a concessive idea, as CP., 199, 7,

J>eah hie witen
]?set

hie elles altsewe ne sien; BH., 225, 7.

The subjunctive is caused at times by the element of duty or

obligation expressed in the dependent clause, as CP., 273, 24,

eac sculan weotan pa J>e . . . . ]>sdt hie hiera sorge ne geiecen;

similarly W., 120, 16
j Boe., 170, 8

; CP., 459, 6. The sub-

junctive in LS., 520, 542, is due to the negative character of

the statement, and in CP., 385, 12, to the influence of the

governing subjunctive construction with o]>: o]> ]>u wite ]>set

$in sprsBc hcebbe segfter ge ord ge ende. In BH., 183, 18, a

false claim is thus set off from a true statement : wite J>u ]>set

ic beo Godes sunu
; compare 17, wite }m ]>set

ic eom dry. In

Boe., 116, 3, we have a rare instance of the simple subjunc-

tive of indirect statement following witan: we witon
]?set

he

sie buton ]?onne ealle |>a o$re craeflas. In the introductory

expression witan \eah ('very probably') there is no conjunc-
tion and the following verb is in the subjunctive regularly
after ]>eah; as Boe., 100, 10, ic wat ]?eah ]m wene; 224, 27.

Sculan is frequently met with in the subordinate clause

to express sure action in future time, as Or., 80, 35, we witun

J>set
we ure agen lif forlsetan sceolon; CP., 395, 22

; LS., 84,

570
; 164, 291

j W., 248, 4
; Gen., 708, or obligation and

necessity, as W., 298, 2, nyte ge ful georne J>set
selc man seel

hyran his hlaforde?; AH., n, 608, 15; Or., 96, 14.

Willan is generally used with a personal subject in the future

sense, as Or., 80, 20, wiste ]>set
hie woldon geornfulran beon

J>sere wrsece |>onne oftere men; 78, 23; 288, 15; Beow., 1832.

It expresses customary action in AH., n, 552, 31, ic wat
J>set

}>u eart styrne mann and wilt niman j^eet J>u ser ne sealdest and

wilt ripan ]>aet ]m ser ne seowe.

It is worthy of observation that the omission of the con-

junction is very frequent in complex indirect sentences after

witan, and it is often difficult to determine when the clause is
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to be regarded as direct and when as indirect discourse. All

things tend to show that the subordinating power of witan is

considerably weaker than that of verbs of saying and think-

ing, and that there is a constant tendency to use this verb

as a simple introductory expression like the Modern English

'you know/

The following irregular constructions are to be noted : The

subject-accusative construction is occasionally found, as Wid.,

101, wisse goldhrodene cwen gife brittian; An., 183, 941;

Bede, 36, 17. There are a few instances of the use of the

accusative of the substantive and of the predicative adjective,

as Seaf.y 92, wat his inwine a?3elinga beam eorSan forgiefene ;

similarly Bede, 82, 12
; Gu., 976, 1059

; Rid., xxxvi, 3. In

BH., 191, 36, the following curious construction occurs : wite

J>u ]>set Neronem ]>yme wyrrestan cyning sefter ]>ara apostola
cwale

J>aet
he becom on hatunga; the accusative Neronem is

due probably to its being regarded by the careless or ungram-
matical writer as the object of witan.

The statistics for the constructions after witan are as follows :
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14; 113,14; 115,4; 165,20; 181,21; 213,4; 321,6; Or.,

222, 1
; 268, 14; Bede, 440, 30; BH., 67, 5; 109, 10; Boe.,

xii, 4, etc.; Gen., 1474; Jud., 168; Or., 1160; An., 899; EL,

289; AH., u, 136,33.
The subjunctive in the dependent clause is always due to

the influence of moments of condition, concession, and the like,

which enter into the expression, as OP., 69, 20, gif ]>aet
ond-

giett ongiett \>set
hit self dysig sie; similarly 49, 21. It is

due to the imperative nature of the statement in OP., 119, 12,

and to the negative character of the sentence in OP., 195, 15,

ne mseg furSum ongietan J>set
hit senig yfel sie. In Boe., 56,

7 and 150, 17, the dependent sentence is also an ideal or unreal

condition. The subjunctive is also frequent in hypothetical

and assumed expressions, as OP., 379, 18, se j>e ongiete J>aet

sie gecieged mid godcundre stemne
; 151, 14, J>set

hie ongieten

pset hie men tcele; 281, 11; 419, 34; 441, 13. It is to be

noted that in these instances the governing verb is generally

in the subjunctive mood and the influence of this mood upon
the dependent clause is doubtless to be looked upon as con-

tributing to the use of the subjunctive in the latter; as also

in OP., 159, 7, "Sylaes j>e
hie ongieten ]>set

he sie onstyred;

similarly 449, 25. The strong objective nature of ongietan,

however, often preserves the indicative, even when one or

more of these moments of contingency, condition, etc. enter,

as OP., 201, 16, gif hie ne ongietaft J?set ]?a
beofo hira gelican.

In Boe., xii, 4, ssede he swytole ongieten hsefde ]>set
hit eal soft

wcere, and 156, 25, ]>u ssedest j?aet J>u ongeate ]>sette God weolde,

the subjunctive is really due to the indirect construction after

secgan. Lastly, the interrogative nature of an expression

frequently causes the use of the subjunctive, as Boe., 208, 8,

hwsefter Jm ongite ]>set
aelc yfel-willende mon sie wites wyrSe?

Sculan has its well-known use as an exponent of duty, as

OP., 205, 10, J>a he ongeat J>set
hie mon mid sumum bisnum

manian sceolde [cum trahendos cernet] ; Bede, 188, 14. It is

used in a prophetic sense in Bede, 198, 9, ic ongeote J>set
he

of Jnssum life leoran sceal.
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WUlan expresses little more than the simple future idea in

Boe., 66, 7; 76, 22; EH., 135, 22. The original idea of

volition is, however, seen, as in CP., 457, 25, }>a
hie ongeaton

Jjffit
he gafol wr3 bsem friSe habban wolde.

The accus. and infin. is rarely met with and is an obvious

imitation of the Latin, as Bede, 330, 15 ; 340, 14.

Undergietan is similar in meaning to ongietan, but is not so

frequently used, for the most part only by later Anglo-Saxon

writers, especially -ZElfric. In its constructions it differs in

no respect from the preceding verb; as LS., 250, 207, J?a

undergeat he
]>aet

se an wees geleald to ]>am cynehelmum ;

similarly AH., i, 424, 33; 430, 12; n, 160, 12; 270, 9;

Chr., 270, C, 19.

Geseon.

The statement set forth by geseon possesses the full reality

of direct perception and is expressed most consistently by the

indicative, as CP., 447, 32, )>get
hi geseon }>elte }?is

mannes lif

swifle hrsedlice gewit; similarly Or., 140, 22
; 246, 29

; LS.,

252, 218; AH., i, 80, 12; 182, 4; 208, 3; BH., 189, 5;

Bede, 412, 28
; Byr., 203

; Boe., 94, 30.

The subjunctive is rarely found in the dependent clause.

In BH., 45, 8, ne sy eow nsenigu cearu
]?aet ge geseon J>aet

]>eos eadige Maria sy geceged to deaiSe, the adhortative idea

occasioning the subjunctive of geseon exercises its influence

in the subordinate clause; similarly Bede, 438, 18. The

subjunctive occurs also when geseon in the passive has the

meaning
'

seems,' corresponding to videtur, as Bede, 344, 23,

)>a wses him eallum gesegen ]?set him wcere heofonlic gifu for-

gifen [visum est omnibus celestem ei concessam esse gratiam] ;

396, 19.

Scufan expresses certain fulfillment in future time, as^J?".,
i, 534, 13, swa hi gesawon ]>set he hrsedlice gewitan sceolde.

WUlan retains its strong sense of volition in AH., n, 302, 15,
geseah ]>set hi noldon heora synna behreowsian.
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The subject-accusative construction is remarkably frequent

after geseon; an action or event is in this way most vividly

described as taking place immediately before our eyes; as

Bede, 112, 7, heo ]>a gesegon ]>one biscop mcessan mcersian in

Godes ciricean
; Gen., 2777, J>set wif geseah for Abrahame

Ismad plegan; Bede, 386, 8, he us sceawode and geseah in

gewinne gesette beon [the Latin uses here the accus. with the

infiu.]. Similarly John, xx, 5, 6; EL, 243; An., 847, 992,

1004, 1009, 1448, 1492, 1690; Rid., xn, 1; Wand., 46
; Or.,

498,506,511,740,925,1154; Dan., 726; Gm.,669; AH.,u,
272, 16; 468, 8; W., 199, 13; Bede, 440, 21. This construc-

tion is thus seen to be a favorite one in the graphic language
of Anglo-Saxon poetry ;

the Modern English equivalent is

the present-participial construction.

Gehyran.

Gehyran, like geseon, is usually followed by the indicative

in the dependent sentence, as CP., 265, 24, hie sculon gehieran

]?set on him bv& gefylled Salomones cwide; 357, 22; LS., 254,

284; AH., i, 220, 30; BH., 161, 6; Bede, 370, 26.

The subjunctive is more frequently used than after geseo-n;

besides its employment in expressions containing ideas of

condition, concession, and the like, as CP., 211, 19, it is very
common after gehyran when this verb serves merely to intro-

duce an indefinite statement, thus agreeing precisely with the

usual subjunctive of reported statement after verbs of saying ;

as Or., 138, 18, ic hierde pset hi na ncere on ]>am dagum mid

Romanum buton gewinne; Byr., 117; Bede, 190, 32, we

geherdon |?aet wcere wuudorlice halignes.se cyning [audivimus

quia fuerit rex mirandae sanctitatis] ;
in the last example

the Latin subjunctive may have had some influence upon the

Anglo-Saxon mood.

The construction with sculan in the sense of duty is found

in AH., u, 544, 27, and in a prophetic sense in BH., 5, 22.
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Instances of the use of the infinitive after gehyran are few

and confined mostly to the collocation secgan hyrde, Beow.,

1347; see also Beow., 38, 582, 1843, 2024. There are a

number of obvious imitations of the Latin accus. with infin.

construction, as Bede, 310, 3, gehyrde Theodor ]>one geleafan

]>urh gedwolan swrSe gedrefde beon [audiens T. fidem per

heresiam multum esse turbatam] ; 232, 30, gehyrdon heora

biscop /or$ farendne and bebyrgedne [cum ergo episcopum

defunctum ac sepultum audirent]. The use of this construc-

tion for the purpose of vivid description is not so frequent as

with geseon: Cr., 797, gehyred rodora dryhten sprecan refte

word; similarly- j&l., 538.

On-, Ge-
}
and To-cnawan.

The indicative is almost exclusively used after these verbs,

as CP., 181, 16, we magon oncnawan
]>8dt

se eaiSemodnesse

lareow na ne cwaft; 181, 18; AH., 1, 128, 13; 372, 24; 426,

27; 466, 7; n, 60, 35
; Mark, v, 30

; Luke, I, 22
; L8., 392,

130; Bede, 114, 31; 330, 11; An., 1517; EL, 807; BH.,
115, 19

;
it is specially frequent in John's Gospel.

The few forms of the subjunctive are due to external influ-

ences, as, the final nature of the governing clause, LS., 250,

193, J?t men oncnawon
J>set we to

]>e clypodon and we beon

gehealdene; BH., 191, 27, ]>set oncneowon
J?set

hie buton me
beon

J>a ]>e habban ; or the negative character of the expression,
as An., 714, so$ ne oncneowon

]>set hit drycraeftum gedon wcere

scingelacum.

Tocnawan is not so generally employed as an introductory
word as the other forms. Some examples of its use are AH.,
I, 370, 16, ]>aet eal |>eodscype tocnawe

]>set
swa hwa swa ....

)*Bt him ne 6i3 getid ; 568, 23
; LS., 258, 342

; 298, 216 ;

AH., n, 496, 9.

Behealdan is followed regularly by the indicative, as AH.,
i, 84, 1, he beheold

]>aet God gesiMS ure yfelnessa and ure
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gyltas forftgyldaft. The dependent clause frequently refers

to a substantive object of the governing verb, as AH., n,

446, 28, ne beheolde Jm minne peowan Job ]>set
nan man nis

his gelica on eorSan
; similarly 452, 14.

Cw$, Sweotol
}
and Gesiene, with the verbs weor&an, beon, or

don, form strongly objective expressions and the indicative is

used almost without exception in the dependent clause, as Or.,

158, 13, wearS Pirruse cuft
]>set AgaiSocles wees gefaren on

Sicilia J>am londe; similarly LS., 138, 327; AH., i, 206, 13;

Boe., 84, 4; Beow., 150; BH., 167, 18; CP., 153, 8, bi hit

sweotol
]?set

se lacnigende forties^ ]?one craft
; similarly CP.,

83, 20; LS., 139, 327; Boe., 80, 17; 98, 6; Or., 252, 29,

hit wses eac gesyne ]>set
hit wees Godes stihtung; Beow., 3059.

Willan is used in the subordinate clause in the sense of design,

as Or., 146, 13, wearS Macedonium cu~S
}>aet

Perdican broiSor

wolden winnan on hie. There are very few instances of the

subjunctive sequence; as Boe., 138, 19, caused by the inter-

rogative nature of the expression : Hu ne ware hit genoh
sweotol

]>sst
hiora ncere nauj>er ]>set o]>er.

Geacsian, expressing the result of inquiry, sets this forth as

an unquestioned fact
;
hence the indicative is the mood of the

dependent clause. This verb is used as an introductory word

almost wholly in Anglo-Saxon prose; only a few instances

are found in the poetry. Chr., 282, C, 15, |>a
se cyniug geah-

sode pset se here uppe wees; Or., 148, 16; 150, 11; 160, 1;

196, 9; 200, 11; 230, 4; 282, 7; Bede, 46, 12; 146, 5; 288,
30

; AH., u, 186, 2
; Beow., 433

; PA., 393. Willan with a

personal subject conveys the meaning of intention or design,

as Or., 80, 28, Leontya J>set ]>a geascade J?et hiene mon swa

bej>ridian wolde. Sculan is used in the prophetic sense in W.,

197, 8. There is one example of the subject-accusative con-

struction used for the purpose of vivid portrayal in the graphic

style of Wulfstan: W., 2, 1, we geacsedon his geceaslerwunan
beon godes englas and we geacsodon ]>sera engla geferan beon

|?a gastas soSfsestra manna.
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Gefrignan is similar to the preceding verb both in sense

and in sequence.
This distinction is, however, to be noted :

while geacsian is used mostly in Anglo-Saxon prose, gefrignan

is a common poetic expression and acts as a favorite introduc-

tion to a poem [see Beow., 2; Ph., 1; Dan., 1]. Examples

of its use are Or., 201, we J>set gefrugnon ]>&t gefyrn be
]>e

scegde sum wodbora; Beow., 695, hie hsefdon gefrunen ]>aet

ser to fela micles in ]>aem winsele waldend fornam Deniga

leode.

With gefrignan there are numerous instances of the subject-

accusative, as Dan., I, gefregn ic Hebreos eadge lifgan in

Hierusalem, goldhord dcdan, cyningdom habban; An., 1094,

ic lungre gefrsegn leode tosomne burgwaru bannan; Beow.,

1970, geongne guftcyning godne gefrunen hringas dcelan; simi-

larly 2485, 2695, 2753, 2774
; Cr., 78

; Jud., 7.

Geleornian contains in some degree the peculiarities of simple

verbs of indirect discourse like cweftan and secgan, in that the

true subjunctive of reported statement is frequently found in

the subordinate clause, as BH., 117, 25, we leornia]> ]>aet
seo

tid sie to ]>ses dagol; 131, 15, swa we on Godes bocum leorno-

don
J?aet

drihten selfa to his gingrum cwcede; BH., 133, 36
;

Bede, 164, 21; 174, 4; W., 20, 12; 123, 12; 127, 8. The

objective force is, however, quite strong and the indicative is

frequently found, as BH., 125, 8, ]>onne leornia]; we
]>set

seo

stow is on Olivetes dune ufewearde; 125, 13; Chr., 66, F,
10

; Bede, 100, 26
; LS., 344, 124. The construction with

sculan implying obligation is found in Bede, 76, 7, ]>u J^aet

geleornadest j?a3tte sceolde heo ahabban from Godes huse 33

daga [debeat abstiuere] ; similarly 62, 21. There are a few

examples of the subject-accusative, as Bede, 90, 15, J>e he ser

geara geo geleornade ealde Romanisce weorce geworhte beon

[factam fuisse didicerat] ; similarly Bede, 404, 21.

Gemettan is regularly followed by the indicative, as John,

xi, 17, gemette ]>set he wees forSfaren. The subject-accusative
after the model of the Latin is found in Bede, 246, 14, )>a
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gemetton heo tyone cercebisceop geleoredne of worulde [inven-

erunt archiepiscopum migrasse de saeculo].

Gewita beon, with the indicative, as CP., 54, 2, he br3

gewiota ]>set
he wilnaft him selfura gilpes ; similarly 379, 13.

The same construction follows the phrase, is to gewitnesse, CP.,

165, 13; 451, 16; AH., n, 492, 16; Matt., xxm, 31.

Onfindan, with the indicative, as Wid., 131, ic
]?set

onfand

J>set
se bV& leafast londbuendum

; similarly Or., 52, 6
; 148, 7.

Sceawian, like geseon, is followed by the indicative, as AH.,

I, 490, 1, sceawia'S
]>set

nan stede nis ures lichaman
; EL, 58.

The dependent clause refers to a substantive object in Luke,

xii, 24, Besceawiaft }?a hrefnas j^set hig ne sawoS.

Understandan, as a simple expression of cognition, is followed

by the indicative. It is of frequent occurrence in Wulfstan and

also in the works of jElfric, taking the place in great measure

of ongitan and oncnawan, the usual expressions of Alfredian

prose; as W., 20, 6, understandaft
}>aet

selc cristen man ah micle

}?earfe;32,6;37, 6; 108, 2; 112,14; 128,1; 151, 27; 155, 1
;

AH., n, 28, 27
; 210, 3

; 458, 10. The element of advice or

injunction is frequently present in understandan ; at such times

it is followed by the subjunctive, as W., 28, 12, understandaft

]?set ge sefre habban rihtlice geleafan on senne aelmihtigne God;

similarly 118, 5; 155, 3; 167, 11.

2. Simple Introductory Expressions.

In this class are included gelimpan, gebyrian, beon, geweor]>an,

fteaw and gemma wesan, and the like.

Gebyrian and Gelimpan.

Since the element of subjectivity does not enter into the ex-

pression, the indicative mood is the rule in the subordinate

clause, as AH., I, 30, 10, )>a gelomp hit
J?set

hire tima wees

gefylled; Boe., 54, 3; LS., 264, 51; Bede, 226, 13; El., 272;

AH., n, 142, 18
; W., 214, 16. The following distinction
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between these two verbs may be noted : as the simple intro-

duction to an indirect statement, gebyrian and gelimpan are

both in frequent use at the time of Alfred ;
in later times,

however, gebyrian was less and less used in this way, having

now generally assumed the meaning of fitness, propriety, suit-

ability, and its place as an introductory particle is taken by

gelimpan. Taking CP. and AH. as representative works of

these two periods, we find that CP. contains twenty-five ex-

amples of gebyrian to four of gelimpan; on the other hand, in

AH. there are over forty instances of gelimpan while gebyrian

in this sense is almost if not entirely wanting.

The subjunctive in the dependent clause is due to external

influences, as CP., 199, 13, ac gif hwsem gebyrige j?set
he his

hlaford befoo; 341, 1, iSylaes him gebyrige ]>set
hi werften; W.,

273, 11, peah )>set gelimpe J>set
men sume hwile syn her on

worulde; similarly CP., 199, 22
; W., 227, 9

; EL, 441. In

Boe., 112, 20, the dependent clause is an unreal conditional

sentence :
J>aet

hwilum gebyrede paet him betere wcere |>set he

beam nsefde J?onne he haefde.

It appears that the subordinating force of gelimpan is com-

paratively weak
;
hence there is ready transition to direct dis-

course, as LS., 488, 16, pa gelamp hit \>set he ferde into anre

byrig and of ]>sere byrig he for into Cartagine ; ]>a he gefrunen,
etc.

; similarly 388, 69
; AH., n, 446, 24

; Bede, 400, 26.

A curious mixture of the Anglo-Saxon and the Latin con-

structions is seen in Bede, 382, 11, J>a gelamp him )mrh reliquias

Cudbryhtes gehceledne beon [contigit eum per Cudbereti reli-

quias sanan].

Geweor]>an.

Geweor]>an is a favorite introduction to an indirect statement
;

its stylistic value is apparent; it is used not only to vary a long
succession of direct statements, but also serves to prepare the
reader for a statement about to be made. The mood of the

dependent clause is the indicative, as W., 18, 8, hit gewearS
ymb XL daga J>ses )>e he of deaiSe aras j>a3t him com of heofonum
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ongean mycel werod; CP., Ill, 25; 197, 14; Or., 98, 30; 108,

4, 24; 160, 23; 248, 4; Chr., 356, E, 9; TF., 66, 9; Boe., 52,

26 ; Mark, n, 15. The perfect tenses, is or wees geworden,

denoting a resulting state in present or past time, form a fre-

quent introduction, especially in the Gospels; as W., 164, 15,

is nu geworden J?8et men scamaft for godam dsedan
; BH., 153,

27
; 243, 3

; CP., 91, 26
; Bede, 246, 31

; 296, 25
; 414, 12

;

Or., 37
; Matt., ix, 10

; Luke, xvi, 22.

The usual subjunctive is often found after conditional, con-

cessive, and final clauses and the like, as W., 169, 15, gif hit

geweorpe J>a3t
se peodscype becume healic ungelimp for manna

gewyrhtan; W., 172, 16; LS., 514, 456; Boe., 50, 14; W.,

79, 18, 19; 162, 16; 309, 15. The subjunctive of command
is seen in LS., 504, 292. The periphrases with sculan and

willan are frequent with their usual meanings, as Or., 178, 7, hit

gewearS ]?aet
hiewolden to Romanum frrSes wilnian; 226, 16.

The conjunction is at times omitted, just as was observed

after gelimpan; this is specially the case when a subordinate

clause precedes the main clause of the dependent expression,

as BH., 237, 30, wses geworden, mid J?y ];e
hie me sendon on

]>is carcern, ic bad urne drihten, etc. This omission is very

frequent in the Gospels, as Matt., xi, 1
; xin, 53

; Luke, I, 41
;

viii, 2.

In a few cases gewcorfyan is used with a personal dative in

the sense 'it pleases/ with a final idea; here the subjunctive

is used in the dependent clause, as LS., 412, 457, }>a gewearS
his J>egnum ]>aet

hi aewealden ['they agreed to kill him'] ;
simi-

larly LS., 278, 232.

Bean and Wesan.

As simple introductory expressions these verbs are followed

by the indicative, as Bede, 98, 13, pa wses |>aette Augustinus

gelaftelode Bretta biscopas in J>a3re stowe; CP., 353, 17, waes

eac psette Fines forseah his freondscipe; Or., 56, 6
; Bede, 98,

13; 196, 10; 202, 23; 204, 6; 338, 31; W., 227, 4; Beow.,

1763.

5
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With regard to its stylistic value the following peculiarity

in the use of this verb is to be noted : When a long subordi-

nate phrase or clause precedes the main clause in ordinary

direct discourse, the principal statement loses considerable force

by being placed at the end of the expression ;
it is seemingly

to correct this, that reference to the main statement is made by
wesan at the beginning of the sentence, and, after the inter-

vention of the subordinate expression, the principal statement,

already introduced, is made in indirect discourse; this use of

wesan is specially frequent in Bede; as 170, 9, Da wses sefter

noht manegum .... ]>set Wine waBS adrifen of his biscopsetle;

similarly 104, 12; 108,21; 176,8; 186,23; 192,25; BH.
t

115, 29.

The subjunctive in the dependent clause is due to the

same causes as after other verbs of this class, as CP., 57, 8,

hu ma3g hit butan J>am beom J?aette \>set mod ne sie eft to

gecerred; similarly W., 283, 28.

\ad is or wees.

The combination of
]>cet

with the verb wesan is an interest-

ing introductory expression, owing to the variety of its use

and the peculiarities of the constructions following it.

This introductory phrase is used in four ways :

1. To explain or amplify a previous statement. The indi-

cative is mostly used in the dependent clause, as CP., 463, 33,

J>ffit
is

J;sette ]>t mod, sona swa hit God forsihS, swa see% his

agenne gielp; 293, 16; 301, 24; 355, 5; 377, 14; 389, 26;
433,20; 463,33; Or., 74, 15; 78,4; 128,26; 254,8; BH.,
9,32; 11,23; 223,17; oe.,22,2; 70,28; IK, 93, 2; 176,
1. There are a few examples of the subjunctive in assump-
tions or indefinite statements, as CP., 349, 13, ]>a3t is

]>a?t hwa
fare mid his mode seller his nihstan

; or it is due to the influ-
ence of a preceding subjunctive, as AH., n, 46, 1.

2. To introduce a command or admonition following upon
a preceding statement; the periphrasis with seulan is here
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generally employed, as BH., 67, 32, wes J>u behydig and

gemyndig Marian Jnnga, ]>set is
J?set ]>u scealt on seghwilce tid

Godes willan wercan
; similarly 23, 9

;
AH., n, 464, 30.

The simple subjunctive is occasionally used, as CP.
} 461, 11,

]7set
is

|7set
selc lareow swrSor Icere mid his weorcum

; similarly

461, 18; W., 102, 24.

3. This introductory phrase is inserted between the verb of

saying and the dependent sentence for the purpose of directing

special attention to the following statement
;
the construction

in the indirect sentence follows the usual rules after verbs of

saying, as Boe., 6, 21, ]>set Jm me geo saedest, \ad wees, tyset
nan

anweald ncere; similarly 176, 19; 182, 15; 200, 11; CP.,

323, 14.

4. To express the Latin construction of two correlative

infinitives the Anglo-Saxon employs two correlative dependent
clauses introduced by ]>cet

is and
]>cet respectively ;

the subjunc-
tive is used in both clauses; as, e. g., for the Latin, 'gladium

super femur ponere est praedicationis studium voluptatibus
carnis anteferre' the Anglo-Saxon writes, '\>cet

is
J?set

mon
his sweord doo ofer his hype, \ad mon pa geornfulnesse his

lare lade, furSur iSonne his flsesces lustas' [CP., 383, 4];

similarly 285, 7; 315, 18; 329, 19; 367, 12;' 383, 7, 10;

421, 11. Fleischhauer, in his work on the subjunctive in

CP. [p. 38], gives the correct explanation of the use of the

subjunctive in these constructions :
" Die Anwendung dieser

Redensarten findet in der Weise statt, dass durch den Subjekts-

satz der Inhalt des unmittelbar oder mittelbar vorhergehenden
Satzes wiederholt und durch den Pradikatssatz naher erlautert

wird, und zwar so, dass sowohl der Subjekts als auch der Pra-

dikatssatz kein thatsachliches Ereigniss sondern nur einen

angenomraenen Fall enthalt, woraus sich der Conjunctiv beider

erklart." A modification of this rather artificial construction

is occasionally observable, in which the regular indicative is

used, as CP., 413, 27, Todselu wseteru we Icetaft ut of urum

eagum iSonne we for synderlicum synnum synderlaeca hreow-

sunga do%; 425, 22.
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A somewhat similar construction is observed in JElfric's

writings, when the indirect clause introduced by ]>(**
is serves

to define and explain a preceding substantive ;
as LS., 358,

314, an is temperantia J>set
is ]>&t mon beo gemetegod and to

mycel ne Kicge; 358, 321, 326
; 360, 334. When the con-

junction is omitted the indicative is found, as LS., 356, 300,

se seofoSa leahter is jactantia gecweden, )>set is, J>onne se mon

6rS lofgeorn and mid licetunge fcerS.

Gewuna and peaw.

These words together with the verb 'to be' are employed

as introductory expressions to statements of customary action.

The indicative is generally found in the dependent clause,

as CP., 337, 18, mauigra manna gewuna wses
]>set

hie hie mid

];issum wordum ladiaft and cweSaiS; similarly 461, 1
; Or.,

100, 8; 156, 21; 164, 34; Bede, 64, 12; 76, 28; 148, 24;

370, 25
; Boe., 52, 30

; AH., I, 600, 8
; n, 366, 15

; Bemo.,

1247; An., 177; Mark, xv, 6
; John, xvm, 39.

In some instances, however, it seems that the very vague-
ness implied in an habitual action finds its most appropriate

expression in the subjunctive, as Wand., 11, ic wat
]?set

br$ in

dryhten $eaw
]>aet

he his ferhftlucan fseste binde; Mark, xv,
6. The usual subjunctive of ideal condition is found in AH.,
n, 454, 13.

The periphrasis with scidan is occasionally employed in the

dependent sentence; the primitive signification of this construc-

tion was that the continuous observance of a certain course of

action caused its further performance to be looked upon as an

obligation to be fulfilled; this earlier meaning has in great
measure disappeared and the auxiliary seulan is simply a

relic of this former idea: Or., 21, 10, ]>set is mid Estum

]>eaw |>aet |>aer sceall aelces geSeodes man beon forbaerned : gif

J>ar man an ban findeS unforbaerned, hi hit sceolon miclum

gebetan; similarly 70, 23; AH., I, 218, 1. In Mark, xv, 6,
the simple subjunctive is used in the indirect clause after the
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abstract expression wees gewuna; in the corresponding passage
in Luke, the introductory expression has a personal subject, hig

hcefdon to gewunan, and the duty imposed by this subject (the

people) upon the magistrate is expressed by the use of sculan

in the indirect clause : hig hsefdon to gewunan J>aet
se dema

sceolde forgifan )>am folce aenne forwyrhtne man [consuerat

praeses dimittere],

Willan is also found in the dependent clause; though it

had primarily the idea of volition, the meaning passed over

to express a tendency toward a certain course of conduct and

hence serves as a good expression of customary action [Liitt-

gens, p. 72]: Or., 112, 19, heora gewuna wses
]>set

hie wolden

of ffilcere byrig himself anweald habban; similarly AH., n,

138, 3.

In Bede, 82, 1
,
the dependent clause and the infinitive are

both employed, an obvious confusion with the Latin construc-

tion : wa3S Romana gewuna paet heo claensunge bseiSes and

]>weales sohton and fram cirican ingonge ahebban [R. usus

fuit et lavari purificationem quaerere et ingressu ecclesiae

abstinere],

The adjective gewunelic is followed by precisely similar

constructions, as AH., I, 40, 44; 60, 26
; 478, 8

; n, 228, 1.

Likewise healdan on gewunan, AH., n, 252, 8.

Owman, Gegan, Agan, Ges&lan, Getidan, and Getimian, all

used in the general sense of '
to happen/ are followed by the

indicative, as CP., 437, 27, J>onan cynrS oft ]>set
mod him serest

ua ne ondrcet $a lybban scylda ; Geii., 1562, ]>a |>a3t geeode J>set

se eadiga wer on his wicum weai^S wine druncen
; BH., ] 95,

1, oft hit gesselej? ]?set
his aehte weorpap on onwealde; Boe.,

124, 13, getideft oft pset he ncefft nauper ne |?isse onweald
;

AH, u, 168, 34; 426, 1; 430, 31.

Toweard wesan, a common introduction to a prophesy, is

also followed by the indicative: AH., i, 78, 35, toweard is

|>aet Herodes smeaft hu he
]>set

cild fordo.
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II. THE INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE SENTENCE.

The indirect interrogative sentence is a question stated in

dependence upon a governing word, phrase, or clause, which

describes the time, manner, and the various circumstances

connected with the interrogative expression ;
it is introduced

by an interrogative pronoun, adverb, or conjunction, is to be

found after most verbs which serve as introductions to the

indirect declarative sentence, and is in a marked degree sub-

ject to the same regulations for moods, tenses, etc.

The divisions of introductory verbs of the indirect declarative

sentence are also in force in indirect interrogative expressions;

here, however, we meet with an additional class Verbs of In-

quiry. The interrogative particles are : (1) interrogative pro-

nouns, hwa and hwilc, with their various paradigmal forms;

(2) interrogative adverbs, as hwonne, hunder, hwanon, hu; (3)

interrogative conjunctions, hwcefter and gif.

A . Verbs of Inquiry.

Almost all verbs introducing the indirect question may exer-

cise the function of verbs of inquiry, yet most of these retain

in the main the characteristics of the special classes to which

they belong, and hence they cannot properly be discussed else-

where. Under this head I shall only consider those verbs
which are used simply as expressions of inquiry, as axian,

frignan, fandian, etc. These verbs form the best and purest
type of the indirect question and are quite consistently followed

by the subjunctive in the dependent clause.

Acsian.

The dependent verb is usually in the subjunctive ;
as LS.,

10, 9, }>a iudeiscan axodon hwcet he wcere; 532, 723
; AH., I,

152, 14; BH., 219, 10; W., 141, 13; JBede, 96, 29; 114, 30j
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Boe., xn, 19
; Matt., n, 4; Luke, vin, 9; Or., 182, 19, ahsige

eft hu lange sio sibb gestode; likewise Or., 214, 11
; 224, 26

;

-L&, 84, 578
; AH., n, 310, 14, with hvri, AH., i, 18, 12

;

208, 30; LS., 118, 44; 206, 178; 234, 236, with hwcer,

W., 152, 17, LS., 76, 455, axode J?one cempan gifhe oncneowe

j?set gewrit ;
likewise 474, 40, with hwcefter, LS., 104, 264

;

404, 330; AH., n, 186, 1; Boe., 134, 5.

Seulan generally contains a distinct idea of futurity and in

such connections very often takes the place of the simple sub-

junctive, as AH, 1, 14, 22, axode Adam hu heo hatan sceolde;

Or., 80, 16; L8., 140, 370; W., 220, 13. The construction

with sculan seems frequently to alternate at pleasure with the

subjunctive form or is used by reason of the desired variety of

expression, as W., 88, 20, agunnon hi hine acsian hwaenne ]>set

geweor]>an sceolde, and eac be hwylcum tacene man agytan mihte

and hwseune his sylfes tocyme toweard wurde, and hwsenne jrisse

worulde geendung weorSan sceolde. Willan has the true sense

of futurity in LS., 104, 244, and its proper sense of volition

in Or., 224, 26. The periphrases with magan and motan are

quite frequent, as CP., 48, 8
; LS., 38, 224.

Frignan, befrignan.

Frignan and its compound befrignan vie with acsian in fre-

quency of employment ;
the latter is the favorite form in -LAS'.,

Boe., W., and Gosp.; the former forms are, with few exceptions,

always employed in BH. and is specially frequent in .ZElfric's

writings and in the poetry. AH., I, 502, 23, hi heora biscopes

raede befrunon hwcet him he J>am to donue wcere; similarly LS.,

174, 16; 200, 102
; 204, 162; Bede, 96, 21; Dan., 528, with

hwilc, EL, 849; i&,226, 117; AH, i, 78, 17; 82, 8; 128, 11;

Or., 182, 16, frine hie mon hu monegum wintrum sio sibb

gewurde; similarly Bede, 348, 13; AH, n, 130, 26, with

hwi, Or., 222, 14; Bede, 392, 11; AH., n, 310, 1, with

hwcer, AH., I, 78, 11; 452, 2; Gen., 1002, with hwonan,

Jul., 258. LS., 74, 410, befran gif hit soiS wcere; AH., n,
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120, 23, befran hwce&er pses landes folc cristen ware; 244, 6;

Bemo., 1320.

Seulan in the sense of duty or obligation is seen in CP., 103,

10, frigne hwset hi don ofrSe laeran scylen; or in a prophetic

sense in Bede, 296, 8, frugnon hi be his stealle hu be him

geweorpan sceolde. Willan retains its usual sense of intention

or design, as AH., II, 30, 7, befran hwider he woldegan, AH.,

i, 298, 10.

Fandian and its Compounds.

These verbs express an investigation, the results of which are

future with reference to the time of the governing verb
; they

are therefore followed by the subjunctive, as Gen., 1436, fan-

dode hwffiper sincende sa3flod pa gyt wcere under wolcnum
;

AH, i, 268, 15, swa afandaiS God pses mannes mod
he anrsede sy ; Or., 164, 28, pa3t hie moston gefaudian
hie heora med setya oferswiiSan mihte; similarly Gen., 2410

;

AH., i, 168, 15; Or., 17,7, 10.

The investigation is frequently made concerning a course of

action dependent upon the will of another, and willan indicating

preference is used in the dependent clause, as LS., 376, 171,
afandian hwaeiSer his mod wylle abugan from Gode

; 338, 39,

peet he moste his afandian hwaefter he Jmrhwunian wolde on

his godnesse o#$e he wolde from Gode abugan ; similarly Gen.,
2229.

Cunnian, expressing experimental investigation [probare,

tentare'] is also followed by the subjunctive or by the auxiliary

constructions, as Gen., 2846, cunnode georne hwilc
]?a3s sefte-

linges ellen wave; Chr., 239, E, 37, sceolon cunnian gif hi

mihton pone here betreppan; Dan., 531, cunnode hu hi cweftan

woldon; similarly AH., n, 68, 28; LS., 154, 117.

Fricgean has in general similar constructions to other verbs
of inquiry, as Gen., 1834, fricgen hwt sie freondlufu. In EL,
157, the conjunction is omitted and the interrogative expression
is in inverted order : pses fricgean ongan folces aldor, wcere J>ser
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aenig yldra oiSiSe gingra. Occasionally the indicative is found

in the dependent clause when a question is asked about a real

event in present or past time, as Or., 92, fricgaft hu ic faemnan

had raund inne geheald.

Hleotan, denoting the means by which the investigation is

conducted, agrees with the preceding verbs of inquiry in the

constructions following it, as Or., 202, 33, J?a
hluton

J>a
con-

sulas hwelc hiera aerest
j>aet gewinn underfenge; similarly the

phrase hlot sendan, BH., 229, 2, hi sendon hlot him betweonum

hwyder hyra gehwylc faran sceolde to lasranne.

B. Verbs of Direct Statement.

1. Verbs of Simple Report.

Cweftan.

Cweftan, in its ordinary use as a verb of saying, isAarely
followed by the indirect interrogative sentence; the Cura

Past, furnishes a few instances of it, as 443, 19, na3S him

no
)>a giet to gecweden hwaet he mid rihte $anon forS

don scolde.

In most of its occurrences in this connection it is evident

that the usual signification of cwefian as a verb of saying is

greatly weakened, and that with the post-posited personal pro-
noun of the first or second person, this verb is employed merely
as an interrogative introductory particle corresponding to Latin

numquid. The verb of the interrogative clause is generally in

the subjunctive; as CP., 175, 5, hwa3t cweiSe we )>onne hwelce

sin J>a inngeiSoncas monna? The usual interrogative conjunc-
tive particle is hwcefter, as John, vii, 26, cwe$e we hwcefter ]>a

ealdras ongyten ]>aet ]>is
is Crist ? [numquid cognoveruut prin-

cipes, etc.] ; Boe., 130, 8, cwist J>u hwcefter
\>\i

his pa halwendan

monunge onfon wille? [num ejus salutaria suscipere consentis?].

In form alone are these expressions to be regarded as indirect

interrogative sentences; they are logically direct questions, but
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introduced as they are by cweSan, the laws of syntax require

the indirect form. Besides the above construction after cweftan

there are, as has been noted before,
1 two others in frequent

use the dependent clause introduced by \ad and the direct

interrogative inversion
;
the latter construction is interchange-

able at pleasure with the interrogative introduced by hiocfyer,

as, e. g., Latin 'numquid ego sum' is rendered in Matt., xxvi,

22, by 'cwyst Jm eom ic hyt?' and in xxvi, 25, by 'cwyst

\>u hwceSer ic hyt sy ?
'

An indication of the great weakening that has taken place

in the signification of cwe$an under these circumstances is to

be found in the numerous instances where this formal introduc-

tory word is not employed, but the clause introduced by hwafyer

remains intact; as John, rv, 33, pa cwa3don his leorning-cnihtas
him betweonan : HwceSer aenig mon him mete brohte? [nuni-

quid aliquis attulit ei manducare?] Such constructions are

specially frequent in Boe., as 96, 25, hwasper pu woldest cweftan

paet, etc.
; 104, 2, hwcefter

]>e
me pince pt se mon anweald

hsebbe?; 120, 6, hwcti&er pu nu fullice ongite?; 140, 21
; 176,

19; 208, 8; 236, 21. This construction persisted and was

very common in Middle English, as, e. g., Wiclif in Matt.,

xxvi, 22 and 25 (quoted above), reads 'Whether Y am? 7

;

John, vn, 26 (above), 'Whether the princes knewen verili

that this is Crist?'; I. Cor., ix, 1, 'Whether Y am not

fre?'; Mark, vi, 3, 'Whether this is not a carpenter; whether
hise sistris ben not here with us ?

'
etc.

The nearest Latin equivalent to this construction is the
Latin direct question introduced by an, as Boe., 120, 6, hwa3]?er

Jm nu fullice Ongite forhwi hit swa seo? [an etiam causas cur
id tu sit deprehendisti ?] ;

it corresponds, however, to Latin

expressions introduced by num, as Boe., 236, 21, and by ne,

asBoe., 176, 19.

Somewhat similar to this construction is the indicative clause
introduced by hu, as John, vi, 42, Hu nis pis se Haslend?

1 See etwflan, Indirect Declarative Sentence.
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[nonne hie est lesus?]; xvm, 26, Hu negeseah ic \>et [nonne

ego te vidi ?].

Cyftan.

The strongly assertive power of cyftan as noted in the indi-

rect declarative sentence is also observable in the indirect

interrogative sentence
; hence, the indicative is the prevailing

mood of the dependent clause in the latter as in the former

expression, CP., 401, 26, he gecyftde hwelc sio scyld bV&;

similarly 465, 18; AH., I, 124, 27; CP., 281, 6; 163, 11,

he him gecySeiS hu sio byrften wiexft and lie/egaS; simi-

larly 163, 15; 419, 10; 441, 11; AH., i, 66, 31; 70, 18;

242, 34; n, 142, 20; LS., 392, 154; 466, 400; El, 175;

jElfric de Novo Test., 13, 13; W., 153, 6; Beow., 256; Or.,

100, 8.

There is, however, a readier employment of the subjunctive

than in the indirect declarative sentences; whenever the inter-

rogative idea is prominent, or when moments of command,

condition, negation, and the like, enter, the subjunctive is the

rule, as LS., 494, 116, gehwa moste openlice cySan hwse$er

him leofre wcere
]>e

he fysem witum setwunde |>e he hi for

Godes naman acome; Bede, 178, 1, hwelc J?ses cyninges geleafa

wcere, |?set
aefler his deafte wa?s gecySed; EL, 860, ne rnihte

hire Judes gecySan be Jmm sigebeame on hwylcere se hselend

wcere; Bede, 328, 20, gif he him
J>aet gecyiSan wolde hwaet he

wcere; likewise An., 800; Bede, 90, 29.

The auxiliary constructions are employed with their usual

significations, as sculan in the sense of duty, CP., 173, 14, nu

we willaiS cyftan hu he Ia3ran seeal; 103, 3
; 409, 21

; wittan,

AH., i, 82, 17; magan, 163, 3
; motan, 409, 3.

In Chr., 58, C, 20, the indirect declarative and inter-

rogative sentences both follow cyftan: cyiSde him hu his

breftre hafden wroht an minstre and ]>cet
hi hasfden gefreod

wrS kyuing.
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Secgan.

A noticeable feature in the indirect interrogative sentence

after secgan is the frequent employment of the indicative, as

Or., 24, 21, nu hsebbe we gesaed ymbe ealle Europe landge-

msero hu hi tolicgaft; nu wille we ymbe Affricam [secgan] hu iSa

landgemaero tolicgaft; Or., 210, 27, nu ic wylle secgan hulucu

heo wees; CP., 225, 23, gif he him sa3g$ hwonan j?a3t cym&
and hu se lytega diaful styreft gewinn ; Or., 178, 22, ]?a

asaedon

his geferan hu he heora a3renda ahead. This frequent use of the

indicative is to be explained by the fact that, though interroga-

tive particles are here employed, the interrogative idea is at

its lowest point and the dependent clause is no more than an

expression of time, place, or manner, with reference to a

known object. Indeed, in many cases, these constructions are

on the border-line between indirect questions and adverbial or

relative clauses, and frequently, when there is identity in the

conjunctive particles of these two kinds of expressions, it is

impossible to make any clear demarcation.1 Additional ex-

amples of this construction are Or., 250, 28, ic wille eow secgan
hwelc mildsung and hwelc gejwaernes si)>J>an wees; CP., 163,

8, eac gesa3g3 ]>aBm mannum hu him eac hwilum eahiaft $a

costnunga; 401, 15; Or., 100, 10; 250, 26; LS.
y 10, 1; 174,

93; 190, 344; 192, 375; 220, 19, 23; 254, 266; 326, 104,

106; AH., i, 116, 31; John, xx, 15; Bede, 580, 19; W.,

192, 13.

There is, however, even here a ready employment of the

subjunctive, when negative, imperative, or similar ideas are

present either in the main or dependent clause; as AH., I, 386,
13, j>83r $e bi$ geseed hwa3t $e gedafenige to donne [compare
CP., 401, 15, ic eow secge hwa?t arwyrSlicost is to beganne] ;

Or., 156, 20, hit na3s na gesad hwaBt Pirruses folces gefeallen
ware; LS., 532, 723, gif ge me secgan woldon hwser Decius

1 8ee Matzner: Englische Qrammatik, HI, 443, b.
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sy; similarly Or., 3, 13
; 194, 24; 260, 6

; LS., 308, 24. The

subjunctive is regularly found in the genuine indirect question
introduced by gif or hwceSer, as Matt., xxvi, 63, Ic halsige J>e

]>a3t Jm secge me gif ]ni sy Crist
; Boe., 26, 9, gesecge hwaeSer

]>e betere \ince; similarly 28, 7
; 38, 5; BH., 179, 31.

Sculan is frequent in the dependent clause as an exponent
of duty and prophecy, as Or., 126, 29, sffide hu he him on his

gewill anwyrdan sceolde; CP., 73, 19
; 443, 25.

There are numerous examples of the indirect interrogative

sentence in addition to a substantive object, as W., 237, 22,

secgan ymbe his tocyme and hu he mihte, etc.; LS., 422, 128.

The clause serves often to describe the object, as W., 292, 4,

secgan be sunnan-da3g-halignesse hu se aslmihtiga God nine

gehalgode ; similarly JExod., 24
; Wid., 54.

JEtiewan.

^Etiewan is distinctively objective in its nature
;
the inter-

rogative character of the subordinate clause is comparatively
weak and it is used mainly for the purpose of narration or

description ;
hence the indicative is generally employed, as

CP., 161, 22, ftonne hie aetiewaft hu manega him wtfSfeohtaft

and hu aaghwylc syn bi$ ssetigende; Jud., 174, het aetiewan

hu hyre set beaduwe gespeow ; similarly AH., 11, 186, 13;

558, 10.

The subjunctive is, however, by no means infrequent; it is

due to the final character of the expression, as Bede, 292, 33,

)>a3t heo asteowode hu micel leoht Cristes J>a halgan in heofonum

ahten and hwylc gifu heora msegenes wcere; similarly CP.; 161,

15; or to the imperative idea, either in the main clause, as CP.,

77, 14, he scealt setiewan on his lifes gestse&Signesse hu micle

gesceadwisnesse he bere on his breostum, or in the subordinate

clause, as CP., 179, 11, buton we aBtiewen hwa3t hie healden

['
what they are to lock up '] ; similarly Luke, xn, 5.

When the element of admonition is specially prominent, the

periphrasis with sculan is employed, as AH., 11, 250, 4, wolde
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him teteowian hu he oiSrum sceolde mannuru gemiltsian on mis-

licnm gyltum; BH., 237, 12; Bede, 350, 34; AH., n, 542, 13.

The chapter-headings introduced by an interrogative parti-

cle, mostly hu, may be considered as governed by some such

verb as cetiewan. There are two classes :

1. Expressions which cannot be regarded as genuine indi-

rect questions, but are merely simple statements, though in an

interrogative form. The constructions are as follows : (1)

The indicative, as CP., IV, hu oft sio bisgung iSses rices toslit

J>aet
mod ]>ses

recceres
; similarly vm, ix. (2) The subjunc-

tive of sculan, as CP., in, Hu he scyle eall earfoftu forsion.

[These correspond mostly to Latin quod and indicative.] (3)

The indicative of sculan, as CP., xin, Hu se lareow sceal beon

claene on his mode; similarly xiv, xv, xvi, xvn, xvin.

[These answer to Latin ut and subjunctive.]
2. Expressions which are more interrogative or exclama-

tory in character
; sculan, answering to Latin debere, is here

used in either mood, as CP., xn, hu he }>seron drohtian scyle;

xxu, Hu swiSe se reccere sceal beon abisgod ;
likewise xxi,

xxin. Under this head may be included the expressions
introduced by hwelc, as CP., x, hwelc se beon sceal; simi-

larly xi. They correspond to the true indirect interrogative
construction in Latin.

Reccan and its Compounds.

The indirect interrogative clause after these verbs is merely
a descriptive statement with almost entire disappearance of
the interrogative element. The indicative is, therefore, the
usual mood, as Boe., 150, 11, hwelc ma3g areccan ures scyp-
pendes anweald hu his gesceafta weaxaS and eac hwjethwegu
anlice beo$; CP., 333, 14, gif se lareow him gerecS hu fleonde

])is andwearde lif is. The strong objective force of the gov-
erning verb demands the indicative, even when the indirect

interrogative idea is felt, as Boe., 34, 6, ic eow rnseg gereccan
hwffit se hrof w eallra gesaetya; BH., 173, 6, he him rehte hu
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mycle scipboran liegebad on pam stye; similarly CP., 441, 12;

AH., i, 28, 26; 46, 10; Or., 10, 4; TP., 147, 17; BH., n,

436, 19; Or., 220; jE7., 648; Boe., xvi, 34; 34, 6
; 134, 2;

Jfar&, V, 16
; .Beow?., 2096.

The subjunctive occurs at times, due to the negative char-

acter of the expression, as W., 28, 6, or to the imperative

element, as Rid., xxxin, 13, rece hwset sio wiht sie. When
the idea of duty or command is prominent, sculan is used, as

CP., 73, 22, we willaft reccan hu he ]>seron libbau scyle; simi-

larly 73, 21 ; 173, 14.

Bodian and Geopenian have strong objective power and are

generally followed by the indicative, as CP., 163, 1, ne sceal

he no
]>set

an bodigan hu 3a synna him wi$winna%; AH., I,

460, 10
; AH., i, 590, 28, ]?onne geopenige ic pe hu

]>set lamb

on his rice ]>urhwuna^> ansund
; n, 460, 29

; Boe., 72, 3.

Eahtan (judge) is followed by the subjunctive in Or., 1074,

as the future idea is strong : wille feeder eahtan hu gesunde
suna sawla bringen of edle.

Geswutelian is generally followed by the indicative, as AH.,

I, 272, 24, is geswutelod hu swrSe God lufaft innysse ; W.,

175, 18, geswutelode hu ure drihten wi$ his pegenas spcec;

similarly 288, 4
; AH, n, 6, 18

; 400, 16. The interrogative

character of the clause at times requires the subjunctive, as

AH., I, 50, 35, is geswutelod hu miclum fremige J>sere softan

lufe gebed ; similarly 404, 2. This mood is probably due

to final nature of the sentence in AH., II, 180, 22, J?set he

him geswutelode hwset se Benedictus wcere, and to the future

moment in John, xviu, 32, he geswutelode hwylcon deaiSe he

geswulte. The dependent clause introduced by gif requires the

usual subjunctive, as AH., i, 480, 7, Geswutela me gif \>\i
self

wylle nySerastigan. The construction with sculan is found

in a strong injunction, as AH., II, 64, 9, ic geswutelige "Se

hwylcne 3u to cyninge gehalgian scealt; similarly 534, 5;

LS., 512, 406.
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Gyddian and Onwre&n are followed mostly by the subjunc-

tive, the indirect statement and interrogative form favoring

the use of this mood, as Daw., 728, \>&t gyddedon gumena

msenigeo hwset seo hand torite; El., 674, ]>u
scealt wisdom

onwreon hwaer seo stow sie; similarly BH., 185, 14.

Onbeodan (declare) is strongly objective and followed by

the indicative in Or., 1170, ge eac beamas oubudon hwa hy

mid bladum sceop.

0\>ewan is followed by the subjunctive in Boe., 78, 10,

influenced probably by the precative character of the govern-

ing clause: Ic
J>e healsige ]>set ]>u me o}?ewe hwset sio so$e

gesselj? sie.

Ecedan (read) is generally followed by the indicative, as LS.
}

210, 11, hit gelamp ]>aet
man rsedde

\>sett godspell hu |>a3t wif

wearft gehaeled ; similarly Mark, II, 25
; xn, 26

; AH., I,

434, 28.

Sprecan is little used to introduce the indirect interrogative

clause. In Or., 62, 10, where little more than simple narra-

tive is expressed, the indicative is used; the interrogative

nature of the whole expression in Bede> 66, 8, favors the use

of the subjunctive : Hwaet is to sprecanne hu heo heora selmesse

dcele
oj>]>e mildheortnesse/##en?

Teilan and writan, in chronicling past events, often use the

graphic construction with hu with, however, little of the inter-

rogative force; hence the indicative is the rule in the depend-
ent clause, as Chr., 244, F, 6, tealdon

J>a swySe ealde rneun hu
hit woes gelagod sona sy$$an ; AH., II, 306, 18, J>us wrat

Hieronimus be |>aere halgan rode hu heo wearS gefunclen ;

similarly 84, 23; 360, 1
; 468, 4; 486, 4. In an admonitory

sense these verbs are generally followed by the construction

with sculan, as CP., 52, 10, is geteald hwelc he beon sceal;

Chr., 244, F, 15, sende gewrit hu he biscopas halgian and on

hwylcum stowe hi settan sceolde. This construction is also

employed to express certain action in the future, as An., 135,
hsefdon awriten hwsenne hie to mose mete]>earfendum weorSan
sceoldon.
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Remark. The assertive force of the introductory words and

the interrogative character of the dependent clause produce an

interesting conflict in which now the one now the other pre-

vails
;

hence there is a remarkable diversity in the moods

employed after verbs of this class.

2. Verbs of Saying with the Element of Volition,

In the following verbs the action of the will is expressed
either in the form of a petition or of an injunction. The
usual mood, therefore, of the interrogative clause is the sub-

junctive, with frequent occurrence of the constructions with

sculan, willan, etc.

Anstellan (prescribe) is followed by sculan in W., 218, 28,

he anstealde hu men sceoldan |>one halgan sunnandaeg healdan.

Bebeodan, with sculan in CP., 169, 20, Dryhten bebead hu
he scolde beran J>a earc.

Bysen, as an expression of advice, is followed by sculan, as

Bede, 46, 9, J>a
sealdon hi him bysne hu hi him wsepeu wyrran

sceoldon. As a simple reference to a past event, the indicative

is used, as LS., 440, -131, manega bysna synd on bocum be

swylcum, hu oft weras and wif wundorlice drohtnodon.

Getstihtian (appoint) with sculan in CP., 99, 11, gestihtode

hu men sceolden iSaerinne bet macian.

Getacnian is followed either by the subjunctive, as Bede,

98, 28, |>a3t he us to getacnode hwelc gesetnes to fylgenne try,

or by the construction with sculan, as Bede, 90, 5, he getacnode
hu he sceolde oj>re biscopas halgian ; similarly CP., 451, 10.

Used as a simple statement, it is followed by willan in the

prophetic sense in John, xn, 33, tacnode hwylcum dea$e he

wolde sweltan
; similarly xxi, 19.

Lceran is generally followed by the periphrasis with sculan,

as CP., 341, 15, $onne sint sie siiSiSan to la?ranne hu hi scikn

mildheortlice dffilan; likewise 389, 18; 441, 6; BH., 19, 14;

Bede, 64, 12. The simple subjunctive is also found, as Bede,

216, 11, larde hwset ynib para hselo to donue wcere. As a

6
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simple verb of announcement it is followed by the indicative,

as W., 242, 13, lrS hwonne seo tid cym$.

Razdan, as an expression of advice, is followed either by the

simple subjunctive or by the construction with sculan, as W.,

51, 19 and 57, 15, J>e
him geraedaiS aefre hwaet him to donne

gy; likewise Bede, 50, 9. The auxiliary magan, expressing

possibility, is found in LS., 426, 202, rsedde him sona hu he

beswican mihte his agenne fseder. The same constructions are

noted after phrases with reed, as Beow., 172. In the vivid

style of poetry the result of advice given is usually empha-
sized by the use of the indicative in the dependent clause, as

Beow., 277, Ic
)>8es HroSgar ma3g rd gelseran hu he feond

oferswV&e&, gif him ed-wendan sefre scolde bot eft cuman.

Sciran, with sculan in AH., n, 290, 9, he ne scyrde on

hwseflre healfe hi
J?set

net wurpan sceoldon.

Tcecan, as a verb of admonition, is followed by sculan, as

AH., II, 472, 30, taehte hwilcere getimbrunge we sceolon to

heofonum astigan. The simple subjunctive is seen in An.
}

485, where tcecan has the meaning
'
to instruct

'
: geta?hte hu

)m wagflotan sund toisige.

Tyhian is followed by the subjunctive- in W., 292, 1, J>set we
sefre sculon tyhtan hu ge agan her on life rihtlice to libbanne.

Wisian is followed by sculan in Gen., 850, him gewisode
hu hie on ]>am leohte forS libban sceolden; similarly W., 304,
18; An., 1100.

C. Verbs of Thinking, Believing, etc.

The subjunctive is the usual mood in the interrogative clause
after these verbs.

Ipencan.

penoan has two distinct meanings : (1) to devise, (2) to con-
sider, reflect, remember.
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In the former meaning, with reference to a certain end to

be attained, ]>encan is followed by the subjunctive of magan,

denoting the final nature of the sentence, as LS., 200, 95, j?u

be]>enc ]>e hu Jm mcege setwindan $am ecum witum
; CP., 239,

12, sceal j>encan hu he hie gelicettan mcege; similarly LS., 200,

93; Or., 76, 24; BH., 55, 19; Boe., 90, 8. It is also fre-

quently followed by the simple subjunctive or by the peri-

phrases with sculan or urillan, as Senf., 117, ponne geiSencen

hu we pider cumen; OP., 41> &) J>onne hie penceaiS hu hi

sylfe scylen fulfremodeste weorSan
; 101, 10, he geiSohte hu

he wolde \>set man him miltsode, 273, 5.

With its second signification, in which the final nature of

}>encan is lost, this verb is followed either by the subjunctive
or by the indicative. The subjunctive is employed where the

elements of interrogation or futurity are present, as CP., 45, 24,

hwaet )>enca$ ]?a hwy hie $ara geearnunga bet truwigen "Sonne

etc; BH, 41, 14, pence hwylcum edleane he owfo; Boe., 250,

5, ge]>enc nu hwa?$er ]?u senig }>ing getiohhod hcebbe; similarly

CP., 329, 12
; W., 303, 33

; Boe., 116, 26. The indicative is,

however, more generally employed in the dependent clause; it

is regularly found when the thought is directed to the considera-

tion of an actual occurrence, as CP., 5, 5, gej>enc hwelce witu

us ]>a becomon for ]?isse worulde
; 37, 23, ne gepencan ne con

hwa3t him losaft; 357, 15; 467, 1. The conjunctive particle

is generally hu and the expression is more properly an indirect

exclamation, as BH., 33, 25, to geftencanne 7m micel Godes

ge)>yld is and hu mycel ure unge]>yld is; similarly CP., 159,

6; 233, 14; 315, 15; 329, 9; 343, 15; 359, 18; 377, 3; 391,

20; 437, 9; 447, 29; Or., 122, 15; 296, 21; W., 144, 29;

Matt., xvi, 9, 10.

In BH., 91, 13, uton we ge$en/;an hwylc andlean we him
forS to berenne habban; uton we geftencan hu mycel egesa

gelimpeft eallum gesceaftum, the distinctively interrogative

nature of the first subordinate clause is expressed by the sub-

junctive, while the second clause, having rather an exclama-
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tory character with reference to a real event, contains the

indicative.

Smeagan.

Smeagan has similar distinctions in meaning to ^encan and

hence a corresponding: variation of constructions in the indirect

interrogative clause. In its more usual meaning, 'to devise/

it is followed by the simple subjunctive or by the periphrastic

construction with magan; when the will of the subject is made

emphatic in the dependent clause, vnllan is here used. AH.,

1,78, 35, Herodes smeaS hu he ]>set
ci\d fordo; LS., 514, 452;

AH., I, 225, 20, smeaiS hu he hit gewrecan mcege; LS., 224,

13; AS, 1,12,1; 16,31; 18,34; 26,22; 192,15; 286, 29;

n, 6, 13
; Boe., 2, 17

; W., 280, 17. In AH., n, 268, 7, we

find both constructions after the same governing verb : smeagaS
hu se hlaf mage beon gewend to Cristes lichamau, o)>]>e ]>aet win

weorbe awend to Drihtnes blode.

When smeagan is used with the meaning
'
to think, con-

sider, reflect,' there is considerable variation in the moods in

the interrogative clause. The indicative is employed when the

attention is directed to an event which has actually taken place

or whose reality is unquestioned, as CP., 75, 5, ]>t he sraeage
hu micel nied-];earf him is; AH., I, 308, 19, is to smeagonne
hu seo clsennys won demde geond $a geferedan Senas. When,
however, the interrogative nature of the clause is prominent,
the subjunctive is regularly employed, as LS., 226, 109, Petrus

smeade hwset his gesihS gemcende; AH, 1, 12, 18, smeaS hwa-
non deofol come; 340, 20, is to smeagenne hwi sy mare blis be

gecyrredum synfullum ]>onne, etc.; similarly 48, 9; 68, 13;
542, 31

; LS., 244, 113. In AH, I, 342, 14, is to smeagenne
bu micclum se rihtwisa God gegladige gif etc, the subjunctive
is due to the conditional nature of the clause. AH, n, 228, 20
is a rare instance of the indicative in the interrogative clause

introduced by gif: smeaga gehwa gif J>ses beboda and oj>re

]>illice habbaft seuigne stede on his heortan.
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In the dependent clause after the allied verbforesmeagan, the

subjunctive is quite consistently found, as Mark, xni, 11, ne

foresmeage ge hwa?t ge specan; Luke, xxi, 14.

Wenan.

A noticeable feature of the interrogative construction with

wenan is that the whole expression (both principal and subor-

dinate clauses) is interrogative. These are really direct ques-

tions and wenan is not the principal verb, though it has this

grammatical function; it is used simply to express a certain

deference to the views of another or to indicate mere proba-

bility. The subjunctive is almost always used in the subor-

dinate clause. The indirect interrogative constructions after

wenan are of two kinds :

1. The interrogative particle is used before the introductory

phrase wene we or wene ge and also (frequently in a different

form) before the grammatically dependent clause, as CP., 353,

10, hu wene we hu micel scyld J>a3t
sie? ; Or., 50, 1, hu wene

we hwelce sibbe
J>a weras hatfden? ; Boe., 64, 16, hwset wenst

Jm hu micelne hlisau Romanise man rrurge habban ?; similarly

Or., 64, 5
; 136, 21. When the interrogative adjective and its

substantive are placed before wenan, the rest of the dependent
sentence follows in the indirect construction introduced by \>aet,

as CP., 281, 14, hwelc wite wene we
}>cet

se fela sprseca scyle

habban?; similarly AH., I, 442, 8.

2. The common introductory phrase, wenstu hwce]>er; as

CP., 425, 1, wenstu hwse]>er he hine mi$ ]>y gehealdan mcegef;

Boe., 102, 10, wenst ]>u hwsejrer hiue a3iiig habban vncegef

Occasionally the interrogative clause is grammatically inde-

pendent of wenstu and the indicative is used, as Luke, I, 66,

wenst }ni hwa3t by% ]>es cnapa? [' What, think you, will this

boy be?'].

Apinaian (weigh, estimate). The final idea is not present

with this verb
;
the consideration is directed to the interroga-
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tive clause regarded merely as a unit, hence the indicative is

used in the latter; as W., 245, 9, hit is to apinsjaune hwaet

hit gdacnaft.

Carfull, Carian, and Cepan express attention directed to

the attainment of a certain state, and hence the subjunctive

follows, as W., 72, 10, weorSe se carfull hu he swrSast mcege

gecweman his drihtne; AH., n, 78, 2, $a
]>e

cariaiS hu hi

manna sawla Gode gestrynan; LS., 386, 36, cepte hu he

cwenule Gode ; 322, 48.

Costan, implying an investigation into an existing state of

things, is followed by the indicative in Or., 1059, bryne costal

hu gehealdne sind sawle wiiS synnum fore sige deman.

Oyre expresses an alternative whose regular construction is

hiffce\>er-o%%e and the subjunctive, as AH., I, 212, 11, gehwilc
man hseffl agenne eyre hwaeSer he wille fylian deofles willan

o$$e wiSsacan. A peculiar sequence is that with the correla-

tive swa-swa, AH., i, 112, 11, forgeaf he Adame and Evan

agenne eyre, swa hi on gesaetye wunodon, swa hi deadlice

wurSon.

Efolan, Geomful, Gfyeahtian, Gieman, Hogian, Hycgan,
Ondrcedan, and Reccan, denoting thought directed either to

the accomplishment of a certain action or merely to the

consideration of a future event, are followed by the simple

subjunctive or by the subjunctive of magan; the final clause

is generally introduced by the conjunction hu. W., 138, 8,
efsteS hu he synfullum susle gefremme; AH., n, 440, 17,
Martha wses geornful hu heo mihie God fedan

; Bede, 248, 5,

ge]>eahte hwaet to donne ware; Mark, in, 6, }>eahtedon ongen
hine hu hi hine fordon mihten; similarly Gen., 92; Matt.,

xn, 14; Bede, 72, 25; 162, 30; 350, 16; Cr., 1569, jws
gieman nele hu

]>a womsceaftan hyra eadgestreon sare geseten;
1553; Mark, in, 2; AH., i, 124, 14, hogia hwilc se becume
satforan gesihe iSaes strecan Demes; 316, 25; Gen., 432,
hycgaS hie ealle hu ge hi beswicen; Senf., 117

; Or., 138, 5,
hi him

]>aet swie ondraedon hu hi wi him eallum endemes
mehten; 88, 13; CP., 447, 27, reccaiS hwsst him mon yrnbe
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rceswe; 451, 26. The subjunctive is also always used when

the interrogative idea is prominent, as Rid., xxix, 13, micel

is to hycganne hwaet seo wiht seo; xxxii, 24
; Dan., 130.

Secan is regularly followed by the subjunctive, since the

element of interrogation is specially prominent in the subordi-

nate clause, as Bede, 158, 1, sohte hwaet paet wcere; Dan., 732,

sohton hwaet seo hand write halges gastes ; similarly 79; BH.
t

205, 27
; AH., II, 448, 9

; El., 415, 474 ; Mark, xi, 13
; XIV,

1; Luke, xn, 29; Bede, 124, 19. Secan frequently expresses

effort directed toward the accomplishment of an action
;
hence

magan is often found in the dependent clause, as OP., 227,

14, sec$ hu he hine mcege onfon
; 239, 8; LS., 490, 53

; 500,

231; Or., 140, 8; Dan., 49; El, 1156.

Sorgian, referring to action in future time, is followed by the

subjunctive, as Bede, 282, 29, sorgende on hwylcre tide pone
dsel paes mynstres paet ilce wite gehrine; similarly Sea/., 42.

Swician and Syrwian, introducing expressions of design with

the conjunction hu, are followed by the subjunctive or the

periphrasis with magan, as LS., 252, 220, swicaiS se deofol

embe us hu he forlcere pa cristenan
; 242, 80, pas pry syrwiaiS

hu hi us beswicen; AH., I, 214, 31, syrwedon hu hi mihton

hine to deafte gebringan ; Or., 144, 35.

Tweon, Tweogan, Twynan, Twynung. The element of doubt

and uncertainty is present in full force in the interrogative

clause following these expressions, and the subjunctive is the

usual mood, as Or., 230, 19, tweode hwaefter hi aweg comen;

W., 196, 11, tweonaiS fela manna hwae^er he sy se so$a Godes

Sunu o#$e na ne sy; EH., 205, 10, waes mycel tweo hwset hie

he paere don, hwaeiSer hii $a cyricean halgeden, oppe hwaet paes

Godes willa wcere; similarly Or., 192, 15; AH, I, 556, 14;

W., 2, 5
; 3, 7

; Bede, 2, 14.

ipynean is followed by the subjunctive or by the construction

with magan, as Rid., xxxii, 18, wraetlic me pineS hu seo wiht

mcege lacan. A construction similar to that with wenan is seen

in Or., 182, 22, hu pyncS eow Romanum hu seo sibb gefaest-

nod wcere.
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Ymbhydig, with a strongly interrogative and future sense, is

followed by the subjunctive, as Matt., vr, 25, ]>set ge ne syn

ymbhidige eowre savvle hwaet ge elan ne eowrum licharuan mid

hwsem ge syn ymbscrydde ; similarly Luke, xn, 22.

D. Verbs of Direct Perception.

The indirect interrogative expression after these verbs is

either used as a vivid method of representing the events de-

scribed, or may be looked upon as a mere object toward which

the action of perception is directed
;
in both cases the objective

force of the introductory verb is very strong and the interroga-

tive nature of the dependent clause very weak, and hence the

prevailing mood is the indicative. The subjunctive, however,
enters when the interrogative nature of the sentence is empha-
sized or when moments of condition, concession, and the like,

enter into the expression.

Witan and Ne Witan.

The strongly objective character of vsitan is felt in the

indirect interrogative just as in the indirect declarative sen-

tence, and the usual mood of the subordinate clause is the in-

dicative, as Or., 214, 1, ic wat hwset se Romana grip swiiSost

is; CP., 343, 21, se $e wat hwser he hiene leget; similarly

AH., i, 114, 3; 268, 16; 588, 17; n, 568, 15; Or., 126, 31;
136, 20; 190, 13; LS., 164, 290; 464, 368; CP., 43, 22;
W., 123, 17

; PA., 355
; Wand., 29.

The subjunctive is to be found, when the dependent clause

is a genuine interrogative expression in sense as well as in form,
when it treats of general assumptions or vague abstract ideas, and
when it is either by nature or attraction conditional, concessive,
or hortatory in character. The future idea is expressed either

by the subjuuctive or by the periphrases with sculan and wiLUin.
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Examples of these constructions are as follows: Bede, 432, 27,

j>set
ic wolde gewitan h\\ set he beon sceohle; IF., 18, 1 5, he vville

witan hu we him geleanod habban ealle; AH., I, 336, 23, gif

ic wiste hwset he wcere; Boe., 162, 21, hie woldon witan hu

heah hit wcere to j>am hefone and hu dicke se hefon wcere o$i$e

hwset pser ofer wcere [an abstract conception] ; CP., 427, 21, ]>set

men witen hwelce hi sin; John, vii, 51, deruS ure ae senine man
buton hine man aer gehyre and wite hwaBt he do; similarly

Beow., 2520; Matt., xxiv, 43; Luke,vu, 39; xii, 39; John,

Vii, 17, 51
; xi, 57

; CP., 51, 5
;
Bede. 100, 24. In Luke, vii,

39, the indirect interrogative and declarative constructions fol-

low the same verb : gyf |>es man witega wsere he wiste hxvset

and hwylc J>ys wif wcere, J>set heo synful ys. The difficulty in

seeking to establish any fixed rule for mood in these construc-

tions is obvious when we consider the great variation in the

use of the moods, even at times in the same sentence, as Chr.,

354, E, 36, gif hwa gewilnigaft to gewitanne hu gedon he wees,

o&Se hwilcne wurSscipe he hsefde, o&Se hu fela land he wcere

hlaford, etc.
; Luke, x, 22, nan man nat hwilc is se sunu ne

hwilc si se feeder.

Sculan and willan are regularly employed with the usual

ideas of duty, volition, and futurity, as CP., 65, 11, se $e wat

hwider he gan sceal; Luke, xir, 39, gif se ealdor wiste hwaenne

se Seof cuman wolde; similarly LS., 280, 266
; 380, 247

; AH.,

n, 254, 8
; Boe., 14, 2.

Ne witan shows the same peculiarities as witan in the syntax

of the indirect interrogative sentence
;
the usual mood of the

dependent clause is therefore the indicative, as AH., I, 532, 25,

he nat hwaeSer he wurSe is into }>ain ecan rice; LS., 352, 226,

he nat hu he/ce/" for his freondlicum drencum; Chr., 305, E,

12, nan man neste hwaet
)?se3

ealles wees; similarly Or., 120, 1
;

124, 13; 206, 3; CP.,41, 1; 63,10; 241,12; 429, 26; AH.,
i, 256, 15

; n, 104, 9
; 236, 35

; BH., 17, 12
; 223, 16

; W.,

248, 15; Seaf., 55; Beow., 1332; John, ix, 21.

The general uses of the subjunctive are the same as with

witan, as LS., 454, 206, se oiSer nyste hu he ham come; Boe.,
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160, 3, Sa ssede ic
]>e jwt ic nyste hu he ealra gesceafta weolde;

LS., 490, 44; W.
} 238, 15; AH., 104, 25; 306, 8. The sub-

junctive is also used in the dependent clause when the proba-

bility of knowledge is implied ;
as AH., I, 92, 30, wen is

J?set

eower sum nyste hwffit sy ymbsuidenys. In Boe., 46, 7, J>aem

neat i itu is gecynde J>set
hi nyton hwaet hi send, ac

j>aet
is J>ara

manna unj>eow ]>set
hi nyton hwaet hi sien, Hotz explains the

difference in mood by the fact that the indicative denotes abso-

lute ignorance, while in the subjunctive there lies the idea of

the probability of enlightenment. The subjunctive is found

when an alternative is implied, as LS., 256, 293, nyte we

hwa3]>er se weardmann wcere sefre gefullod [he may or may not

have been baptized] ;
also when there is ignorance expressed

with reference to a future event, as CP., 323, 23, hi nyton mid
hwam hie hit

J>e forgidden; Or., 78, 15; 212, 25. The less

frequent method of expressing the alternative by swa-swa is

found in LS., 506, 306, ne we be him na$or nyton swa hi
]>aer

libban swa hi
]>aer deade licgan.

Ongietan.

There is probably more regularity in the use of the indica-

tive in the indirect interrogative clause after ongidan than
after witan. The subjunctive element in the leading verb is

here wholly absent and the interrogative nature of the clause

is much obscured. CP., 429, 24, hi ongietaS hwset ymb hi

gedon 6$; Wand., 73, ongitan sceal gleawhsele hu gaastlic

6tiS; Boe., 136, 20, ic ne maeg ongitan forhwi |?u eft segst.
The Aw-clause is of special frequency, as Boe., 30, 14, J?u miht

ongitan hu
|>a mine ssetya is oncerred; other examples are

CP., 220, 6; 231, 16; 233, 23; 239, 4; 241, 16; 257, 20;
271, 22; 277, 4; 343, 12; 375, 23; 377, 22; 389, 8

; 393,
31; 405, 8; 431, 13; 411, 8; 465, 22; Or., 62, 32; 194, 9;
W., 252, 5; Bne., 44, 31; 46, 4; 136, 20; 180, 2.

The indicative is very persistent in the dependent clause
and a considerable influence is required to change it into the
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subjunctive ;
it is doubtful whether any examples could be

brought forward for the use of the subjunctive simply on

account of the interrogative nature of the dependent clause.

When the sentence is negative, the subjunctive is occasionally

met with, as LS., 530, 671, ic ongytan ne maeg hu me sy Jms

gelumpen. The most frequent occurrences of the subjunctive
are due to the final or interrogative character of the whole

expression, as CP., 75, 7, J?aet he ougyte for hwses geiSyncSum

J>aet folc sie genemned heord; Boe., 150, 19, hwset ]>u nu ongite

forhwy J>set fyr fundige up?; similarly CP., 183, 8. The

usual subjunctive after hwce]>er is seen in Boe., 34, 9, miht
\>\i

nu ongitan hwse]>er ]>u auht
]>e deorwyrpre habbe.

Gehieran.

As an expression of direct sense-perception gehieran is

almost invariably followed by the indicative in the interroga-

tive clause, as CP., 299, 13, gehieren hwa?t he eft cwafo; BH.,
19, 10, gehyran me nu forhwon se blinda leoht onfeng; simi-

larly CP., 299, 7, 15, 18, 21, 22; 315, 23; 317, 13, 15, 20,

2 1
,
23

; 323, 4, 7
; 359, 9

; AH., i, 464, 10
; n, 300, 5

;
L8.

t

10, 11; 24, 1
; 363, 375; BH., 165, 15; Matt., xxvn, 13;

Byr;, 45
; EL, 514.

In some cases the interrogative idea in the dependent clause

claims recognition and the subjunctive is used, as AH., I, 280,

8, uton we gehyran he para Halgan Gaste hwaet he sy. Intro-

duced by gif or hwcefter, the subjunctive is regular, as LS., 468,

448, mon ne gehyrde gif aenig scypherde wcere.

Geseon.

Geseon is generally followed by the indicative, as CP., 157,

16, iSti ne miht geseon hwaet J?serinne 6yS gehydde; 5, 9, ic

geseah hu J>a ciriceau geond call Angelcynn stodon madma

gefyldne; Gen., 666, ic maag geseon hwa?r he self sitteft; like-

wise Exod., 83; W., 199, 6; LS., 402, 291; BH., 229, 20;
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Or., 1134. The indicative often occurs even after the con-

junctions <7/f and hwa&er, as CP., 157, 16, mseg man geseon gif

)>ser
hwelc dieglu scond innefa'tt; AH., n, 414, 19, we sceolon

geseon hweeiSt-r Sin lacobus \>e alyst fram ttisum l>eDdum.

There are a few instances of the subjunctive, mostly when

the act of perception is future with reference to the time of the

leading verb, as Boe., 58, 4, hine lyste geseon hu seo bume;

Mark, XV, 36, ]>set
we geseon hwseSer Helias cume hine niiSer

to settanne; Luke, xix, 3, he wolde geseon hwylc se Hselend

ware [the action is not described as taking place]. The sub-

junctive is due to the negative character of the sentence in AH.,

I, 433, 14. Sculan has its usual signification of obligation in

CP., 365, 14, ]>aet
we magon geseon hwa3t we don scyler.i.

In Gen., 1 270, the indirect interrogative and indirect declara-

tive constructions follow the same governing verb : J>a geseah

sigora waldend hwcet wses manna manas on eorSan and
]>cet

hie

wseron womma )>riste
inwitfulle.

Ametan (estimate) is followed by the subjunctive in CP., 53,

13, due probably to the final character of the expression : ]?a3t

ge ameten hwat ge sien.

Behfa/dan. The indicative is generally found in the indirect

interrogative clause, as Boe., 68, 21, behealde he hu widgille

]>ses heofones hwearfe 6t'$; AH., 1, 242, 27, behealde ge Invader

ge sint Godes seep; similarly Boe., 180, 5
; AH., I, 582, 12;

LS., 494, 107
; Rid., xvui, 5. Occasionally the interrogative

character of the dependent clause outweighs the objective nature

ofbeheafdan and the subjunctive is used, as Bede, 288, 14, mid

]?y heo behealdende wses hwelcum teonde up ahafen wcere se

wlite
]>ses wuldorlitan lichoman. This is specially so after

hwceKer, as AH., u, 76, 31, behealde hwseSer he on Godes win-

gearde swince.

Bexceawiftn expresses close observation ofcertain events which
are vividly described by the indicative in the indirect clause, as

Mali.,vi, 28, besceawia-5
]>a liliau hu hi weaxa.%; AH., I, 488,

20, besceawiaS hu wrsecfill
)>is andwearde lifts; similarly Luke,
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xii, 24; EH., 59, 22; AH., i, 486, 17
; n, 84, 7. In the

sense of a verb of inquiry, besceawian is followed by the sub-

junctive, as AH., u, 500, 32.

Cunnan is generally followed by the indicative, as Beow.,

2071, Jjt Jni geare cunne to hwam sr$$an wearft hond-rses

ha3le}>a ; 162, men ne cnnnon hwyder hel-runan hwyrftum
*cri-S; Cr., 573; JElfric'* Prtf. Gen., 22, 25. The indica-

tive is found even after hwce&er, as Beow., 1356. The sub-

junctive is, however, frequent when ideas of indefiniteness or

uncertainty are present, especially when the expression is future

or negative, as B*de, 136, 6, hwset
J>ser foregenge o&5e hwset

]>ser cefierfiye we ne cunnon
;
likewise El., 531

; W., 298, 31.

Willan is used in the sense of design or futurity in Wand., 71
;

An., 342.

Ck$, Sweoto!, Undyrne. The interrogative clause is set forth

in the most objective manner by these expressions, and the

indicative is used, as Boe., 32, 36, nis hit svveotol hu hwerflice

]>a woruld-sseljja sint; Beow., 2001, ]>set
is undyrne hwylc

orleg-hwil uncer Grendles wearft on J>am wange; similarly

BH., 183, 9
; Rid., XL.III, 15. In expressions of uncertainty,

negation, and the like, the subjunctive or modal auxiliaries are

sometimes employed, as Gen., 2709, ne wees cu$ hwseSer on

}>yssum folce frean -ZElmihtiges egesa wcere; BH., 51, 35, is

swiiSe uncuiS hwset ure yrfenweardas don willen setter urum life.

Findan is usually followed by the indicative, as El., 202, }>a

se aeSc-ling fund hwar ahangen wees rodora waldend; ^E/fricde

Vet. Test., 2, 47.

Forgietnn, essentially a negative verb of perception, is fol-

lowed by the indicative, as CP., 183, 23, ne scnlon we forgietau

hu hit wees be Saule. Sculan in the sense of obligation is met

with in OP., 387, 14.

Ge-, On, To-etiawan. The strongly objective nature of these

verbs and the interrogative character of the dependent clause

cause an interesting variation of mood. The indicative is,

however, mostly employed, as AH., I, 410, 9, J>aet
heo oncuawe

mid hwilcum feondum heo ymbset &$ ; CP., 349, 24, we magon
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oncnawan hu micel yfel sio gesceadwislice gecynd gefremeS ;

likewise Or., 94, 21
; AH., I, 588, 8

; W., 189, 3. Besides those

instances in which the subjunctive is due to the interrogative

character of the dependent clause, this mood is quite common

when the whole expression is interrogative, as AH., I, 14, 4,

hu mihte Adam tocnawan hwaet he wceref It is specially

frequent after hwatyer, as W., 60, 3, man mseg ]?aene man tocna-

wan hwaeSer him Godes gast on wunige ofrSe iSaes deofles, in

which case an alternative is emphatically stated
; similarly in

LS., 534, 743
; John, vn, 17. When the alternative is not so

strongly felt the indicative at times occurs, as AH., ir, 228, 22,

Sonne gecnaewft hwaeSer he is of Gode.

Gefrignan and Geleornian are regularly followed by the

indicative, as Beow., 1, we Gar-Dena ]>rym gefrunon hu ];a

seiSelingas ellen fremedon; 2404
; AH., I, 438, 3, ge geleor-

nodon hu se heahengel Gabriel iSam eadigan msedene Marian

aeftelinges aoennednysse gecyftde. The constructions with scu-

lan and magan, expressing duty and ability respectively, are

common, as CP., 101, 9, he geleornode hu he sceolde oftrum

mannum miltsian
; Or., 158, 3, haefdon geleornod hu hie

J?a

elpendes beswican mehton.

Gemunan, To gemynde cuman, Gemyndig beon, Gemyndgan,
and Gemynd genywian, all having the common signification of

remembrance, are followed by the indicative in the indirect

interrogative clause; this construction is employed to bring
before the mind in a vivid manner various occurrences of past
time. The Aw-clause is almost universal

;
as CP., 1, 15, }>a ic

)>e gemunde hu sio lar afeallen wees geond Angelcyun ; AH.,
I, 46, 15, gemynd genywode hu Moyses heora foregengan
geladde and hu hi on westene wceron; similarly 6, 9

; 52, 25;
226, 6; CP., 3, 2; 5, 25; BH., 129, 10; 237, 9;>., 258, 8;
Boe., 10, 3. There are frequent examples of the use of a sub-
stantive object and also of the indirect interrogative clause
either to describe the object or to make an additional state-

ment, as Or., 82, 15, Themistocles gemyndgode Jonas J>ajre
ealdan ftehSe hu he hie on his geweald genidde; Wand., 34,
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geman he sele, secgas, and sinc]>ege, hu hine on geogufte his gold-

wine wenede to wiste; EH., 129, 10, hie gernunaft J?a mycelan
eaiSmodnesse and hu luflice he us cerest gesohte; similarly JuL,

624; Rid., LXXX, 7. The interrogative construction, how-

ever, occasionally leads to the use of the subjunctive, as Dan.,

110, com on sefan hwurfan swefnes woma hu woruld wcere

wuldrum geteod ; AH., II, 22, 21, uton beon gerayndige hu

micelre geSineSe sy \>sst haBlige mseden
;
the vagueness of a

vision in the former, and the hortatory character of the latter

expression favor the use of the subjunctive.

Hlistan is followed by the subjunctive in W., 132, 8, hliste

we on Englisc hwa3t
J?aet

Lseden cwcede.

Lodan is generally followed by the indicative, as Exod., 278,

ge lociaiS faBrwundra sum hu ic sylfa sloh. This verb is mostly
used in the imperative in an exclamatory sense, corresponding
to Latin ecce, as John, xi, 36, loca hu he hine lufode [ecce quo-
modo amabat eum] ; Mark, II, 24, loca nu hwaet }>ine leorning-
cnihtas c?o$ [ecce quid faciunt] ; similarly Mail., xxi, 20

;

Mark, xi, 21
; xv, 4. There are sporadic occurrences of the

subjunctive, as AH., I, 474, 25, loca hu lange se soiSa la?ce hit

foresceawige.

Scrutnian is generally followed by the indicative in the inter-

rogative clause introduced by hu, as AH., I, 582, 25, scrutnia'S

hu deorlice hit is to geogenne.

Undergietan and Understandan are followed by the same

construction as onenawan: AH., I, 146, 30, understandaft hu

be hire awriten is
; similarly W., 32, 8; 108, 6

; 122, 11
; 308,

l8;JEtfric'sPref. Gen., 23, 32; AH., n, 58, 13; 82, 33; 120,

10; 334, 28. In LS., 372, 132, nellaS understandan hu stunt-

lice hi do$, o&Se hu se deada stan him mcege gehelpan, the

indicative denotes entire ignorance of the true character of the

men's actions, while the subjunctive implies a doubt as to the

efficacy of the stone.

Wlitan and its compounds. The indicative is used in the

interrogative clause after these verbs, as PA., 341, WlitaS hu

seo wilgedryht wildne weorftiaft. The subjunctive is often
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used in descriptions of future time, as Jit/., 399, )>set
ic gehygd

eal geondwlite hu afsastnod sy ferhfl
;

also after hwce&er, as

G-., 1330.

Wundi-ian. The contents of the indirect interrogative

clause after this verb have a genuine interrogative or rather

an exclamatory signification ;
hence the subjunctive is the

prevailing mood, as Or., 134, 12, }>a wundrode Alexander

hwy hit swa semenue ware; Cr., 1016, nis aenig wundor hu him

woruld manna seo unclaene gecynd cearum sorgende ondrede;

similarly Bne., 40, 4; 172, 5; 244, 20; 248, 2; 250, 19;

AH., i, 590, 23
; Btde, 346, 30

; Mark, xv, 44.

Indirect interrogative clauses are almost entirely wanting
after simple introductory expressions; the nearest approach
to this construction is in such sentences as jE/fric de Vet. Test.,

7, 38, an is Parabole wisdomes bigspell and warming and hu

man selost mceg synna forbugan, and hit stent ]>urk Godes gyfa
hu us bti$ cei Gode gedemed.

III. THE MOODS IN INDIRECT DISCOURSE.

A. The Moods in the Indirect Declarative Sentence.

1. The Subjunctive.

The following general remark may be made with regard to

employment of the subjunctive after verbs introducing the

indirect declarative sentence: The subjunctive is most con-

sistently used after verbs of thinking and believing [Class
B], and of petition and command [Class A, 2]; it varies

considerably with the indicative after verbs of simple report
[Cla&s A, 1]; and is found least of all after verbs of direct

perception [Class C].
There are two varieties of subjunctives in indirect dis-

course; it is used (1) to denote mere report, (2) to express
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design, futurity, uncertainty, and other similar ideas, either

contained in the governing verb itself or proceeding from

without and affecting both the principal and the subordinate

clause. In the later periods of the language there is observ-

able a growing tendency to make less and less use of the sub-

junctive and to substitute the indicative for it; this tendency,

however, did not proceed to the same extent with the two

varieties of subjunctives. The feeling against the employment
of the subjunctive to express simple report grew strong in

course of time, till in late Anglo-Saxon the indicative came

to be regarded as the almost universal mood after simple
verbs of saying; though there was considerable levelling of

the subjunctives of the second kind under the indicative or the

periphrastic forms, this tendency is by no means so marked

as with subjunctives of simple report.

(a) The Subjunctive of Simple Report. The subjunctive is

frequently employed, especially after verbs of Class A, 1, to

signify that the statement made is merely a report, and there

is generally combined with this the stronger moment of sub-

jectivity by which the speaker is unwilling to guarantee the

correctness of the report, as, e. g., Or., 36, 12, be J>am Theuha-

lion wses gecweden pset he wcere moncynnes to-driend; CP.,

71, 2, hie ssedon pset hie wceren wiese; 415, 14, hit is awriten

]>set
Dina wcere utgangende. These verbs (cwefoan, secgan and

awritan) are followed very consistently by the subjunctive in

the Alfredian period, but there is a general transition to the

indicative in the later language. The subjunctive is also

found with greater or less regularity after the other verbs

of this class, as sprecan, Or., 48, 25
; rcedan, AH., I, 152, 3

;

andettan, AH., i, 116, 23. Owing to the strongly objective

character of cyftan the following indirect statement is mostly
in the indicative; yet there are occasional instances of the

subjunctive of report, as AH., 1, 128, 10, cyiSdon ]>set his sunu

gesund wcere.

Among the great number of indicative constructions after

verbs of perception there are a few scattered examples of the

7
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subjunctive of report, as BH., 117, 25, we leorniaS \>set seo

tid sie tosses degol ;
this is most frequent after hieran, as Or.,

138, 18; Byr., 117. In the following examples it is probable

that a feeling for some expression of possible doubt contributed

to the employment of the subjunctive, in addition to the attrac-

tion to a subjunctival form in the governing clause : LS., 250,

193, ]>set
men oncnawon ]>&t we beon gehealdene ; BH., 145,

8, ne sy eow usnigu cearo
J>set ge geseon pset ]>eos eadige Maria

sy geceged to deafte.

In late Anglo-Saxon, owing to the prevalence of the indica-

tive, the use of the subjunctive is a strong indication that the

speaker does not give his warrant to the statement, as John,

VHI, 54, be ]?am ge cweSaS |>set
he sy ure God

; similarly Matt.,

xxvii, 64; Mark, XH, 18
; John, ix, 19

; AH., n, 234, 4, 9.

Especially is this the case with leogan, as AH., I, 378, 7, unt-

wylice Jm lyhst ]>set Jm God sy. In some instances, as in Boe.,

210, 4, a true and a false statement are contrasted by the use

of the indicative and of the subjunctive respectively : ne c\vej>e

ic
J>aet J>aet yfel sy; ac ic cwej>e ]?set

hit is betere, ]>set man

wrege, etc.

As the subjunctive of simple report is evidently a modifica-

tion of the subjunctive of subjective reflection, it is interesting

to notice the various degrees of probability set forth by this

mood. In a passage like AH., I, 116, 19, wrSsocon
]?set

he

deadlic flaesc underfenge, the subjunctive expresses what is in

the opinion of the speaker a downright falsehood
; then, as is

well illustrated by the constructions after secgan in the Voy-
ages of Othere and Wulfstan [Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader,

p. 38
ff.], this mood serves to make reports, the certainty of

which is not vouched for by the writer : he ssede
]>set NorS-

manna land waere swyiSe lang and swy]>e smsel
; finally, as is

abundantly seen in the numerous scriptural quotations intro-

duced by aioritan, the subjunctive serves no other purpose than
to indicate mere indirect quotation; the subjective element
of doubt is here at its weakest, for the Anglo-Saxon translator
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of the Pastoral Care is too good a churchman to permit us to

question his belief in Holy Writ.

(6) The Subjunctive due to the nature of the governing vwb.

(1) The subjunctive indicates an expression of the will con-

tained in verbs of command, advice, admonition, and the like.

This variety of the subjunctive is almost always found after

verbs of Class A, 2, as gelceran, Or., 124, 2, he gelserde ealle

Crecas J?set hie Alexandre wtf&socen; similarly after swerian,

Or., 190, 22
; dypian, AH., I, 425, 33

; geleornian, CP.. 32,

22; manian, J91, 12; healsian, Bede, 372, 7; tican, yesettan,

warnian, etc. As most of the verbs of Class A, 1 have the force of

commands besides their usual signification of simple utterance,

they are also followed by this subjunctive, as AH., 1, 166, 13,

cweiS to pisum stanum j>et hi beon awende to hlafum
; similarly

after cyScm, CP., 189, 1
;
after secgan, 215, 6.

(2) Closely related to the use of the subjunctive in expres-

sions of the will is its use in expressions of design or intention.

When the idea of design is not present in the governing verb

(as with simple verbs of saying), it is generally expressed by
the use of the periphrastic construction with willan in the

dependent clause
;
but after verbs of design the simple sub-

junctive is generally employed, though the moment of inten-
T

tion is frequently emphasized by the use of willan : AH., I,

484, 6, we sculon hogian ]?set
we simle ftone maran gyMforfleon

]mrh aitfere; Or., 188, 13, J>encende J?aet
he hine beswice; like-

wise with hycgan, Gen., 297; secan, John, vii, 4; smeagan,

Mark, xn, 12.

(3) As the subjunctive is the regular expression of con-

tingency or uncertainty, it is the favorite mood after verbs of

thinking and believing [Class B], where in general the event

narrated in the dependent sentence is future with reference to

the action of the governing verb. The subjunctive is, there-

fore, used with almost entire exclusion of the indicative after

wenan, ondrcedan, tyyncan, gyman, geornian, and the like
;
as

Or., 104, 27, on J?am tohopan ]>set
hie symle siiSe God J;onan

ado to heora agnum lande
; AH., n, 310, 28, ]>set he truwode
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on God ]uet
he wcere acyrred. When future action is expressed

in past time, the subjunctive is frequent after all verbs, as

BH., 159, 26, wses cweiSende ]>set
his sa?d oferweoxe ealle pas

woruld; similarly after cyftan, LS., 174, 89; gesweotolian,

AH., I, 564, 22. After gdyfan, although the subjunctive is

the usual construction, the indicative is used to record belief

in an established doctrine; compare CP., Ill, 11, with AH.,

I, 26, 8 [see geliefan]. Quite a number of governing verbs

have a double meaning, according to the mood and tense of

the dependent verb ;
as geftencan with the meaning of design

followed by the subjunctive of the dependent verb, as Matt., vi,

27, ma3g geiSencan ]>set
he geeacnige ane elne to his anlicnesse;

but with the meaning of simple remembrance, when followed by
the present or past indicative, as Matt., v, 23, j>u ]>ser geftencest

]>aet )>in bro$or hcefS anig ping agen ]>e; CP., 53, 17, is to

geiSencenne pset he underftng martyrdom. In like manner

compare gemunan with the subjunctive in JBH., 73, 26, with

the same verb followed by the indicative in Boe,, 164, 18.

(c.) The subjunctives of the third class are due to other causes

than the direct influence of the governing verb. Although

subject to some variation, the subjunctive is used when moments
of interrogation, negation, condition, concession, and the like,

enter into the expression, either in connection with the main

clause or in the dependent sentence
;
as Boe., 208, 8, hwa3$er

)m ongite ]>aet aelc yfelwillende mon sie wites wyrSe?; LS.,

502, 542, ic nsefre gyt nyste pset nig o]>er byrig us waere

gehende; El., 441, gif J?set gelimpe on lifdagum pa?t jm gehyre
frode frignan ; Boe., 242, 6, ic wat gif se delfere }>a eorSan na

ne dulfe, ]>onne ne funde he hit no
; W., 227, 8, peh hwam

gebyrige ]>set
his fyr utgeunte; Boe., 160, 2, ser ]>u me gerehtest

|>a>t |>3t wcere so God; similarly CP., 119, 13; 195, 15; 199,

7; 285, 3; 341, 1; Boe., 16, 31; 34, 11; 210, 8; W., 3, 3
;

273, 11; AH., n, 234, 12; Bede, 374, 26; BH., 181, 3;
Matt., xxiv, 43

; Luke, xn, 36
; An., 714. It is more than

probable that in many cases attraction to a subjunctive in the

governing clause has exercised considerable influence in the
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employment of the like mood in the dependent clause, as

AH., i, 328, 26, gif hit gylt nsere |>onne ne geswutelode J>eet

halige godspel pset he wcere mid purpuran geglencged.
A less frequent use of the subjunctive is to express a simple

assumption ;
this is seen in its most common form after the

introductory expression ]>cet
is common in the Oura Past.; as

383, 4, ]?set is
]>set

mon his sweord doo ofer his hype J>set mon
his lare Icete; 9, ~3set is Saet mon ierne "Surh midde }>& ceastre,

SaBtte mon swa emn sie betweox cristenurn folce. Closely con-

nected with this is the employment of the subjunctive to express
indefinite action, as is well illustrated by its use after fteaw

instead of the regular indicative, as Wand., 11, ic wat j?aet bi$

on eorle "Seaw ]>set he his ferd-lucan fseste binde.

A distinction is to be observed between the subjunctives of

this kind and those previously considered
;
while the latter are

to be found only after special classes of verbs, the former may
occur after all introductory expressions ;

its use is however

most clearly marked after verbs of direct perception, since these

have least subjective color and the passage of the subjunctive

idea from the main to the subordinate clause is more distinctly

observable.

2. The Indicative,

(a) Verbs of saying, reporting, and the like [Class A, 1]

are in the writings of the Alfredian period generally followed

by the indicative only when the event recorded is presented in

an emphatic and objective manner
;
hence the variation is use

of mood after cwjeiSan, secgan, etc. By the time of .ZElfric,

however, the levelling influence of the indicative has made

considerable progress, so that there is a noticeable use of this

mood where the subjunctive would have been required at an

earlier period ;
to this tendency rather than to the simple

objectivity of statement are due the numerous instances of the

indicative after verbs of simple report in late Anglo-Saxon.
Some of these verbs, however, have an inherent power of

emphasizing the reality of the statements they record and are
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generally followed by the indicative
;
such are cySan, tacnian,

sweotolian, gereccan, and bodian; as CP., 409, 19, mid $sem

worde he cySde iSset hit is se hiehsta craft; similarly 295, 23;

Seme., 1973; AH., 1, 116, 9; 246, 16; Boe., 160, 1.

The indicative is often found in the dependent clause after

verbs which require the subjunctive, when this clause is sepa-

rated from the governing verb by another clause, since the

subordinating force of the leading verb is in this way apparently

weakened, as Boe., 140, 15, ic ssr ssede
]?set

sio soiSe gessety wcere

God and of }>8ere softan gesa?!]? cumft call ]?a oiSre god ;
simi-

larly BH., 29, 15; AH., i, 532, 29; CP., 107, 18.

After verbs ofcommand and petition [Class A, 2] the indica-

tive is seldom found
;
in most of its occurrences it denotes the

result of an action prompted by the will, as BH., 191, 13, me
bsedon and Iserdon Romane ]>a3t

ic gewat heonan onweg ; Beow.,

1662, me geuSe ]>set
ic on wa3ge geseah wlitig hangian eald

sweord eacen
; 2873, him god u$e

]>aet
he him sylfum gewrcee

ana mid ecge; similarly AH., ir, 594, 15; Or., 148, 4; 262, 19.

An indicative is occasionally set over against a subjunctive
to distinguish a true from a false statement

;
as AH., I, 328,

18, ne sa3de
]>set halige godspell ]>a3t

se rica reafere wcere, ac

wees uncystig; 364, 15^ sume men cweiSaiS ]?set ]m sy Johannes,
same secgaiS ]>set ]>u sy Helias ic secge J>aet J>u eart stsenen.

(6) After verbs of thinking and believing [Class B] the

indicative is rarely found : after wenan in the first or second

person to express the assurance of the truth of the conception
in the mind of the thinker, as Boe., 146, 29, wenst )>u ]>a3tte

ealle ]>a ]>ing fori gode sint
J>y hi habbaS? 16, 27

; AH., I,

580, 26, after gelyfan to express an established doctrine, as

AH., I, 26, 8, after geftencan in the sense of remembrance, as

CP., 53, 17. It is occasionally used after other verbs to empha-
size the reality of a statement

;
it is very probably for this

purpose that the indicative is used in Boe., 164, 16, over against
the usual subjunctive in 12 : me J>inc3 J>set )m hwerfest sume
wundorlice sprsece me JnneS J>aet Jm me dwelige and dyderie.

(c) After verbs of direct perception [Class C] the indicative
is almost universal

;
in a very few cases the true subjunctive
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of indirect report occurs [see Subjunctive], When moments of

condition, concession, and the like enter, the regular change
of construction is required.

B. The Moods in the Indirect Interrogative Sentence.

The Indirect Interrogative Sentence is distinguished in two

ways from the Indirect Declarative Sentence by the intro-

ductory particle and by the mood in the dependent clause.

Only the first distinction is consistently carried out. There

is great irregularity in the use of mood. When the dependent
clause is truly interrogative in character, the subjunctive is

employed ;
in a large number of instances, however, the de-

scriptive rather than the interrogative idea is present and

hence in mood they do not differ from the corresponding
declarative sentences

; yet, in some cases, the interrogative

construction of the dependent clause calls for the subjunctive,

though there is little or no trace of any distinct interrogative

idea. The broad statement may therefore be made that the

employment of the subjunctive in the Indirect Interrogative

Sentence is somewhat more extensive than in the Indirect

Declarative Sentence.

The most practicable division of Indirect Interrogative

Sentences with regard to the use of mood is a two-fold one :

(1) Expressions in which the relation of the contents of the

dependent clause to the principal is a matter of inquiry, so

that either a positive or a negative answer is expected ;
such

clauses are introduced by gif or hwce&er; (2) Expressions in

which the dependent clause is introduced by interrogative

pronouns, adverbs, or conjunctions.

1 . Intert^ogative Clauses introduced by Gif or Hwcefter.

Gif corresponds in use both to Latin si and num; hwcefter

corresponds in use to Latin num and in form to utrum, to

which, according to Maetzner, it is also analogous from the
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fact that it introduces a double question. When an alterna-

tive is expressed or implied, hwcefter is employed ;
in the

simple question hwcefter and gif are used at pleasure.

The subjunctive is the usual mood in clauses introduced by

gif and hwctf&er. This is the universal construction after verbs

of inquiry, as LS., 76, 455, axode gif he oncneowe J>set gewrit ;

similarly after axian hwce&er, LS., 104, 264 ; gefandian hwceSer,

Or., 164, 28
; befrignan gif, LS., 74, 410. In these expressions

the interrogative idea in the dependent clause is at its highest

point. It is often found after verbs of direct report ;
after

ewe&an the clause introduced by hwce&er answers to the Latin

indirect question introduced by numquid, as John, vn, 26,

cweiSe we hioatf&er hi ongyten [uumquid cognoverunt] ;
it often

happens that the governing verb is not present and the ex-

pression corresponds to the Latin direct question introduced

by an or num, as Boe., 120, 6, hwaefter |>u ongite? [an causas

deprehendisti?]. Other examples after verbs of this class are

LS., 494, 116, gehwa moste cyftan hwcefter him leofre wcere;

secgan gif, Matt., xxvi, 63. This construction follows some
verbs of thinking, as gieman hwcefier, Mark, m, 2

;
tweon

hwa%er, W., 2, 5; 196, 11
; BH., 205, 9, etc. It is also quite

frequent after verbs of perception, as witan hwcefter, LS., 256,
293

; oncnawan hwce&er, LS., 534, 743.

The indicative is occasionally used with gif or hwcefter; as

after geseon gif, CP., 157, 16
; geseon hwafter, AH., n, 414, 19.

In AH., i, 532, 25, he nat hwaB^er he wurSe is into |?am ecan

rice, absolute ignorance is thus predicated ;
so with cunnan,

Beow., 1356, ne hire feeder cunnon hwaeSer him senig wees aar

acenned dyrnra gasta; it is also used when complete knowledge
of a fact is indicated, as AH., u, 228, 22, he gecnawS hwaSer
he is of Gode. The indicative is found after smeagan with
the meaning

<
to consider,' when there is a tacit assumption

of the reality of the contents of the clause, as AH., n, 228,
22, smeage gehwa gif ]>SL beboda habbaK amigne stede on his

heortan. The rare instance of an indicative after axian in

Mark, x, 2, is due to the influence of the Latin : hine axodon
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hwaej>er alyf% senegum men his wif forlsetau [interrogabant
eum : si licet]. When an alternative is expressed or implied
the subjunctive is -always found, as LS., 256, 293, nyte we
hwseiSer se weardman wcere sefre gefullod [compare AH., I, 532,

25, above] ; John, vii, 17, he gecnsewS hwseiSer he sy of Gode,

J>e
ic be me sylfurn spece [compare AH., n, 228, 22, above].

2. Interrogative Clauses introduced by a Pronomial.

General observations When the interrogative idea is promi-
nent in the dependent clause the subjunctive is used, irrespective

of the character of the governing verb; as Bede, 178, 1, hwelc

]>9ds cyninges geleafa wcere
J?aet aefter his dea$e wses geeyfted ;

similarly after cetiewan, Bede, 292, 33
; witan, CP., 427, 21

;

Boe., 46, 7; gehieran, AH., I, 280, 2; behealdan, Bede,. 288,

14; understandan, AH., I, 214, 1. This interrogative con-

struction also seems to favor a ready passage to the subjunc-
tive when negative, interrogative, and similar ideas enter the

expression ; as, in a negative sentence, EL, 860, ne meahte hire

Judas gecyiSan on hwylcne se hselend ahafen wcere; after a

final expression in CP., 75, 7, ]>set
he ongite for hwses geftync-

iSurn ftset folc sie genemned heord
;
in a conditional sentence,

Bede, 328, 19
; John, vn, 51

; Luke, vii, 39, etc. The sub-

junctive seems frequently to be due simply to the interrogative

form alone, as AH., I, 50, 36, is geswutelod hu miclum/rem^e

J>sere softan lufe gebed.
In most cases, however, the predicative idea is predominant

and the indicative is the usual mood, as is often seen after

awritan when this construction is employed not in its inter-

rogative but in its highly descriptive character; this is specially

observable after strong objective expressions as gereccan, CP.,

333, 16, and bodian, CP., 163, 1, and after such verbs as

Iceran, W., 242, 13, and rcedan, LS., 426, 202, with the sig-

nification of simple verbs of saying.

These constructions may be divided into two classes :
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a. Indirect interrogative sentences introduced by pronouns

or adjectives, as hwa, hwces, hwam, hwcet, hwilc, hwcefter, etc.

After verbs of inquiry the subjunctive is the rule, as LS.,

10, 9, }>a iudeiscan axodon crist hwaet he wcere; similarly axian

hwa, AH., i, 152, 14; frignan hwcet, LS., 174, 76.

After verbs of the other classes the subjunctive is employed
when regularly required by the governing verb or when the

interrogative idea is prominent in the clause, as CP., 273, 5,

]>set
hie geftencen hwelce hi hie innan geemigen Gode; similarly

geseon hwilcne,AH., I, 580, 29
; secgan hwcet, AH., I, 386, 13.

This mood is also used when the reality of the contents of the

dependent clause is doubted, or when its action is regarded as

indefinite or uncertain, either in present or in future time,

as Mark, xv, 24, hi hlotu wurpon hwset gehwa name. It is

often due to the negative, conditional, or adhortative character

of the expression, as Matt., VI, 3, nyte |>in wynstre hwaet do

J>in swyiSre; Luke, vii, 39, gyf J>e
man witega ware he wiste

hwset and hwylc J>is
wif wcere.

In most cases, however, the indicative is found when it is

the regular sequence of the governing verb, and oftentimes the

interrogative pronomial is scarcely to be distinguished from a

relative, as Boe., 88, 2, ic wylle gecySan mid hwilcere ende-

byrdnesse he gestaftolaft; CP., 401, 15, ic eow secge hwast eow

arwyrSlicost is to beganne ; 429, 24, hi ongietaS hwset ymbe
hi gedon bv ; similarly cyftan hwcefter, Or., 100, 8

; geSencan
hwcet, CP., 37, 23

;
wtian hwdc, Or., 136, 20. " Es ist er-

sichtlich," says Matzner [Engl. Gram., ill, 443], "wie nahe

bisweilen der Fragesatz an dem relativen Satz streift; die

Entscheiduug liegt in dem Pradicatsbegriffe des Hauptsatzes
und ist auf die Analogic mit der Satzfrage zu begriinden."

6. Indirect interrogative sentences introduced by interroga-
tive adverbs, such as hwonne, hwcer, hwonan, hwider, humeta,
hwi, hu.

The same rules apply in general to these expressions.
The regular subjunctive follows verbs of inquiry, as AH.,

i, 18, 12, axode hwi he his bebod tobrcece: axian hu,AH., I,

182, 19
; befrignan hwcer, AH., I, 78, 11.
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The subjunctive occurs after other verbs when the inter-

rogative idea is specially strong, as Or.
t 260, 6, gesecge hwaer

aenig gewin swa gehwurfe; also CP., 433, 14, in indefinite

or assumed expressions, as CP., 45, 24, Jjenceaft .... hwi hie

$ara geearnunga bet truivigen ftonne; Matt., xxiv, 3, in a

conditional or concessive sentence as John, xi, 57, haefdon

beboden gif hwa wiste hwaer he wcere, after verbs which

usually require the subjunctive, as ftencan hu, CP., 41, 23
;

smeagan hu,AH., II, 268, 7.

The indicative is in general use after verbs of report and of

perception; here the interrogative idea is almost lost sight

of and the attention is directed rather to the adverbial rela-

tion, as CP., 225, 23, gif he him ssegft hwonon iSset cymft;

similarly CP., 163, 11; 419, 10; Or., 24, 21; 210, 27; LS.,

302,281; Jud., 174.

The frequent use of the indirect interrogative clause intro-

duced by hu deserves special notice; in most of these examples
the attention is directed not so much to the interrogative rela-

tion, as to the manner of action or the simple occurrence of the

event
;
as we should expect, therefore, the indicative is the mood

employed; as CP., 163, 11, he him gecyfrS hu sio byrSen wiearS

and hefegaft; LS., 302, 281, ne maeg man awritan hu oft se

aelmihtiga God egelice gewrcec his foresewennysse ; similarly

after secgan, Or., 24, 21
; sweotolian, AH., I, 272, 22; smeagan,

AH., i, 308, 19; ongietan, CP., 231, 16
; oncnawan, AH., I,

588, 8
; gemunan, CP., 5, 8.

A large number of these /m-clauses differ very little from

the simple dependent sentence introduced by \(xt and sometimes

even seem to replace the latter, as LS., 10, 11, nu ge habbaiS

gehered hu se haelend be him spraec. The two constructions

are occasionally found side by side, as Jos., II, 10, we gehierdon

Ipcet Drihten adrigde ]>a readan sae and hu ge ofslogen sr$San

twegen cyningas ; Chr., 58, C. 20, cydde hu his breftre haefdon

wroht an minstre and ]>cet hi haefdon gefrerd wiiS cyning; AH.,
n, 486, 25, to secganne hu Adam weariS on Deofles iSeowdome

gebroht and
}>cet se mildheorta God forgeaf |?am mannum

J>e
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bine jenne wurSiaiS ; similarly in Luke, vn, 39, he wiste hwelc

and hwcet
]>is

wif waere, ]>cet
heo synful is

;
also LS., 28, 77.

By a careful comparison of the Aw-clauses with the indirect

declarative sentence introduced by \>cet,
it will be found that

the two constructions are not used indiscriminately : hu has a

definite sylistic value
;

it is the concrete, vivid introduction as

opposed to the colorless \ad. In the words of Matzner (Engl.

Gram., in, 445),
f'Jenes tycet) fasst einfach die Thatsache

zusammen, wahrend dieses (hu) malerich an den sinnfalligen

Verlauf oder die Weise der Thatsache eriunert." From a

rhetorical standpoint, therefore, the construction introduced

by hu is a most important means of graphic and picturesque

representation and the frequency of its employment in Anglo-
Saxon attests the value set upon it as a stylistic device. It is

a common construction at all periods of the language, but the

translator of the Pastoral Care shows a peculiar fondness for

its use, especially when he exercises his power of description ;

how vivid a picture does he in this way present to us of the

gladsome days of old in England : ic geseah hu }>a ciricean

giond call Angelcynn stodon madma and boca gefylde [ CP.,

5, 8] ;
me com swiiSe oft on gemynd hwelce wiotan iu waeron

giond Angelcynn, and hu gesaeliglica tida i5a waeron giond

Angelcynn ;
and hu

]>& kyningas Gode and his aerendwrecum.

hersumedon
;
and hu him iSa gespeow aegiSer ge mid wige ge

mid wisdome; and eac iSa godcundan hadas hu georne hie

waeron
;
and hu man utanbordes wisdom and lare hieder on

lond sohte, and hu we hie ne sceoldon ute begietan gif we hie

habban sceoldon [CP., 3, 2
ff.].

IV. THE USE OF THE AUXILIARIES.

Sculan.

The original signification ofsculan was a sense of duty. This

original conception has suffered considerable transference in
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meaning, until there remains only the idea of compulsion which

easily passes over to that of cause, of occasion, and even of

possibility.
1

The signification of duty or obligation in sculan is very

strong in Anglo-Saxon ;
indeed there are few instances of its

occurrence where this idea is not present to a greater or less

extent; it is found after verbs of all classes, as CP., 55, 19, he

Jjence'S |>set
he sciele monig god weorc J>seron wyrcan ; W., 298,

2, nyte ge ful georne ]>sst
selc mon seel hyran his hlaforde?;

similarly after secgan, AH., n, 604, 22
; gesweotolian, AH., I,

382, 17
; }>yncan, CP., 57, 7 ; gehieran, AH., n, 544, 27 ; geleor-

nian, Bede, 76, 7.

The conception of duty imposed upon one by a person other

than the subject of sculan is found in expressions in which the

governing verb denotes command, prohibition, or admonition,
as Or., 44, 8, het secgan J>set

hie sceoldon
J>aet

land aet him

alesan
; similarly after beodan, AH., I, 246, 20, bead

]>set selc

man swa don sceolde; after cwefian, AH., I, 424, 9
; awritan,

AH., i, 174, 20; gesettan, AH, I, 150, 21
; gelceran, CP., 131,

3 ; hatan, LS., 200, 92
; manian, CP., 97, 1 1. It is the com-

mon construction after such expressions in the indirect inter-

rogative sentence, as AH., u, 250, 4, wolde him seteowian hu

he oiSrum seeolde maunum gemiltsian on mislicum gyltum ;

CP., 169, 20, Dryhten bebead Moyse hu he scolde beran
}>a

earc; similarly after reccan, CP., 73, 22; anstellan, W., 218,

28
; gestihtan, CP., 99, 1 1

; getacnian, Bede, 90, 5
; rcedan, Chr.,

246, C. 22. Sculan is also frequent in threats, as Gu., 163,

hwearfum cwsedon ]?aet
he on J>am beorge byrnan sceolde.

From this idea of compulsion advance is made to that of the

necessary occurrence of an event by reason of this exercise of

force; hence sculan is used to express absolute certainty in

future time and, as closely connected with this, is frequent in

indirect expressions of prophesy ;
as LS., 446, 97, }>am wearS

1 Von Monsterberg Miinckenan,
" Der Infinitiv nach Wetten u s w. in den

Epen Hartmanns von Aue," Z.f. d. Phil., 18, 148 ff.
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geswutelod on swefne ]>set
he sceolde gefeccan set Swyftunes

byrgene his lichaman hsele; 152, 79, ic secge paet ]>u sceatt

gewitan on ]>am sixteodan geare; Or.. 80, 35, we witan J>aet

we ure agen lif forlsetan seeolon; likewise after cwe&an, CP.,

329, 8
; cytan, AH., I, 152, 19

; secgan, BH., 69, 18

There is considerable difference of opinion with regard to

the power of sculan to form periphrastic expressions of the

future. Koch [Engl. Gram., n, p. 31] holds that sculan with

the infinitive was used as an expression of future time earlier

than wittan and infinitive, and that the former construction

places itself alongside the simple present as a representa-

tive of the future in Anglo-Saxon. Matzner [Engl. Gram.,

I, 348], with his usual caution, does not go so far and only

states that the use of sculan with the infinitive approaches

very near a periphrastic expression of the future. JElfric

does not afford us much assistance here, though he shows that

there was a distinct difference between the simple indicative

and the auxiliary constructions, when he distinguishes stabo=
ic stande nu rihte offi&e sumne timan from ioquaturus = se

]>e

wyle oSfte sceal sprecan. Liittgens inclines to the belief that

-3lfric here uses the auxiliaries to denote the various circum-

stances contained in the sentence which lead up to the event,

and sums up his conclusions thus (p. 48) :
"
lasst sich sagen

dass dann wenn der Gedanke des Lesers der zukunftigen

Handlung gilt, zu welcher Vorstellung er in Zusammenhang
Veranlassung verschiedener Art findet, sich auch das futurische

Moment in sculan geltend macht, dass sculan in solchen Fallen

aber dann einer futurischen Umschreibung sehr nahe zu kom-
men scheint, wenn das Moment der Notigung weniger beachtet

zu werden verdient und kaum noch hervortritt." There are

numerous examples of such expressions as Bede, 198, 9, ic

ongeote ]>set he hrsedlice of Jnssuin life leoran sceal; 188, 14,
he seolfa onget ]>a3t hine mon ofslean sceolde; similarly Or.,

86, 3
; AH., i, 152, 8

; CP., 93, 4. Most if not all of these

statements lie on the border-line between prophecies and simple
future expressions. After most verbs, ideas of necessity, com-
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mand, and prophecy find so easy an entrance that it is impossible
to state with any degree of certainty whether the construction

with sculan represents these or the future conception. After

verbs of thinking and believing [Class B] these ideas are more

generally absent and we may speak with more assurance of the

clear expression of futurity. In sentences like the following,

then, there is the nearest approach to the modern periphrastic

construction of the future : OP., 433, 28, he gesihiS pa gearwe
iSe he wende past he sceolde ungearwe findan

; AH., I, 294, 1,

we sceolon gelyfan pset selc lichama sceal arisan
; BH., 183, 31,

wenstu paat ic sceole sprecan to pissum men? similarly W., 126,

18; 152,20; OP., 5, 22.

The construction with sculan used as a periphrastic expres-
sion for the subjunctive is rarely found except after verbs of

design [Liittgens, p. 18], as OP., 41, 23, ponne hie penceaft hu

hi sylfe scylen fullfremodeste weorSan
; similarly Or., 216, 15.

A greater degree of development has taken place in the

signification of sculan when used after expressions of custom
;

the primitive idea in this connection is evidently the obligation

resting upon one to conform to a practice that has been sanctioned

by continuous usage ;
hence the construction with sculan has come

to be a common method of describing in detail a rite or custom,

as Matt., xxvu, 15, hig hsefdon heom to gewunan paet se dema
sceolde forgyfan pam folce aenne forwyrhtne mann

; AH., I,

218, 1, se gewuna stent paet se sacerd bletsian sceole palm twiga.

In the lengthy narration of a custom, sculan is inserted at

intervals within the regular direct indicative narration, as

Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, p. 43 [Or., 20, 19], paet is mid

Estum peaw ponne paer br3 man dead, paet he br3 unforbaerned

and pa cyningas licgaiS bufan eorSan on hyra husum
;
and

ealle pa hwile peer sceal beon gedrywe; ponne todaeleiS hi his

feoh and alecgaft hit on anre mile pone msestan da3l from paem
tune

;
and sceall beon se laesta dael nyhst psem tune

; ponne
sceolon beon gesamnode ealle pa men .... and past is mid

Estum peaw pset peer sceall selces gefteodes man beon for-
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beamed
;
and gif }>ar man an ban findeS unforbserned hi hit

sceolon gebetan, etc.
; similarly Or., 70, 23.

There is another peculiar use of sculan, viz., in statements,

the truth of which the writer or speaker will not vouch for,

and, in some instances, in statements which he considers abso-

lutely false. This use of sculan grows out of its subjective

nature. The construction is not very common, but is occa-

sionally found in most Anglo-Saxon prose writings ;
as CP.,

91, 8, sio godcunde stefn cwse$ bset hie sceolden leasunga wit-

gian [quas divinus sermo falsa videre redarguit] ; 431, 15,

ssede Solomon
J>set

se mon sceolde cweftan
; Or., 206, 3, sume

men saBdon ]>set
he sceolde beon gefongen on hergunga otye

set wearde; AH., I, 486, 5, sume gedwolmen cwsedon ]>aet

pat heafud sceolde ablawan $ses cyninges wif; W., 197, 16,
1

ealle J>a }>e hse)>ene men cwasdon
\>set godas beon sceoldan;

AH., 572, 16,
1 sume gedwolmen cwaedon baet seo halige Maria

and surae oiSre halgan sceolon hergian $a synfuldan of J>ani

deofle; Boe., 194, 30, ongunnon lease men wyrcan spell and

rsedon baet hio sciolde mid hyre drycraeft ]>a men forbaedon
;

sume hi rsedon
];ast hio sciolde forsceoppan ; LS., 526, 613,

cwaeiS ]>set paer gelaaht wa?re binnan
j>aere byrig an uncuiS

geoug man
\>e yldreua gold hord soeolde findan

; similarly

Bede, 438, 32, gesegen WSBS jwt he heora aldor beon seeolde

[major esse videbatur eorum] ; Chr., 315, E, 19.

When the writer is narrating an extended story of this

kind, he guards it either by the employment of sculan with

every clause, as Boe., 162, 4, ic wat
)>aet }>u gehierdest oft

reccan on ealdrum leasum spellum J>aet Job sceolde beon se

hehsta god, and he sceolde beon
J>aes heofones sunu, and scolde

ricsian on heofonum and sceolden gigantas beon on eorSan

sume, and sceolden ricsian ofen eorSan and ]>a sceolden hi beon

'These examples are cited by Liittgens, p. 19, bb. as Bede, 495 and 196

respectively; the edition of the Ecclesiastical History he has used is that
of Wheeloc, who has inserted parts of Anglo-Saxon homilies at frequent
intervals in the historical narrative. It is in these interpolations that this

construction with scuUm occurs. Bede offers no instances of this construc-
tion after a verb of saying.
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swilce hi wseron geswystrena beam forSam J>e he sceolde beon

heofones sunu, etc.
; or, more frequently, there is variation

with the direct narration in the indicative, as in the well-

known passage in the Bodhius, 168, 3, ]>a saedon hi
Jjset ]>ses

hearperes wif sceolde acwellan and hire sawle man sceolde

Isedan to helle
; )>a sceolde se hearpere weorj>an swa sarig, teah

to wuda and scet and weop and hearpode . . . . J>a he )>ider

com, j>a
sceolde cuman ];aere helle hund, etc. The original

Latin is expressed in indirect discourse throughout. Sculan

is therefore used here as a note of warning against the reader's

belief in this narrative which the author afterwards character-

izes as ']>as leasan spell/ In Boe., 194, 13 ff., sculan is

again used in the description of heathen belief; 13, licette

j?set
he sceolde beon se hehsta God

;
1 6, ]>a sceolde

J>ses Jobes

faeder beon eac God; similarly 19, 20, 29, 32, 34. An interest-

ing example of this use of sculan in later times is seen in

Gammer Gurton's Needle, Act II, Sc. 2,
" Tib hath tickled

in Gammer's ear that you should steal the cock
;

"
also in As

You Like It, iii, 2, 182.

Sculan is occasionally used to express simple report in

direct discourse; as W., 221, 24, he sende J>a birnende regn
ofer manna beam

; ]>a
scoldon hie swrSe nioh mid ealle for-

weorpan; Beoiv., 1071, HseleS Healfdena in Freawsele feallan

scolde; 1261, Grendles modor seo J>e wseter-egesan wunian

sceolde; 2276, he gewunian sceall hraew under hrusan; simi-

larly Gen., 1776
; Gu., 75.

Willan.

The original idea contained in willan^ is that of volition
;

although this primitive meaning has remained to a greater or

less extent in almost every occurrence of wittan, there has been

a strong development in the use of this auxiliary. Simple voli-

tion has developed into the stronger moment of intention and

design, and expresses the subjective element in a promise ;
on

the other hand, with a weakening of its original force, willan

8
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is used to indicate future action and also to express prophetic

utterances. Finally, it denotes a long-continued tendency

toward a certain course of action, hence a habit or custom.

The use of willan to express a wish pure and simple is not

very frequent in indirect discourse, since the other meanings of

this auxiliary easily enter in to modify the statement. Some

clear examples are, however, found, as AH., I, 136, 2, hit is

awriten ]>set
fela witegan woldon geseon Cristes to-cyme ; LS.,

406, 372, ssede )>set
he wolde hine wurSian for god ; AH., II,

298, 31, cwaedon J>set
hi woldon his lare gehyran; Bede, 438, 7,

cwaeS ]>aet
he nolde his syuna ondettan [respondit non se velle

confiteri peccata sua].

The idea of volition necessarily contains in itself the element

of futurity, and the moment of design is quite frequently sub-

ordinated to that of future occurrence. The less the original

meaning of iviUan is felt, so much the more forcible becomes

the future idea in the expression. The entire elimination of

the element of volition in willan is very rare, but in not a few

instances it has become so weak that the simple future char-

acter of the expression can hardly admit of doubt; as AH., n,

482, 31, cyiSaiS pe J>aet
Sa ludeiscan willaft boon eowere gafol-

gylderas ; Or., 80, 20, write
J?set hie woldon geornfulran beon

]>aere wrace J>onne oj>ere men ; CP., 257, 25, is awriten
]>aet

sio

wund wolde haligean aefter ]>aem ]?e
hio wyrsmde ; Beow., 1 3

15, ]>aer se snotora bad bwaefter him alwalda sefre wille sefter

weaspelle wyrpe gefremman ; similarly CP., 57, 22
; 387, 26

;

Or., 76, 10; 136, 12; Boe., 76, 22; BH., 135, 4, 21
; AH.,

i, 480, 1.

Examples are far more numerous in which willan serves to

express intermediate ideas between mere volition on the one

hand and the simple future on the other. Most closely con-

nected with the moment of volition is the use of willan with

expressions of promise or threat, where this auxiliary is most

frequently employed, as AH., n, 26, 9, cwaeS
]>ajt

he on Gode

gelyfan wolde; Gen., 47, cwaedon
J>set heo rice agan woldon;

LS., 416, 51, cwseft
)>set he nolde his hsesum gehyrsumian ; W.,
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216, 8, Drihten self wrat ]?set he wolde ealle synfulle men for-

bsernan
; AH., i, 22, 8, J>a behet God

]>aet
he wolde naefre eft

eal mancynn mid waetre acwellan
; similarly after gebeodan,

Or., 54, 21
; swerian, 68, 27; gebeotian, 72, 29

; gesprecan, 138,

3; also AH., n, 172, 9; 246, 5; 602,7; Bede, 126, 19; TF.,

206,1; Chr., 212, A. 24.

Closely allied in meaning to this use of willan is its use to

denote intention or design, as Matt, xxvi, 16, he smeade J>t
he hine wolde belaewan; xxn, 15, ]>a ongunnon }>a Pharisei

rsedan )?set hig woldon ]?one hselend on his spnece befon
;
simi-

larly after ]>encan, AH., I, 196, 2
; smeagan, 206, 19. When

the moment of intention is conveyed by a verb of simple

report, willan is almost universally used in the dependent

clause, as AH., u, 504, 1, ssede
J>set

he wolde his wrSerwinna

beon
; Beow., 199, cwseS he guftcyning ofer swanrade secan

wolde; similarly after secgan, Or., 136, 14.

The employment of this auxiliary in expressions of prophecy
is very near to its use as a representative of the simple future,

as LS., 342, 85, hi ealle cyddon mid wordum ]>eet
se wuldor-

fulla Hselend wolde us alesan fram helle; W., 251, 1, ssedon

Jjset
se wolde cuman of ]?am cynestole hider on J>as woruld

;

206, 9, Noe hio mannum saede be ]>am flode |>aet he (= flod)

wolde ealle synfulle men adrencan
; LS., 104, 240

; AH., I,

588, 25.

It is to be noted as a general observation that in expressions

of intention and design or of simple volition, the person of

both the subordinate and governing clauses is usually the

same, since the sense of volition is strongest when the speaker

expresses his own wishes; on the other hand, in future or

prophetic statements the element of personality is obviously

less prominent, and the persons of these two clauses are most

frequently different.

The less common uses of willan are as follows :

To express customary or habitual action, as Bede, 318, 14,

secgaiS men be hire
J>set

heo nsefre linnum hrseglum brucan

wolde; AH., n, 552, 31, ic wat ]>a3t }>u eart swiiSe styrne man
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and unit niman J?aet ]?u ser ne sealdest, and wilt ripan }>iet ]m

r ne seowe; 138, 3, ]>es halga man wses gewunod |>set he

wolde gan on niht to sse; CP., 419, 26, is awriten J>set se hund

ri#e etan paet he ser aspaw, and sio sugu tm#e sylian on hire

sole;
1

similarly Beow., 988; Or., 112, 19.

In clauses introduced by hwcefter after verbs of inquiry, willan

expresses the idea of preference, as AH., n, 50, 13, axodon hi

hwsefler hi wolden wrSsacan defle
; EH., 233, 26, axa hie hwaefter

hie woldan to eorSan astigan ; LS., 376, 172, he mot afandian

hwaeiSer his mod wille abugan from Gode
; similarly 338, 29.

In some instances willan has no more force than to express

a courteous deference to the will of another, as LS., 506,

300, we biddaft
J>e,

leof hlaford, J>set ]m gehyran wolde (instead

of the usual gehyre) ure word
; 532, 732, ic bidde eow

]>set ge
sefter me ane lytle hwile willen gan.

The two following examples illustrate very well the ordi-

nary distinctions between sculan and willan : Or., 44, 8, het

secgan ]>sst
hie oiSer sceoldan oiS^e

J?88t
land set him alesan,

oftSe he hi wolde fordon
; W., 99, 26, saedon )>aet he Jnder upp

astigan wolde and englas hine ]>aer underfon sceoldon.

Motan and Magan.

There is great irregularity in the employment of these auxil-

iaries
;
in most cases they appear to be used merely to form

periphrases of the simple subjunctive. Motan, however, is

specially frequent after verbs of permission as aly/an and/or-
giefan, and together with magan is very common in expres-
sions denoting future or designed action, as after smeagan and

ge]>eahtian.

To determine the relative proportion of the simple subjunc-
tive forms to the periphrastic constructions with sculan, wittan,

1
Luttgens wrongly regards these as simple futures, p. 84.
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motan, and magan in indirect discourse, the following statistics

have been made :
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or adverbial in character. Of complex sentences the condi-

tional sentence is by far the most important and requires

special treatment.

A. The Indirect Conditional Sentence.

The indirect conditional sentence in Anglo-Saxon offers

peculiar difficulties in its treatment. The sequence of tenses

is here more rigidly observed than is generally the case with

most dependent clauses, hence many of the distinctions which

would otherwise be determined by means of the tense of the

conditional clauses are hidden from view by reason of con-

formity to the tense of the governing verb
; as, e.

<?.,
the simple

logical condition following a verb of past time is thrown into

the same tense as the true ideal or unreal conditional clauses.

Again, the distinctions established by differences in mood fall

into more or less obscurity by reason of the frequent occur-

rences of the subjunctive as the regular sequence after many
governing verbs; for this reason well defined examples of

unreal and ideal conditions after verbs in past time are very
rare and it is often almost impossible to distinguish the ideal

from the logical condition.

The usual introduction of the protasis is gif, with frequent
occurrences of buton and occasional instances of nym&e.

In considering the indirect conditional sentence, the treat-

ment will be, as in the general discussion of the indirect

sentence, a threefold one, according to the character of the

governing verb. It will be seen, I think, that this principle
of division will serve to bring out more clearly the peculiar
constructions of the conditional clause falling under these

respective classes. Dr. Mather has shown, in his dissertation

on the Conditional Sentence [Munich, 1893], that there is a

variation in the conditional construction according as the

governing verb is in present or past time; this distinction

has also been kept in view throughout the discussion.
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1. The Conditional Sentence after Verbs of Saying, etc.

a. The governing verb in the present tense.

(1). After verbs of simple report Here, as in the simple
indirect sentences, are found variations in the use of moods.

(a) Indicative in apodosis and protasis : CP., 233, 16,

J?sem aefstegum is to secganne gif he hie nyllaft healdan wr<5

Jjsem aefste
]>set

hie weorftaS besewde; similarly AH., n, 318,
4

; LS., 456, 244. In indirect interrogatives, as JElfrie de

Novo Test., 12, 5, ic secge hu gif ]>u wiliest ealne J>isne wisdom

]7onne voidest ]m gelyfan ;
likewise CP., 53, 10

j W., 222, 13.

In John, xn, 24, the protasis is in the invariable subjunctive
after buton : ic secge eow ]?set hwsetene corn wwnaft ana buton

hitfeatte on eorSan.

(6) The subjunctive in the apodosis, the indicative remain-

ing in the protasis, as Boe., 212, 18, hi secgaiS ]?set
hi mcegen

]>y $e heora wisdome fylgan gif hiora anweald bffi fullice ofer

J>set folc; similarly Beow., 1846. The foregoing constructions

are generally to be regarded as logical conditions.

(c) The protasis and apodosis are both with the subjunc-
tive

;
the protasis generally expresses an ideal condition as,

CP., 73, 22, we willaft reccan gif he ]>ser swelc tocyme hu he

J?seron lybban scyle; similarly Bede, 128, 25
; CP., 253, 8, eac

is to cySanne iSarn mettrumum, gif hie ivillen geliefan, ];set
hie

Sonne her on worulde ftoligen earfeiSu; the unusual subjunc-
tive in the apodosis in the last example expresses problematic
action in the future. There are also a few clear cases of the

unreal condition with the usual construction of the preterite

subjunctive in both members : W., 228, 7, ic saecge J>set ge
scoldan ealle forweorSan, ncere \>sere halgan Sea Marian gebed ;

Beow., 591, secge ic
]>e ]?set

nsefre Grendel swa fela gryra

gefremede gif )>in hige wcere sefa swa searo grim.

(2). After verbs of bidding, promising, and the like, the

apodosis, following the general rule, requires the subjunctive;

the mood of the protasis is frequently unaffected by that of the
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apodosis and remains indicative, as in direct narration, as LS.,

478, 104, behat me gif pin dohter mi hal bi%, paet ]>\i
hire

fffftafige; similarly LS., 190, 353. In L8., 6, 74, ic bidde nu

on godes naman gif hwa pas hoc awritan wille, paet he hi wel

gerikte, and AH., II, 2, 20, the ambiguous form wille is used

in the protasis; it is most probably to be regarded as subjunc-

tive in a general and indefinite statement. In Exod., 431,

occurs the usual subjunctive protasis after nym&e : a$ swereiS

paet pines cynnes rim ne cunnon ylde nynrSe hwylc paes snottor

in sefan weorfte.

b. The governing verb in past time.

The most noticeable difference between these and the preced-

ing constructions consists in the greater regularity observed in

the use of the preterite subjunctive in the protasis; the indica-

tive is entirely done away with when the regular sequence of

tenses is observed
;
the only exception is found when the in-

direct clause is thrown back into the present, in which case

there is a distinct tendency to retain the direct expression, as

e. g., Mark, xn, 19, Moyses wrat, gif hwaes broiSor dead bffi

and Icefft his wif and ncefft nan beam, paet his broftor nime his

wif. The corresponding passage in Luke, xx, 28, shows only a

partial attraction of the verbs of the protasis : M. wrat gyf
hwaes broftor 6yS dead and wif hcebbe and se br$ butau bear-

num, paet his broiSor nime; and this transition is complete in

Matt., xxn, 24, saede gif hwa dead sy and beam ncebbe, paet

his broSor nyme, etc. The mood in the original Latin is the

past subjunctive in all the cases, save 'non habens filium
'

(Matt.) and ' habens uxorem '

(Luke).
The usual construction in the conditional sentence after a

verb in past time is the use of the preterite subjunctive in

both members of the sentence, as JSede, 374, 25, saegdon and

cySdon heora biscope paet him licede and leof wcere gif hit his

willa wcere; CP., 63, 23, paet he sceolde beodan Aron paet nan
man to his iSegnunge ne come gif he blind wcere; similarly CP.,

96,3; O.,194,ll; 266, 9; Bede, 122, 34; 126,10; 234,31;
242,31,33; 268,15; 274,29; 306,24; 308,19; 316,21; 328,
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19, 34; 332, 11; 390, 19; 416, 17; Boe., 170, 10; 248, 8, 9;

AH., i, 134, 13; 138, 15; n, 18, 23; 178, 23; Mark, xiv, 33;

John, ix, 22; Gen., 1443; Gu., 1131.

In many cases ambiguity arises by reason of the similar

forms for the indicative and subjunctive of weak and auxiliary
verbs

;
the auxiliaries may be generally regarded as used in

their subjunctival modal function, and though we cannot

speak with certainty with regard to the ambiguous forms of

weak verbs, they at least offer no exception to the general

usage; as LS., 36, 185, cwseiS
J>set heo code to hire and hi

wolde forhycgan gif heo
]>aet bysmor forberan wolde; 36, 204;

Bede, 222, 18; 306,22; 308,19; 380,2; TF., 18,3; 209,26.
In the exceptional construction in AH., I, 246, 16, bodode him

J>aet
him wees Godes grama onsigende gif hi so Gode bugan

wolde, the indicative is used in the apodosis to give greater

vividness to the words of the homilist.

After expressions of command, threat, or promise, an infini-

tive is often used to take the place of the apodosis, while the

protasis retains the regular preterite subjunctive ;
as LS., 42,

298, he het acwellan J>one cristenan philippum gif hit soiS

wcere; similarly 38, 214. In AH., II, 308, 18, the. inflected

infinitive is thus employed :
J>a pywde se casere hine to swin-

genne gif he him scede swa hwaes swa he axode
;
and in LS.,

174, 96, a substantive takes its place : behet manigfealde wita

buton heo wiftsoce pone soiSan hselend
; similarly 72, 365.

Examples are occasionally found of adjectival and other

subordinate clauses, that play the part of a protasis ;
the pre-

terite subjunctive is regularly employed ;
as AH., n, 338, 34,

God gecwseiS ]>set
selc synn, %e ncere ofer eorftan gehet, sceolde

beon on iSissere worulde gedemed ['
if it were not atoned for it

should be judged'] ; 244, 17, cwseft
|>set

him selre wcere, ]>cet
he

geboren ncere; likewise Bede, 394, 24.

In the indirect interrogative sentence the same general con-

structions are observed as noted above: AH., n, 242, 16,

befran hwaet hi him feos geufton gif he "Sone Hselend him

belsewan mihte; AH., I, 82, 17, cydde him hu he ymbe wolde

gif he him gemette; similarly W., 212, 5.
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At times when a continuous action is expressed or the state-

ment is of universal application, the conditional sentence is in

the present tense after a preterite governing verb. Here also

is observed a variation of moods similar to that which takes

place when the governing verb is in the present, as indicative

apodosis and subjunctive protasis : AH., I, 26, 17, cwaeiS
J?set

nan man ne mceg beon gehealden buton he on Gode gelyfe,

subjunctive in both members : AH., n, 94, 29, gesette canon

J?aet
nan maesse-preost wifhades mann ncebbe buton hit sy his

modor, indicative in both members, as John, xi, 40, ne saede

ic
J>e ]>set J>u gesyhst wuldor, gif )>u gelifst.

2. The Conditional Sentence after Verbs of Thinking, etc.

a. The governing verb in the present tense.

(1) Subjunctive in apodosis and indicative in protasis. As
the general mood of subordinate verbs following verbs of

thinking is the subjunctive, a large number of present sub-

junctive forms in the protases would naturally be expected ;

on the contrary we find that the independent construction of

the indicative protasis is more regularly observed than in

indirect clauses after verbs of saying : CP., 77, 1, is wen ]>aet

hio iSa o?ire wiers besmite gif hio hire anhrinft ; AH., I, 124,

14, sume men wenaiS
J>set

him genihtsumige to fulfremedum

laecedome gif hi andettaft; likewise CP., 339, 19
j 425, 1

; Boe.,

164, 1
; Beow., 442, 1185

; LS., 426, 181
; W., 302, 11

; AH.,
n, 344, 33

; 420, 12.

(2) Subjunctive in both members
;
an ideal or future rela-

tion is here generally expressed : Boe., 144, 3, he wen$ gif he

J?onne lust begite ]>sst he fonne hcebbe fulle gessetya; CP., 185,

25, weuiS gif he hit him iewe
J>aet

he him nylle geftafigean ;

similarly Boe., 66, 2.

(3) Indicative in both members : AH., n, 70, 14, we ondrae-

daiS us
J?set ge }>as getacnunga to gymeleaste doft gif ge eow

swiSor be ]>arn gereccaft; AH., I, 528, 21, ic wene |>set J>as word
ne rind eow full cu$e gif we hi openlicor eow ne onivreoft. Here
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are to be placed such constructions as AH., n, 462, 22, se iSe

hungre acwelS we gelyfaft j?set he gegceft Gode buton he
]>e

swrSor forscyldgod wcere; W., 135, 14; the subjunctive is due

merely to the use of buton.

There are a few examples of the ideal or unreal condition

with the usual preterite subjunctive in both members, as CP.,

187, 2, ic wene
]?aet

he hine snide slanclicor gif he him ser scede.

[' I ween that he would not have cut him if he had told him
'].

Boe., 134, 20, 24, offers an excellent example of the change of

construction due to the passage from the unreal to the logical

condition, the preterite subjunctive being used in both members

of the former and the present indicative in the latter : 20, hwi

ne miht Jm geiSencan gif nan wuht full ncere J?onne ncere nan

wuht wana
; 24, hwi ne miht

]ni ge]>eucan gif ]>issa goda wana

is "Sonne is sum god full selces willan.

b. The governing verb in the past.

The preterite subjunctive is here used very consistently in

the protasis and usually the same form in the apodosis, though
there are a few examples of the indicative: AH., I, 82, 12,

Sohte gif he hi ealle ofslage Jset se an ne cetburste; similarly

124, 25. The independent construction of the preterite indica-

tive in the protasis is occasionally met with, as W., 260, 18,

wendest ]ni gif Jm me sealdest owiht J;ines, ]?set J>e ponue wcere

J)in wuldorgestreon call gelytlad ; similarly AH., n, 2, 11.

3. The Conditional Sentence after Verbs of Perception,

Happening, etc.

a. The governing verb in the present tense.

The construction in such cases is very regular : the ordinary

usage is a consistent employment of the present indicative in

both protasis and apodosis, as CP., 377, 1, hie witon gif hiera

niehstan friend weor&aft wsedlan, J>a3t
hi beo% iSonne fultemend

to hiera waddle
j similarly CP., 273, 20; Boe., 174, 24; LS.,

268, 92; W., 155, 15; BH., 181, 22; AH., i, 528, 21. When-
ever butan introduces the protasis the invariable subjunctive is
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of course found, while the apodosis retains the indicative, as

AH., i, 96, 2, wite gehwa buton he his lustas gewanige ]>aet
he

ne hytt his cristendom ; similarly W., 49, 13
; 270, 26.

When the ideal or unreal condition is to be expressed, the

preterite subjunctive is used in both members of the condi-

tional sentence; as Boe., 242, 6, ic wat gif se delfere $a eorSan

no ne dulfe iSonne nefunde he hit no
; similarly Boe., 210, 8

;

Matt., xxiv, 43. The indicative is occasionally found in the

apodosis, due doubtless to the strongly objective nature of

the governing verb, as Boe., 34, 11, ic wat gif J>u me hcefde

fullne anweald iSines selfes, Sonne hcefdest $u hwset-hwega on

J>e selfum.

6. The governing verb in the preterite.

Examples of this construction are not often found, but the

subjunctive appears to be the mood in common use in both

protasis and apodosis, as AH., n, 454, 13, hit waes gewunelic

]>set gif hwaem sum fserlec sar become, J>aet he his reaf totcere;

similarly 166, 30.

In indirect conditional sentences after verbs in the present

tense there is a noticeable tendency to retain the indicative

in the protasis, especially if the governing verb is usually

followed by this mood
;
and often, when the regular subjunc-

tive is used in the apodosis, there is a seeming independence
of expression and an almost complete retention of the direct

construction in the protasis. On the contrary, when the tense

of the governing verb is past, the subjunctive is very con-

sistently employed in the protasis after verbs of all kinds.

These separate tendencies are, I think, to be explained by the

peculiar characters of the two tenses. In the present tense there

is a nearer approach to direct narration in which the logical

conditional sentence has always the indicative in the protasis,

and in many cases the event narrated is presented as actually

taking place before the eye. The past tense on the other hand
has not this picturesque quality ;

the transition to direct dis-
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course is not so easy or frequent; and, as the hypothetical
statement contained in the protasis is made at a time remote

from the vivid present and often with regard to an action in the

future, there is naturally a strong entrance of the moments of

uncertainty and unreality ;
hence arises the predominant use of

the subjunctive in conditional sentences after a verb in past time.

The inversion of the protasis by reason of the omission of

the conditional conjunction does not often occur in indirect dis-

course
; examples are W., 228, 7, ic ssecge ]?aet

on ]>arn monSe

J?8et ge scoldon ealle forweorSan, ncere
]>cere halgan Sea Marian

gebed, and AH., n, 68, 7.

With regard to the use and position of the conjunction \mi
in the indirect conditional sentence, the following observations

may be noted. In the arrangement, apodosis-protasis, the con-

junction is universally placed before the apodosis, as Beow.,

591, sa3cge ic \<xi na?fre Grendel swa fela gryra gefremede

gif J>in hige wcere. In the arrangement, protasis-apodosis, the

position of the conjunction between the two members is the

rule, as Mark, xrv, 55, he bsed gif hit beon mihte \ad he on

]>s&re tide fram him gewite. Its position before the protasis

is, however, quite common, as Matt., xxrv, 43, witaft
]>cet, gif

se hiredes ealdor wiste on hwylcere tide se ]>eof towerd waere,

he wolde wacigean. There are only occasional examples of

its position before both members
;
as AH., I, 40, 34, hit waes

gewunelic \ad, gif senig wimman cild hsefde, ]>cet
mon sceolde

mid stanum oftorfian. Since, in this arrangement, the princi-

pal indirect clause is separated from the governing verb by
the intervening protasis, the conjunction is not infrequently

omitted entirely, and it is sometimes difficult to draw any

dividing line between the direct and the indirect conditional

sentence. Of 114 indirect conditional clauses contained in

various Anglo-Saxon writings, 54 had the arrangement, apo-

dosis-protasis ;
in all of these \od was used before the apodosis.

In the 60 sentences with the arrangement, protasis-apodosis,

]>cet
was used between the two members in 40, it was found

only before the protasis in 8, while in two examples the con-
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junction was placed before both members. In the remaining

10 \&l was entirely omitted.

B. Other Complex Sentences in Indirect Discourse.

With the exception of clauses introduced by ]>eah and cer,

both the subjunctive and indicative are employed in the sub-

ordinate clause. Under ordinary conditions the indicative is

used when the principal clause also contains an indicative and

frequently even when its verb is in the subjunctive. The sub-

junctive is employed in the subordinate clause, when the latter

is a hypothetical or assumed statement, when the modal idea that

causes a subjunctive in the main clause pervades the subordi-

nate, and also in many cases where the principle of attraction

requires the same mood in the subordinate as in the main clause.

1. The Subordinate Clause in the Subjunctive.

The subjunctive is universally used only in two construc-

tions : (1) In the concessive sentence, as Bede, 220, 29, ondette

he pset he wolde cristen beon, ]>eah he ne furSum ]?a fsemnan

onfenge; similarly OP., 99, 6
; 415, 32; 423, 30; LS., 34, 160;

36, 209
; 266, 77

; AH., n, 246, 5. (2) In temporal clauses

introduced by cer or cer]>am, as LS., 162, 244, het se seSela

cyning ]>8et
Florus hine gesprsece 8er)?am he \>ononferde; Or.,

56, 1 9, aSas gesworon }>set hi nsefre noldon a3t ham cuman a3r

hie
j>aet gewrecen hoe/den; likewise 50, 11

; AH., I, 136, 6
;

Matt., xxvi, 34.

2. The Subordinate Clause with Variation of Mood,

a. The Adjective Clause.

(1) In the indicative. The indicative is the usual mood in

the adjective clause when the latter is used to make a simple,
colorless statement with regard to a certain object; in such
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cases the naked adjective or participial form could be substi-

tuted for the clause without detriment to the sense
;
as Bede,

136, 17, ic Isere j?set jjset tempel and
]>a wigbedo ]>e we halgodon

J>set we J>a hra$e forleosan
; CP., 63, 14, geftencen j^aet ]>SL )>e

$one wilniaft
]>sst

hie mid hiora iSingengura hefigre ierre ne

astyrien ; 79, 2, is awriten ]>set
mon sceolde writan on J>am

hrasgle, fte Aron beer on his breostum, ]>a lare
; similarly CP.,

259, 4; 277, 19; 387, 16; 449, 17; LS., 464, 388; AH., i,

610, 13.

The indicative is specially frequent in adjective clauses when
the verb of the principal clause of the indirect expression is

also indicative, and is almost universal in sentences following
verbs of perception, as CP., 109, 14, "Sa lareowas ongitaiS \>set

pa ]?e
him underSiedde bioft him to hwon God ondrcedaft;

similarly CP., 143, 1
; 220, 16; 383, 34; EH., 13, 22; 125,

13; Bede, 88, 7; 386, 18; Boe., 102, 24; Matt., 5, 32; Mark,

m, 29
; vn, 20

; x, 42
; Wid., 131.

(2) In the subjunctive. In indirect expressions after verbs

of saying, of advice and command, and of thinking and believ-

ing [Classes A and B], the moments of uncertainty, of exhor-

tation, or of supposition, which directly affect the principal

indirect clause, often pervade the subordinate clause and cause

its verb to be used in the subjunctive; the subjunctive in the

dependent sentence is often due also to a general and indefinite

assumption made by the adjective clause; as CP., 85, 5, tacnaft

J>a3t call, ]>set J>ses
sacerdes andgiet purhfonan mcege, sie ymb 3one

heofonlican lufan; Bede, 80, 24, bibead |>aette se wer se $e wcere

his wif gemenged |>a3t he sceolde waBtre bebaiSad beon
;
in such

cases this relative construction may be regarded as another way
of expressing the condition than by the usual protasis intro-

duced by gi/.
1 Additional examples are CP., 95, 23; 215, 21

;

243, 10; 279, 11
; 285, 23; Bede, 130, 2; BH., 49, 15; W., 24,

6; AS, i, 50, 15; 338, 34.

Very frequently, however, the subjunctive in the subordinate

clause is to be explained as due to attraction to the subjunctive

1
Mather, The Conditional Sentence in Anglo-Saxon, p. 47.
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in the principal clause or to the effort to maintain consistency

of mood-sequence in the indirect expression, as CP., 191, 4,

geleornigen j>a
faederas ]>sdt

hii gode bisne astellen ]>sem "Se him

underSiedde sien ; similarly Bede, 388, 10, etc. Considering

the fact that the indicative of the main clause of the indirect

expression is accompanied almost invariably by the indicative

of the adjective clause, and the subjunctive in most cases by
the subjunctive, it is evident that the part played by attraction

is a most important one.

b. The Adverbial Clause.

The observations with regard to the adjective clause apply
also in general to the abverbial clause.

(1) With the indicative. CP., 271, 10, mon sceal laeran

Jjsette hie, iSonne hie sumne uniSeaw fleofo, J?set
hie ne sien to

wiersan gecierde; 388, 19, hit is awriten J?set
ure Hselend, J>a

he wees twelfwintre, wurde beseftan his meder
; AH., i, 38, 12,

geswuteliaft bset bser wunaS Godes sibb ]>aer se goda willa bi% ;

Bede, 228, 21, ic
}>e secge, forSam Jni ne woldest, J>set ]m scealt

sweltan; similarly CP., 385, 24
; Bede, 200, 2

; Boe., 76, 22
;

LS., 346, 154
; AH., n, 24, 6

; Matt., vn, 28
; Beow., 411.

(2) With the subjunctive. Bede, 156, 22, bsed he hine
J>aet

he him ftaes arwyrSan treos hwylcnehwego dael brohte |>onne

he eft come; Or., 18, 31, norSeweard, he cwse$, \>ser hit smalost

wcere
]>set hit mihte beon ]?reora mila brad

; similarly AH., I,

110, 30.
1

VI. THE ORDER OF WORDS IN INDIRECT DISCOURSE.

The characteristic features of word-order in the Anglo-
Saxon sentence have been considered by C. A. Smith in his

lrThe above general observations must suffice for this subject. A minute

study of the Complex Indirect Sentence is reserved for a future paper.
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dissertation, The Order of Words in Anglo-Saxon Prose; Dr.

Smith selects Or. and AH. as representatives of the earlier and

of the later period of the language respectively. To supplement
his work on the dependent sentence, I have given below in a

tabular form statistics of the order of words of all indirect

statements contained in the greater part of Anglo-Saxon prose
works. The symbols employed are those adopted in Dr.

Smith's monograph.

A. Order of Words in the Indirect Declarative Sentence.
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There is thus observable a general tendency at all periods of

the language to hold to the normal arrangement of words in

Indirect Discourse ;
and furthermore, this tendency is always

on the increase, especially toward the later period of the lan-

guage. There is a very curious predominance of normal order

in Boe. not only in indirect declarative, but also in indirect

interrogative expressions.

This tendency to adhere to normal order is further illustrated

by the large number of instances of inverted order to be found

in indirect discourse. Examples of these may be grouped under

the following heads :

1. In indirect imperative sentences where the original order

of words is preserved, as AH., I, 30, 1, se Romanisca casere

sette gebann paet wcere on gewritum asett eall ymbhwyift; or

where the inverted order is also required by the precedence of

an adverb or of an adverbial phrase, as CP., 27, 8, wses beboden

|>sette on Arones breostum scolde beon awriten sio racu.

2. Where the principal indirect clause is the apodosis of a

condition, whether or not preceded by }>onne; as AH., I, 124,

5, seo ealde ae bebead
]>a3t gif he naere swutelice hreoflig, wcere

Jjorwe he his dome clcene geteald; gif se sacerd hine hreofligne

tealde, ]>onne sceolde he Randan; similarly CP., 383, 31
; W.,

155, 15. In such constructions the retention of the original

inverted order is almost universal.

3. When the indirect expression is a correlative sentence, as

CP., 463, 33, ]>&t is ]>sette J>set
mod swa swa hit God forsihft,

swa sec$ hit his agene gielp; similarly W., 238, 4; AH., n,

446, 24.

4. When a direct or indirect object or an adverbial expres-
sion directly precedes the verb of the indirect clause, as AH,
I, 516, 26, is geswutelod ]>aet

selcum geleaffullum men is engel
to hyrde geset; 600, 19, he geswutelode ]>set sefre beoft him geco-
rene men; 446, 6, Drihten cwse$ ]>set on his Feeder huse sindon

fela wununga; similarly Or., 72, 20
; 148, 16

j Bede, 216, 23
;

BH., 153, 27; 203, 23; 217, 28; 219, 11; 225, 4; LS., 524,

612; 528, 668; W., 18, 8; 19, 2; 82, 4; 88, 19; 291, 14; AH.,
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I, 228, 21
; 406, 16; n, 12, 23; 152, 15; 464, 33; 562, 20.

There is at times a perceptible effort to preserve the original

order of words, especially in Biblical quotations, as AH., I,

446, 6 [quoted above].
5. When the substantive subject of the indirect sentence is

followed by a long attributive expression, the sentence is often

continued after this expression in inverted order, reference to

the subject being made by the pronoun, as CP., 383, 34, ]>set

hi geSencen ]>aet wif iSe iSa geacnodan beam cennaiS ne fyl/aft

hie no mid ]>am hits ac byrgenna ; similarly 99, 6; 311, 14;

383, 33; Bede, 134, 18; Boe., 20, 17; BH., 29, 4; AH., I,

134, 19
; Malt., vn, 28 ; xm, 53.

Order of words when \ad is omitted.

1. Omission in the simple indirect sentence. Examples of

this construction are very rare. Among the instances given
in a former section [see Omission of fycet],

there are several

which cannot legitimately be termed indirect discourse but

merely direct clauses introduced by verbs of command or peti-

tion, as AH., I, 332, 12
; 434, 13

; 446, 13
; Boe., 40, 31

; 98,

33. There are, however, thirteen clear-cut examples of true

indirect discourse with no conjunction; the normal order is

found in twelve, viz., CP., 389, 1 1
; 423, 1 9

; Bede, 34, 8
; 200,

25
; Boe., 82, 27

; 182, 8
;

1 92, 1 1, 29 ; BH., 71, 25
; LS., 72,

273
; AH., I, 374, 4

; John, xxi, 25. Transposed order is

found only once : Boe., 12, 22, ic wat selc wuht fram Gode com,

and this is probably due to the influence of the Latin : novi

deumque esse respondi. We are at liberty, I think, to con-

clude from these statistics that Anglo-Saxon, like the Modern

German, tends to return to the normal order whenever the

conjunction is omitted.

2. Omission of \cd before the second or third coordinate

clause of the compound indirect sentence. The arrangements

of words in these clauses are as follows [examples of actual

passage to direct discourse are, of course, excepted] :
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The relative ratios of transposed to normal order for the

various works are :
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other verbs of this kind it is less frequent, as LS., 76, 439, baed

hine ealle wacian; Jud., 58, pohte pa idese mid widle besmitan;

similarly AH., n, 182, 18
; 254, 16

; 262, 9
; EL, 297, 979

;

1018; 1101; Dan., 359, 542; An., 773, 779, 1614; Syr., 170.

The inflected infinitive is sometimes found, as AH., I, 218, 30,

circlice J>eowas forbeodan to secganne senig spel; similarly 122,

5; CP., 55, 21
; Matt., xix, 14.

Anglo-Saxon, like the other Germanic tongues, has some

traces of the genuine subject-accusative construction,
1 but it is

very rare : AH, I, 590, 25, pset pu wenst me for tintregum

geoperdan Sa gerynu ;*48, 18, gemunde paet godcunde gevvrit,

marines Sunu standan set Godes swrSran. After verbs of say-

ing there is a near approach to this construction by the use of

the accusative of the substantive and the predicate adjective, as

Gu., 90, pas eorSan ealle saegde Icene under lyfte ; similarly

BH., 165, 3; Or., 136. The extention of the subject-accusative

construction in the later language is due to classical and romance

influences.
2

After verbs of perception this construction is more frequently

employed than elsewhere, as Wid., 101, hwser ic wisse gold-
hrodene cwen giefe bryttian; Beow., 1970, geongne guftcyning

godne gefrunon hringas dodan; Dan., I, gefrsegn ic Hebreos

eadge lifgan; W., 2, 1, we geacsodon his geoeasterwunan beon

godes englas, and we geacsodon paera engla geferan beon pa

gastas soSfaestra manna; similarly An., 183, 941, 1094; Cr.,

78
; Jud., 7, 246

; Beow., 2485, 2695, 2753, 2774
; Gu., 976,

1059; Rid., xxxvi, 3. The subject-accusative in these in-

stances is obviously used with more meaning than that of

simple report, and it is necessary to bear in mind its stylistic

character in order to get at the real meaning conveyed by these

expressions : the traveller in his mind's eye views his queen

distributing treasures as of old, the heroes in the Beowulf
behold their youthful monarch engaged in the same gracious

act, the poet of the Daniel brings before our eyes the picture

1

Ibid., \ 224. Matzner, Englische Grammalik, in, 28.
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of the happy life of the ancient people of God, and Wulfstan

gives a vivid description well in accord with his highly

rhetorical style. A glance at the other examples will estab-

lish the fact that by the use of this construction the writer por-

trays the events narrated in the strongest manner, as actually

taking place before our eyes ;
it is mainly the picturesque style

of poetry. When the more vivid expressions of sense-percep-

tion are used this construction is still more frequent, as Gen.,

2777, ]>set
wif geseah for Abrahame Ismael plegan; Or., 797,

gehyred rodora dryhten sprecan reiSe word
; similarly EL, 243

;

An., 847, 992, 1004, 1009, 1448, 1492, 1690; Rid., xiv, 1
;

Wand., 46; Or., 498, 506, 511, 740, 925, 1154; Dan., 726;

Gen., 661
; AH., u, 272, 16; 468, 18; W., 199, 13.

By far the most numerous instances of the infinitive clause

are those modelled after the corresponding Latin construction ;

it is to be observed that, with the exception of the infinitive

after hatan, there is here an obvious departure from the general

Anglo-Saxon usage, for the construction can be regarded in no

other light than a slavish imitation of a Latin original. It is

very frequent in Bede, very rarely found elsewhere; as Bede,

404, 21, he geleornode monna cynne ingong geopenian ]>aes

heofonlican lifes [didicerat generi humano patere vitae celestis

introituni] ; 322, 19, ic gemon mec geo beran }>a iidlan byrSenne

[me memini supervacua pondera portare] ; similarly 36, 17;

58, 9, 19; 80, 31; 82, 4; 84, 2; 88, 4; 138, 10; 178, 31;

186, 4; 190, 21; 206, 31; 232, 30; 264, 27; 266, 13; 270,

23; 286, 17; 288, 11; 308, 26; 310, 3; 316, 21; 320, 3;

322, 19; 326, 27; 330, 13; 334, 4; 340, 7, 14, 19; 344, 21;
34

; 426, 8
; 430, 12

; 440, 1
; 456, 24

; 460, 3
; 462, 18, etc.

As the translator of Bede followed the Latin in this respect

more closely than any other writer, a careful study of this work

will enable us to determine the exact influence of the Latin

infinitive construction upon the Anglo-Saxon idiom. I pre-

sent the following statistics : there are in Bede 331 Latin infini-

tives following verbs which act as introductions to indirect

discourse
;
in 263 instances the Latin infinitive is rendered by
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the regular Anglo-Saxon construction with the subordinate

clause
;
in 68 cases only does the Anglo-Saxon agree in con-

struction with the Latin, 28 of these are found after hatan (its

usual native sequence), 8 follow geseon, 6 occur after gehatan, 4

after gehyran; witan, twygean, gelyfan, gelimpan, and secgan

are each followed twice by the infinitive; while bebeodan, bid-

dan, bewerian, cetiewan, gemunan, gdeomian, herein, oncnawan,

ongytan, tellan, ]>yncan, and wenan are followed once by this

construction. Since the infinitive clause is quite frequent after

hatan and verbs of perception, we may conclude from the above

statistics that the influence of the Latin infinitive construc-

tion upon the Anglo-Saxon is very slight even in the closest

translations.

VIII. RELATION OF INDIRECT TO DIRECT DISCOURSE.

In all languages there has been more or less freedom in the

syntax of the indirect sentence ;
the cause of this variation

is due to the two different points of view with which these

expressions are regarded ;
the interest may be centered about

the speaker and the time when the statement is made, in which

case regularity of syntactic structure is generally the result; in

many cases, however, the attention is directed more especially

to the statement itself, and oftentimes, by reason of this, all

connection with the governing verb is lost sight of and the

exact words or contents of the narration are given in direct

form. This intermingling of the indirect and direct construc-

tions is found in the earliest periods of language. The Hebrew
shows a most primitive condition in that, without being pre-
ceded by the indirect construction, the contents of the statement

are given in direct form immediately after the verb of saying.
In the Greek (especially in Homer, see Iliad, 368 ff.) there

are frequent instances in which a governing verb of saying is

followed by a series of indirect clauses, and at last the direct

words are taken from the mouth of the speaker to give a more

energetic conclusion. Latin furnishes numerous examples of
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the same construction :
" It must be remembered," says Prof.

Gildersleeve [Latin Grammar, 652, Rem. 1], "that Oratio

Obliqua is necessarily less accurate in its conception than

Oratio Recta, and hence it is not always possible to restore

the Oratio Recta from the Oratio Obliqua with perfect cer-

tainty ; hence, when accuracy is aimed at, the narrator takes

the point of view of the speaker, and at last passes over to

Oratio Recta." Similar constructions are found in Old High
German and Slavic.

In Anglo-Saxon this transition to direct discourse is by no

means infrequent ;
it is due to a great extent to the require-

ments of style ;
the advantages to be derived from its use are

obvious : it is less cumbersome, more accurate, and lends a

greater degree of vivacity to the narrative.

It is employed in some cases to emphasize an important or

contrasted statement, as LS., 36, 185, cwseft pset heo eode to

hyre licgendre on Iseceshiwe and hi wolde forhycgan gif heo

paet bysmor forberan wolde, ac io hrymde sona mid sarlicre

stcemne; AH., I, 596, 30, cweftende past swa halig man hangian
ne sceolde

;
aeftele lareow ne sceolde swa preowian, ac sceolde

beon alysed, for&am fte he ne geswitfS soft to bodigenne.

It is very frequent after expressions of saying, happening,
and the like, when the narrative consists of a number of coordi-

nate clauses
;
the indirect form is regularly employed in the

first or first few clauses and the remaining statements use the

direct construction, as AH., I, 452, 12, cwaeft paet seo fyrd
wicode wiiS pa ea Eufraten, and seafon weard-sett wacodon ofer

pone casere. ipa com peer stceppende sum uncuft cempa and hine

fturhdyde, and lulianus ]>a forswealt; 230, 19, we raedaft paet

pa heafod-men gebrohton Cristes apostolas on cwearterne, ]>a

on niht com him to Godes engel, etc. ; 44, 9, we rsedaS paet pa

apostolas gehadodon seofon diaconas; pcera diacona wees se

forma Stephanus. He wees swifte geleafful, etc. ; CP., 379, 6, tiaet

is se cwide hu mon paet feoh befaeste paem ciepmen $e he scolde

forSsellan to wsestme, and ]>a forfty fte he forwandode ....
pa geaf he hit to unftances and his eac micelne dem; AH., I,
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152, 2, her is gersed on ]>isum godspelle ]>&t se Haelend genarae

onsundron his twelf leorning-cnihtas and cwaeft to him ....

)>a nysion his leorning-cnihtas nan andgiet; LS., 488, 16, lp&

gelamp hit set sumum cyrre ]>aet
he ferde into anre byrig |>e

mon constantinopolim neruneft
;
and jmnon into Efese

; ]>a he

iSa \reo burga gefaren hcefde ]>a het gdangian him, etc.
; similarly

OP., 181, 18; Chr., 373, E, 36
; ede,352, 15; BH., 213, 29

;

W., 221, 7, 10; 223,8; 227,15; 233,2; AH.,i, 114, 1
; 152,

2
; 340, 23

; 470, 14
; n, 96, 19

; 104, 30
; 272, 13

; 296, 2
;

542, 18.

In Chr., 84, 39, we notice the rare example of the direct

together with the indirect expression in the first dependent
clause: |>a cwaedon hie

J>aet
hie

]>ses
ne onmuuden ]>on ma ]>e

eowre geferan ]>e
mid ]>am cyninge ofslcegene wceron. [A and C,

eowre; B, D, E, heoraJ]

One of the finest passages that can be selected to illustrate

the transition to direct discourse is the well-known account

of the voyages of Othere and Wulfstan [Eright's Anglo-Saxon

Reader, p. 42
; Or., 19, 32]. The introductory verb is secgan;

the narrative is a long one, and it can be seen that if indirect

discourse were kept throughout, the manner of narration would

be simply intolerable. Let us note the steps taken by the

writer to present the statement in an acceptable form. The
first two sentences follow the laws of indirect speech in every

particular : Wulfstan saede
J?set he gefere of Hsefcun, J>aet he

wcere on Truso, etc. As the formal connection with the govern-

ing verb becomes less distinct, the indicative is employed :

J>set Jjaet scip wees ealne weg yrnende under segle. From this

point on the narrative is continued by giving the substance of

Wulfstan's description : WenoSland him waes on steorbord

and on baecbord him wses Langoland ;
and finally his exact

words are quoted : and J?onne Burgenda land waes us on baec-

bord and WenoiSland waes us ealne weg on steorbord. In

Boe., 166, 27 ff. and 194, 2 if. there is a like use of indirect

and direct constructions after gelympan and gebyrian; the

general sense of indirect report is expressed by the occasional
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insertion of secgan with the dependent construction in the

following clause, and by the use of sculan. A similar con-

struction is found in Bede, 154, 23-28. The parenthetical

insertion of he cwceft to preserve the sense of quoted statement

is seen in W., 89, 8, he ssede eac pset peoda sceoldan winnan

heom betweonan and fela eorS-styrunga geweorSan on worulde,

and pset beoiS pas angin, he cwceft, para sarnessa.

In many instances, however, these constructions can be

regarded in no other light than as direct discourse introduced

by a verb of saying or happening ; but, instead of the entire

preservation of the direct form, the clause immediately follow-

ing the introductory verb falls into the indirect construction,

while the remaining part of the statement is retained in its

original form; as Boe., 216, 19, swa mon segS pset an nseddre

wsere pe hsefde nigon heafda, and simle gif mon anra hwilo

ofsloh, ]>onne weoxon
]>cet seofon; pa gebyrede hit

]>cet \>cer
com

seforemcere Erculus to; pa ne mihte he geftencan hu, etc.
; AH.,

II, 372, 1, Gregorius ssede pset se mon se $e ~Sa micelan feorme

worhte is ure Hselend Crist
;
he sende his ]>eowan to Icetigenne

vnanncynn; and ode pe pa boda& is Godes bydel; similarly 330,

24
; 354, 29

; Matt., xvi, 18
; W., 156, 7; 205, 5

;
also many

of the examples introduced by gelimpan, and the like, indi-

cated in a preceding paragraph. The indirect construction is

occasionally followed by a long stretch of direct discourse, giv-

ing merely the contents of the statement
;
as AH., II, 332, 9,

Paulus awrat pset he wcere gelsedd up to heofonum oftftcet he

becom to \<xre ftriddan heofonan; and he wees gelced to neorxna

wange and peer pa gastlican dygelnysse gehyrde and geseah, etc.

In expressions introduced by verbs of command and peti-

tion, there is a decided gain in style by bringing in the direct

imperative form after the usual indirect sequence with the

subjunctive; as CP., 213, 14, ic eow healsige paet ge us to

hrsedlice ne sien aetyrede from gewitte, ne ondrcedaft for nanes

mannes wordum [rogamus vos ut non cito moveamini a vestro

sensu] ; AH., I, 334, 25, Ic bidde eow pset ge beon gemyndige
Lazares reste, and do> swa swa Crist sylf taehte

; Boe.,
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260, 2, Ic bidde
]>aet )?u me gewissige bet ]?onne ic awyrhte to

|>e,
and gewissa me to Jnnum willan and gestaftela min mod

and gestranga me; W., 229, 6, Ic hate ]>aet ge gangen to minum

ciricum, and |>aer ge eower geswinc sellaS; AH., n, 20, 20, Ic

sette nu ]ns gebann on eallum minum
];set

nan man ne beo swa

dyrstig J>set
he aenig word cweiSe .... gif hit hwa J?onne doiS,

he sceal ]>olian his sehte
; 296, 2, Ic ]>e

bebeode
]>aet ]>u gewite

of }>yssere stowe and far to "Westene, and ]m nanum men on

}>inum fram-faere ne drece; LS., 240, 32, ]?a cwaeft se dema

J>set
hi ofter ]>aera dydon, swa hi )?am godum geoffrodon and

arwurSnysse hsefdon, swa hi
J?a ofirunga forsawon and ges-

cynde wurdon
; smeaga nu, etc.

The transition from the subjunctive to the indicative in the

second and following coordinate clauses after a verb of saying
or thinking is probably an application of the same principle

that causes the passage from indirect to direct discourse ;
in

such cases the conjunction ]>cet,
the formal bond of connection,

is almost always absent and the statement is naturally in some

degree independent of the governing verb. This is of common
occurrence in Anglo-Saxon ;

as CP., 85, 26, oiSrum monnum

SyncS |>aet hie msestne demm and maeste scande ftr&wigen and

hie forswencte beofo for worulde; 107, 18, ic cwaeft |>89t segh-

welc monn wcere gelice oiSrum acenned, ac sio ungelicnes hira

gearnung hie tieh$ sume [dixisse me niemini quod homines

natura aequales gemit, sed variante meritorum culpa post-

ponit] ; LS., 62, 202, ssede
]>set

he naafre on his life ne come

neah wife, ac heold his clsennysse; Boe., 140, 15, ic ser saede

)>83t sio soiSe gesael); wcere god and of J?aere soiSan gesaelpe cumaft

eall
|?a o$re god ; Bede, 164, 29, secgaS men ]>sei ]>set gdumpe

\>Kt he scde, aet his undernswsesendum, and him wees hefed

beod [fertur quia consedisset ad prandium positasque esset in

mensa coram se discus argenteus] ; BH., 159, 22, Mattheus

waes cwe^Sende
J^aet Drihten astige on sume tid on anne munt

mid mycelre werode and ]>a gescet he on pam munt; W., 240, 26,
we wendon J^aet Jm wcere godfyrht and hcefdest gastlice geberu
beforan us

; similarly BH., 29, 15
; AH., i, 196, 33

; 532, 29.
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When an adverbial clause of time, place, condition, or con-

cession comes between the governing verb and the principal

dependent clause, the connection between the latter expressions

is much weakened, }>cet
is frequently omitted and the principal

indirect clause put in inverted order, with the use of the same

mood as would be required in the corresponding direct state-

ment
;
as Bede, 190, 8, ssegde he

J>set
in pa tid . . . . ]>a wees

geslegen sum leornung-man ; 161, 21, secgaiS men, |?a Oswald

biscepes bede, ]>a wees him sended o$er biscop; Boe., 142, 13,

hu ne miht Jm geiSencan gif J?a god wseron psere softan gessetye

limu, ftonne wceron hi hwcethwegu todceled; BH., 29, 4, gepen-
cean we eac gif oftre nyten wsere to halsigenne, ]>onne onfenge
he heora hine; similarly Boe., 210, 8

; 216, 19
; AH., I, 134,

13; Chr., 358, E. 26.

In late Anglo-Saxon, especially when allusions are made to

the Scriptures or to the writings of the Fathers, there are fre-

quent examples of the employment of
]>cet

with the paratactic

sentence. The direct narrative is evidently used here to pre-

serve the exact words of Holy Writ and of the no less sacred

patristic writings ;
as AH., I, 360, 31, be him awrat se witega

lesaias pset he is stemn clypiende on westene; 542, 19, he him
behet pset hi ofer twelf domsetl sittende beoft; 528, 30, Grego-
rius spreec and cwseft J>set ure Drihten as marwrS hwilon mid
weorcum

;
efne he aseude his leorning-cnihtas .... he scecd

beon Godes bydel; LS., 214, 79, se apostol behet pam J>e

healda$ claennysse J>aet
hi synd Godes tempel ; similarly AH.,

i,338, 9; 364, 13; n, 394, 31.

Direct discourse with the conjunction is a marked character-

istic of the Anglo-Saxon Gospels; it is due to the influence of

the corresponding Greek construction with on, through the

medium of the Latin;
1 as Luke, vii, 16, cwsedon J>set msere

witega on us aras. The same construction is also observable

in the Gothic, due to the same cause : qtyandans ]>atei prau-
fetus mikils urrais in unsis.

1 See E. H. Spieker,
" On Direct Speech introduced by a Conjunction,"

American Journal of Philology>
v

>
221.
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RESULTS.

The following is a brief summary of results established by
this study of Indirect Discourse.

1. The use of the conjunction \a& in the compound indirect

sentence is regulated by the requirements of emphasis or con-

trast ;
its use in the complex sentence is determined by the

conscious effort to attain ease and clearness of style. The

omission of the conjunction is mostly found in the complex
indirect sentence with a preceding subordinate clause

;
in the

simple sentence this omission is extremely rare.

2. The subjunctive of reported statement after simple verbs

of saying is the rule in early Anglo-Saxon ;
but chronologically

considered, the use of the subjunctive and of the indicative

after such expressions vary inversely. In the Alfredian period,

since the subjunctive is the usual mood of indirect discourse,

the indicative conveys a decidedly objective conception ;
in the

later period, the great levelling of moods under the indicative

forms tended to limit the use of the subjunctive after verbs of

saying to expressions of possibility, contingency, condition, etc.

The presence of an intervening coordinate or subordinate

clause between the indirect clause and its governing verbs fre-

quently weakens the sense of dependence and causes the use

of the indicative instead of the regular subjunctive.

When the nature of the expression is objective, as is the case

with verbs of perception, the indicative is employed in the

dependent clause
; this mood is also used after some verbs of

saying with objective force, as cySan.
The use of the subjunctive in the indirect interrogative sen-

tence is somewhat more extensive than its use in the declarative

sentence
;

it is employed when the interrogative idea is promi-
nent and is sometimes due merely to the interrogative form

;

but, in most cases, the dependent clause has a descriptive rather

than an interrogative force, and the use of mood is the same
as in the declarative expression.
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3. Sculan, in its original sense of duty or obligation, is fre-

quently used in indirect discourse; from this is developed the

idea of duty imposed by another, and hence its regular employ-
ment after verbs of command

;
its primitive meaning is further

extended to denote an event sure of fulfillment in the future,

and thence it easily passes into expressions of prophecy and

even of simple future action. The duty implied in a con-

formity to universal usage accounts for its frequent employ-
ment after expressions of custom. As an indication of mere

possibility, it is used to show that the truth of a statement is

not vouched for by the narrator, and it is occasionally employed
as a sign that the statement is false.

Witlan has a somewhat similar development; from the ex-

pression of pure volition, it passes through the intermediate

stages of promise, threat, and prophecy, to be used as an indi-

cation of the simple future expression. As denoting the action

of the will for an indefinite period, it is used after expressions

of custom.

In later Anglo-Saxon there is a decided tendency to indicate

ideas of probability, contingency, and the like, not by the simple

subjunctive, but rather by the periphrastic constructions with

sculan, willan, magan, and motan; this tendency is greatly
favored by the breaking-down of the old subjunctive forms.

4. In Indirect Conditional Sentences the subjunctive is

regularly used in the protasis when introduced by butan, and

in both members of ideal and unreal conditional expressions;
it is the prevailing mood when the governing verb is in past time,

especially if it be a verb of belief or command. After simple

introductory expressions and verbs of perception the indicative

is more frequently employed ;
this mood is also in general use

whenever a governing verb is in the present tense, since in this

case there is a decided tendency to revert to direct discourse.

The subjunctive is always used in complex indirect sentences

introduced by cer, 0$, and ]>eah. In other complex sentences

there is variation of mood, dependent mainly upon the character

of the governing verb.
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5. There is a strong tendency, especially in later Anglo-

Saxon, to employ the normal order of words in indirect dis-

course ;
adherence to the word-order of direct speech is further

shown by the remarkable persistence of inverted order in the

indirect expression. When the conjunction ]>cet
is omitted in

a simple indirect sentence there is almost exclusive use of the

normal order, but the omission of this conjunction before the

second or following coordinate clause of a compound sentence

produces no affect upon the order of words. Transposed order

is most consistently observed in indirect interrogative sentences,

due probably to the conscious effort to express subordination.

6. The infinitive clause is mostly used after hatan, with less

frequency after other verbs of command. The subject-accusa-

tive construction is in general use only after verbs of perception

in the picturesque language of poetry; its occurrence after

verbs of saying or thinking is very rare, and is mostly confined

to direct copyings of the corresponding Latin construction;

this method of rendering the Latin prevails, however, to no

great extent even in the closest translations.

7. Transition from Indirect to Direct Discourse is very

frequent in Anglo-Saxon. It is to be generally observed that

the farther the clause is removed from the governing verb, its

sense of dependence is diminished and there is a stronger

tendency to revert to the direct construction. This transition

is specially frequent when the statement is a lengthy one, by
which means a long continuation of indirect constructions is

avoided. It is often employed to emphasize an important
statement or to establish a contrast, and has a distinctively

stylistic force after verbs of command or petition.
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